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CONFEDERATE AIR FORGE 
C·46 F N 53594 

INSTRUMENT & CONDITION MARKING READING 

~) Tachometer-RPM 
Maximum Limit Red Radial Line 2700 
Takeoff or Precautionary-Range Yellow Arc 2550.:..2700 
Normal Range Green Arc 1600-2550 

) Manifold Pressure-in Hg. , 

Maximum L imi t Red Radial Line 52.0 
Takeoff or Precautionary-Range Yellow Arc 44.0-52.0 
Normal Range Green Arc 20.0-44.0 

) Cylinder Head Temperature-·C 
Maximum Limit Red Radial Line 260 
Precautionary Range Yellow Arc 232-260 
Normal Range Green Arc 120-232 
Minimum Limit Red Radial Line 120 

) Oil Inlet Temperature-OC 
Maximum Limit Red Radial Line 93 
Precautionary Range Yellow Arc 90-93 
Normal Range Green Arc 80-90 
Miniinum Limit Red Radial Line 40 

, I Oil Pressure-PSI I 

Maximum L imi t Red Radial Line 100 
Precautionary Range Yellow Arc I 90-100 
Normal Range Green Arc 80-90 
Minimum Limit Red Radial Line 25 

) Fuel Pressure-PSI 
Maximum Limit Red Radial Line 19 
Normal Range Green Arc 16-18 
Minimum Limit Red Radial Line 14 

) Carburetor Air Temp-·C 
Maximum L imi t Red Radial Line 50°C 
Precautionary Range Yellow Arc 0-10°C 

) Hydraulic Pressure-PSI 
Maximum L imi t Red Radial Line 1500 
Normal Range Green Arc 1100-1350 

) Suction Inches I 

Ma.v.imum Limit Red Radial Line 4.8 
Normal Ranqe Green Arc 4.3-4.8 

) De-icer Pressure 
Maximum Limit Red Radial Line 10 
Normal Range Green Arc 6;"10 

) Airspeed Red Radial Line 234 
Yellow Arc 191-234 
Green Arc 80-191 
Wh·ite Arc 67-117 

:: 
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IITRODUCTION 

This book has one purpose: to help you fly the 
C-46-fly it safely, efficiently. and m a manner 
that results in a minimum of maintenance on 
the airplane. 

You learn to fly any airplane only by flying 
it, of course. However,when you use this book 
in connection with your actual flying of the 
airplane you'll find that it greatly simplifies 
your job of getting acquainted with the ship 
and its peculiarities. Further, it gives you the 
information you need for getting the optimum 
performance out of the airplane under all con
ditions. 

Your Airplone 

The Commando is a big airplane. It is the 
largest 2-engine transport airplane m the world. 
But it is not a difficult ship to fly once you· get 
_the hang of it. . 

The C-46 had a pretty rough time m the early 
,days of the war. Military necessity put it to 
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work in a faraway theater before all the bup 
were out of it, with service facilities sketchy 
and spare parts almost nil. 

But this school of hard knocks did a lot for 
the Commando. Its modifications and improve
ments came not from the drawing board, but 
from actual experience in the theater of oper
ations. As a result, today's C-46 is built specific
ally for the job it has to do if ever an airplane 
was. 

This new C-46 has proven itself in the battle 
of military supply lines around the world. Day 

. in, day out, good weather and bad, Commandos 
are delivering the goods over the Hump-the 
roughest, toughest 600 miles of airway in the 
world. In other major theaters they are giving 
the same sturdy, dependable service. 

Its huge cargo capacity, its safe operation, its 
speed, and its dependability all add up to make 
the C-46 one of the best transport airplanes in 
the sky, 
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Wben you fly a C-46. you are Dore than just 
a pilot-you are the commander of your air
plane. 

Under some circumstances your crew may. 
consis1 of copilot, navigator, radio operator, and 
aerial engineer. Or Iru1ybe just you and a co
pilot will have to handle t..~e whole show. 

Regardless of the size of your crew, you have 
certain duties and responsibilities as airplane 
commander. The n.rs1 of these is to understand 
your crew, both as individuals and as members 
of the team flying your airplane. 

Your copilot is your right arm, in a literal 
sense as well as a figurative one. Never forget 
that he is a trained rated pilot; treat him as one. 

In normal flight, your copilot performs many 
necessary and important jobs for you, such as 
handling the checklist, operating controls at 
your command, watching the instruments, and 
making radio contacts. 

Under certain condItions you may have to 
call upon him to take over all the duties and 
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responsibilities of first pilot and fly you, your 
crew, and your ship safely home. How well he 
performs those duties then will depend on how 
much training you have given him. 

Ordinarily you do not have a navigator in 
your crew except on long-rangt" flights. If you 

do have a navigator aboard, remember that he 
is a specialist. He has spent long months study
ing his job, just as you have yours. Navigating 
is his full-time business. 

There are certain things you must do to help 
your navigator perform his work efficiently: 

Work out your flight plan with your naviga
tor-the altitudes and airspeeds at which you 
wish to fly, location of alternate airports, the 
weather, etc. 

During flight, stick to your proposed course 
and airspeed as closely as possible. It is difficult 
for your navigator to make his computations 
unless you do. Notify him immt>diately of any 

changes you make. Call on him for position 
reports frequently, and get together with him 
if there is any doubt about your location. 
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There i.E a lot of radio equipment in your air
plane. The one man who is supposed to know 
all about all of it is your radio operator. In 
adilltion to knowing how to operate radio 
eqillpme:1L he should be familiar with all codes 
tbat are used, and should be able to do in-flight 
maintena.."'Jce and servicing of the equipment. 

Like other members of your crew, your radio 
operator has had extensive training in his spe
cialty. But the more practice he has in his vari
ous duties, the more dependable he becomes. 
See that he gets it. 

Blessed is the pilot who has a good aerial 
engineer: Your engineer is the one man aboard 
who is supposed to know more about your air
plane than you do. 

Take a real interest in his work. You can find 
out a lot about your ship, and equally impor
tant you build up his pride in his job. 

Talk over the condition of your airplane with 
the engineer before takeoff; have him accom
pany you on your outside and inside inspec
tions of the ship. He's the boy who knows the 
answers when the nuts and bolts start pulling 
out. Work with him. 

Air Discipline 

Regardless of how good a crew you have, 
getting your airplane to its destination s;!fely 
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is your responsibility. Without being dictatorial 
abou: it, make it clear that you are the boss ... 
your word is final. 

Train your crew in thE" priTJciplE" that no man 
is to move any control L~at affects the opera
tion of the airplane except at your command. 
This is important. A mad scramble in the cock
pit during an emergency is disastrous. 

Also insist that as soon as any crew member 
perforrm, any duty which affects the operation 
of the airplane, he tell you about it. For ex
ample, when the radio operator lets out the 
trailing wire antenna, it is important that he 
report it to you. Don't keep -.ecrets from each 
other. 

Crew training 

As airplane commander, it is your responsi
bility to see that every man on your crew 
knows his duties and how to perform them. 
Brief them on your missions, their irnportance, 
and how each man's job fits into getting the 
airplane there .md back. Deyelop tea.mwork. 

In addition, see that the crew is trained in 
the prop~r procedures for bailout, ditching, 
fire-fighting, and any other emergencies that 
may be encuuntered. Work out a bailout plan 
and practice it on the ~c.und until every man 
knows exactly what he is to do and is proficient 
in doing it. Conduct ditching drill in the same 
manner if you make over-water fl;ghts. Brief 
your crew on sun'ival procf'dures. 

See that every man understar.ds the use of 
the oxygen equipment on your airplane. 

Other Responsibilities 

Always make sure that your men have para
chutes, proper clothing, and other equipment 
that they need before every flight. Sure, they're 
grown men and should look out for themselves 
-but it's still your responsibility to check. 

Take care of the enlisted men in your crew 
when you are away from your base. See that 
they get a place to sleep and eat before you 
start worrying about your own comfort. 

Always remember that once you leave the 

ground, you are commander-in-chief of your 
little unit of the army. You have the authority, 
and you have the responsibility and obligations. 
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The C-46 Commando is a cargo and transport 
airplane. Its principal use is to transpo;rt mili
tary equipment and supplies. It may also be 
used as a troop carrier, ambulance, or glider 
towplane. Manufactured by Curtiss-Wright 
Corporation, it is a low-mid-wing, all-metal 
land monoplane. 

FU5eloge 

The fuselage is of conventional construction, 
except that the cross-section is in the shape of 
two intersecting circles which are divided by 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

the floor of the main cargo compartment. This 
design provides two additional compartments 
in the belly of the plane, suitable for the stow
age of small cargo. The total cargo capacity is 
2640 cubic feet-greater than that of a standard 
36-£00t freight car. 

Power 'lfint 

The airplane has two I8-cylinder Pratt & 
Whitney Model R-2800-51 double-row, radial. 
air-cooled engines developing 2000 Hp each for 
takeoff. A 2-speed supercharger is built inte-
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grally into each engine with speed ratios of 
7.60:1 and 9.89:1. 

Propellers 

Present production models have Curtiss elec
tric controllable 4-bladed propellers. Earlier 
model~ have Hamilton hycirQrnatic controllable, 
3-bladed propellers. Both types of propellers 
have constant-speed and full-feathering fea
tures. 

Landing Gear 

The landing gear is of conventional tn)e, con
sisting of two main wheels and a tailwheel. The 
gear retracts hydraulically. The main wheels 
retract into the nacelles, the tail wheel into the 
fuselage. Wben retracted, the gear is com
pletely enclosed by fairing doors. 

Flaps 

Rearward - moving, hydraulically - operated, 
slotted-type flaps are installed in each wing. 
These may be extended to any angle up to 35° 

Surface Control System 

The control systems are of the direct-con
nE>cted cable type, with trim tabs on all control 
surfaces. A hydraulic booster system provides 
easy h .. ndling. Operating controls are conven
tional wheel, column, and rudder pedal type. 
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Fuel System 

There is a separate fuel system for each en
gine, with a crossfeed between the two sy£ 
tems. There are three fuel tanks in each wing, 
with a total capacity of 1400 gallons. Provision 
is made for extra fuel tanks to be mounted in 
the fuselage for long-range flights. 

Oil System 

Each engine has a separate and complete oil 
system, with a hopper type tank holding 39.8 
gallons. 

Hydraulic Systems 

There are two hydraulic systems in the 
plane, the main system and the booster system. 
These are connected by a cross-over valve. 

The main system has a normal pressure of 
1050 to 1350 pounds per square inch (psi), 
which is maintained by two engine-driven 
pumps. This system operates landing gear, 
brakes, cowl flaps, wing flaps and the automatic 
pilot. 
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The auxiliary system has a working pressure 
of 750 to 1050 psi, furnished by an auxiliary 
pump on the left engine. The auxiliary system 
operates the surface control boosters only. 
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EIEtCtrical System 

The airplane has a 24-volt electricaJ system 
with two storage batteries and two 200-ampere 
generators, one on each engine. 

Heating System 

Three hot-air combu!;tion type units, which 
take fuel from the main fuel system, heat t.he 
airplane. NormalJy one small unit heats t.he 
cockpit and two larger units heat the main 
cargo compartment. 

Ice Elimination Systems 

The follov.ing equipment provides protection 
against icing. 

-Standard rubber de-iCing boots-for the 
leading edges of wing and tail surfaces. 

-Anti-icer fluid slinger rings for each pro
peller. 

-Defroster vents, fluid spray, and mechan
ical wipers for the windshleld. 

-Fluid spray system and standard carburetor 
heat control for each carburetor. 

-Fluid dispersing tubes on pitot masts to 
prevent ice accumulation. 

-Electric pitot heaters. 
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Fir.e Extinguisher Equipment 

A carbon dioxide (C02) fire ex1:inguishing 
system is installed in each nacelle and is oper
ated from the pilot's compartment. There is a 
hand type fire extinguisher in the cockpit, two 
in the main cargo compartment. 

Operational Equipment 

For loading and securing cargo, the airplane 
has the following equipment: 

A 2-piece loading ramp. 
Ti€--dovm rings. 
Tracks for engine dollies. 
A task floor for heavy equipment. 
Fittings for a hydraulic winch to be used in 

loading heavy cargo. 
Fittings for carrying propellers under the 

fuselage of the airplane. 
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For troop carrier use, the airplane has collap
sible bucket type seats along each side of the 
fuselage, accommodating 40 troops. Ten addi
tional seats can be placed h"1 the center. 

There are provisions for the h"1stallation of 33 
hospital litters. 

Other Equipment 

Standard radio equipment 

Extra fuel and oil tanks 

Life raft installation 

Nayigator's station 

Oxygen equipment 

A utomatic pilot 

Chemical toilet 

Signal flares 

Blind flying hood 

C-46 DATA SHEET 

Weigh' (Lbs.) 

Normal gross ...................... 48,000 

Emergency overload ................ 50,000 

landing (maximum) .......... , ..... 46,000 

Batie (average) ..................... 32,400 

NOTE: These weights are operating limits speci
fied 'by Air Transport Command. 

Dimensions 

Length .................... 76 feet, 4 inches 

Span ............................ J 08 f.et 

Height (in 3-point position) .... 2' feet, 9 inches 

Wing area ................ '360 square feet 

Landing gear tread ........ . 2S feet, 11 inches 

Normal winglooding (48,000 Ibs.) ............ 35.29 Ibs. per square foot 

CAPACITY 

Total cargo capacity .......... 2640 cubic feet 

Main cargo compartment ...... 2300 cubic feet 

Lower forward compartment. . .. 133 cubic feet 

Lower aff compartment. . . . . . .. 207 cubic feet 
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Normal fuel capacity ........... 1400 gallons 

Maximum fuel capacity (with 16 
long-range cabin tanks) ....... 3000 gallons 

Normal oil capacity. . . . . . . . . . . .. 80 gallons 
long-range oil capacity. . . . . . . . .. 120 gallons 
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CONTROL PEDESTAL 

---
1. Throttles 17. Booster cross-over control 

2. Propeller governor controls 18. Detonator buttons 

3. Left mixture control , 19. Landing gear selector valve handle 

4. Elevator trim tob control 20. Carburetor heat controls • 
5. Friction adjustments 21. Landing gear handle latch 

6. Left oil cooler shutter control 
22. Supercharger controls 

7. Left landing light switch 
23. Tailwheel lock handle 

8. Control booster shutoff 
24. Propeller selector switches 

9. Left sump pump HI·LOW sw.'i.ch 
25. Fuel c:rossfeed control 

10, Left propeller feather switch 
26. Aileron trim tab control 

It. Left propeller circuit breake, 
27. Rudder trim tab control 

12. Wing flap control 

13, Parking brake 
28. Right landing light switch 

14. Carburetor filter cantrol 29. Right oil cooler shutter control 

15. Glider release 30. Right mixture control 

16. Emergency brake control 31. Cowl flap controls 
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COCKPIT - LEFT SIDE 

1. Heated suit control box 7. Pilot's rudder pedal adjustment 

2. Jack box 
8. Fuel tank selector 

3. Radio filter box 

4. Pitot anti-icer shutoff valves 
9. Signal light receptacle 

5. Heater air intake valve 10. Windshield wiper control valve 

6. Ultra-violet light control 11. Defroster 
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COCKPIT - RIGHT 51 DE 

1. R6C09"ition fight .wltch 
6. Pltot blowout pump 

2. fuel tank •• Iector 
7. Main ac:cumulator .hutoff 

3. Pitof blowout valve. 
•. PitOf heater switch •• 

... Copilot'. rudder pedal adjustment 
9. Radio filter box 

\0. Jock box 

. ~ .. ~ ',,'" , ). ,,' , 
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OVERHEAD PANIFL 

1. Sump pump controls 14. Generator switches 

2. Lighting systtlm circuit breakers 15. Anti-ieer pump switches 

3. Spotlight 16. Inve-rter and horn release !witches 

4. Radio compass control box 17. Propeller anti-icer pump rheostat 

5. Compass CW·VOICE switch 18. Warning bell switch 

6. Command transmitter cantrol box 19. 'gnition 5witchel • 

7. Left engine s10rter panel 20. Right engine sianer panel 

8. Sattery moster switch (optional) 21. Panel light 

9. Battery selector switch., 22. Command receiver control box 

10. Light switches 23. Localizer control box 

11. Compass and overhead light rheostats 24. Anti-jeer circuit breakers 

12. Voltmeter 25. Fuses and spores 

13. Ammeters 26. Dome Ijght 

RESTRICTED 
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INSPECTIONS 

It takes many thousands of man-hours to 
build a C-46. You can reduce it to a pile of junk 
in 3 seconds. That 3 seconds may conceivably 
be 3 seconds you "saved" by skipping some lit
tle detail in inspecting and checking your plane 
before takeoff. 

As aircraft get bigger and more complicated, 
the need for thorough inspections before every 
flight becomes more important. Probably your 
plane gets such inspections, for our ground 
crews are the -best in the world. But ground 
crews are human. They make mistakes, they 
forget, tbey overlook things, like everyone else. 
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AND CHECKS 

So there's only one '",ay to be certain that 
your plane is in good condition and ready to fly. 
That's to check it yourself, personally, every 
time you take it up. 

No one expects you to make a SO-hour in
spection of your plane before each flight. But 
there are certain important things, obvious 
things, that you must check if you want to be 
sure of flying home. 

Your aerial engineer probably has forgotten 
more about the insides of your airplane than 
you'll ever know. Get in the habit of talking to 
him about your ship's condition every time you 
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:0 out to take it up. Have him accompany you 
on your inspection tour of the outside and in
side of the plane, so that he can investigate 
anything that looks doubtful, fix anything that 
needs flXing. 

A thorough inspection of your plane needn't 
take long, if you adopt a standardized procedure 
and stick to it. Start at the same place every 
time, and work around in the same way. Once 
you have developed the habit of h systematic 
procedure you'll find that you can make the 
whole inspection in just a few minutes. 

Oubide Vi5;ual Inspttdion 

Start from the cargo door on the left side of 
the ai.:-plane and move forward to the left 
wingtip. 

WingtiJl and leading edge-Check for damage. 
Someone may have bent a wingtip in parking 
or taxiing your plane the night before. 

De-icer boots-Check general condition. 
Flaps-Up. 
Pitot covers-Removed. 
Propeller-Look for nicks and excessive oU. 

Ask engineer if props have been pulled 
through. 
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Now move in under the left nacelle: 
Look up through the landing gear doors. 

Any fluid dripping? Any frayed cables? Any 
loose lines? Any leaks in the accessory section? 

Fire extinguisher seal-Red disc intact. 
Cowling-Buttoned down. 
Oleo strut-Inflated to 2lh-3lh inches. 
Tires-Any cuts? Normal inflation? Any 

signs of slippage? 
Wheel chocks-In place. 
Cross under the ship and repeat this inspec

tioD on the right wing and nacelle. 
As you start back toward the tail, check the 

lower cargo compartments. Doors and inspec
tion panels secure? Any fluid leaking? 

Now for the tail section: 
" Control locks-Removed from rudder and 
elevator. 

De-icer boots-Check for cuts and general 
condition. 

Elevators-Check both. sections to make sure 
that the torque tube connecting them has not 
sprung and they are not out of line. Note set
ting of trim tabs. 

Tailwheel tire-Check for cuts. A semi-de
Hated condition is normal for this tire. 
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In,ide Vis..,al Insped;o., 

Loading-Proper loading is one of the most 
important things to check in all cargo airplanes. 

Has the cargo been checked on the load 
adjuster for proper balance? 

Does the distribution of cargo in the plane 
agree with its description on Form F? 

Is the cargo tied down securely so that it 
cannot shift on takeoff or in flight? 

Checking the loading is your responsibility. 
You may delegate it to a reliable copilot, aerial 
engineer, or crew chief, but make sure it has 
been checked. 

Fuel crossfeed valve-This valve is on the left 
ceiling of the cabin amidship on most C-4f's, on 
the pedestal on some models. See that it is OFF 
and safetied. 

Forms 1 and lA-Read carefully to check the 
status of the airplane if on a red diagonal. 

Hydraulic reservoirs-Main reservoir is near 
the cockpit door. Check the level on the glass 
gage. Remove the booster system reservoir cap 
and see if the fluid level reaches the bottom of 
the screen. See that there are spare cans of 
fluid aboard. 

Hydraulic shut-off valve-ON. 
Anti-icer fluid-Tank full and spare cans 

aboard. 
Emergency landing gear crank-In place un

der the cockpit hatch. 
Hand hydraulic pump handle-Stowed under 

the liaison transmitter. 
Emergency dump valve-down. 
Ask the engineer these final questions: 
1. Fuel tank caps secure, and fuel quantity 

checked visually? Don't trust the gages. 
2. Grade 91 fuel in any tanks? 
3. Oil tanks serviced? 
4. All hatches secured? 
5. Passengers and parachutes aboard and 

safety belts in place. 
6. Load secure? 
7. Any other defects in the condition of the 

airplane? 
Now you are ready to take your seat in the 

cockpit. 
Adjust your seat to permit full rudder con

trol and best vision without discomfort. Check 
seat locking mechan:sm. Rock the seat back 
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and forth and sideways vigorously to make 
sure that it is securely locked.. 

Adjust rudder pedals. 

USE Of CHECKLISTS 

There is a checklist in the cockpit of every 
C-46 airplane. AAF Regulations require that 
you use it on every flight. 

Common sense, too, requires that you use 
this checklist. There are too many instruments 
and controls to check, too many operations to 
perform in an airplane the size of the C-46 for 
you to trust your memory. And the possible 
consequences of omitting one single item are 
too dangerous to risk. 

How to Use 

Use the checklist in the followil'lg manner: 
The copilot holds the checklist in his hand 

and reads out the question porti.on of each item. 
The pilot (or copilot, on items he checks) 
checks or operates the instrument or control 
and calls out its status. For example: 

Copilot: "Trim tabs?" 
Pilot: "Neutral!" 
Copnot:~'Controls ?" 
Pilot: "Free!" 
Copilot: "Mixtures?" 
Pilot: "Auto Rich!" 
You probably will have most of the check

list memorized after using it a few times. But 
you alway~ run the risk of omitting some im
portant check or operation wben you trust your 
memory entirely and don't use the printed 
checklist. 

Directional Type Checklist 

The before-starting checklist is a directional 
type one. In using it you follow a definite path 
around the cockpit: 

1. From bottom to top of pedestal. 
2. From rear to front of pilot's windowsill. 
3. From left to right across the instrument 

panel. 
4. From front to rear of copilot's windowsill. 
S. From front to rear of overhead panel. 
This checklist eliminates hopping around 

and makes checking quicker and easier. It also 
reduces the possibility of skipping items. 
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C-46 CHECKLIST 
BEFORE STARTING ENGINES 

Start from the bottom of the pedestal: 
Cross-over valve-Down 
Emergency brake valve-Down 
Glider release-Down 
Carburetor filter doors-Down 

Parking brake-ON 
Superchargers-LOW blower 
Carburetor heat-COLD 
Landing gear handle-DOWN and latched 
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Wing flaps-UP 
Tailwheel-LOCKED 

Prop selector sv.itches-AUTO 
Circuit breakers-In 
Feather sv.itches-NORMAL 

Aileron tabs ) 
Rudder tabs {Free and neutral 
Elevator tabs , 
Control booster shut-off-ON 
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Oil cooler shutters-CLOSED 
Mixture controls-IDLE CUT-OFF 
Prop governors-Full forward (high rpm) 
Throttles-Cracked (~ open) 
Cowl fiaps-;OPEN 

Now on the pilot's windowsill: 
Pitot anti-icer valves-OFF . 
Nose valve-As desired 
Fuel selector valves-Tanks desired 

On the instrument panel: 
Airspeed selector valve-AiRSPEED TUBE 
Autopilot bleed-NORMAL 
Autopilot shut-ofI-OFF 

On the copilot's windowsill: (To be checked by 
copilot) 

Pitot blowout valves-INSTRUMENTS 
Accumulator shut-ofi valve-Down 

. Pitot heat s-.vitches-O:fF 

On the overhead panel: 
Light switches-OFF 
Anti-icer switches-OFF 
Radios-OFF 
Circuit breakers-OFF 
Heaters-OFF 

STARTING ENGINES 

Start putt-putt } (Unless battery cart is 
Battery switches-ON used) 
Master and ignition switches-ON 
Inverter-ON (Check spare) 
Generators-ON 
Gas gages-Check quantity 
Booster (or sump) pumps-ON 
Fire guard posted 
Call "Clear" to ground crew 

Energize starter 15 to 18 second'i, and engage 
with both switches. 

AFTER ENGINES ARE RUNNING 

Booster pumps-OFF 
Battery switches-ON (Battery cart out) 

Putt-putt-Off 
- Lights-As desired 

BEFORE TAXIING 

Flight engineer's report-Crew aboard, hatches 
and doors secured, ladder in. 

Hydraulic pressures: 
Booster system-750-1050 psi 
Main system-l050-1350 psi 

Radios-ON 
Altimeter-Set 
Clock-Set 
Gyros-Set 
Flight controls-Free 
Chocks-Removed 
Pennission from tower to move 

Parking brake-OFF 
Tailwheel-UNLOCKED 
"All Clear" from alert crew 

ENGINE RUN-UP 

Parking brake-ON 
Tailwheel-LOCKED (1£ straight) 
Fuel booster pu.."Ilps-OFF 
Oil cooler shutters-As desired 
Mixtures-AUTO RICH 
Cowl fiaps-OPEN 
Fuel selector valves-Takeoff tanks 

Check: 
Engine gages for proper readings 
Superchargers, then return to LOW 
Carburetor heat, then return to COLD 
Generators 
Manual prop controls 
Prop governors 
Magnetos 
Pitot heaters 
Suction gage 

BEFORE TAKEOFF 

Prop selector switches-AUTO 
Circuit breakers-In 
Booster pumps-ON 
Trim tabs-Neutral 
Control boost-ON 
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Mixtures-AUTO RICH 
Prop controls-Full forward (high rpm) 
Cowl flaps-Trail 
Fuel selector valves-Takeoff tanks 
Gyro instruments-Set and uncaged 
Engine instruments-Normal readings 

When lined up: 
Friction locks-Tightened 
Tailwheel-LOCKED 
Flight controls-Free 

AFTER TAKEOFF 

Gear-UP 
Brakes-ON 
'Power reductions: 

Intermediate-41" Hg. and 2400 rpm 
Climb-35" Hg. and 2300 rpm 

Airspeed 120 to 140 mph 
Booster pumps-OFF (at safe altitude) 

CRUISING 

Power-Reduced to cruise setting 
Mixtures-A UTO LEAN} When cylinder-head 
Cowl flaps-CLOSED temperatures are 

below 200°C. 
Tanks-Use front tanks for 30 minutes 

'BEFORE LANDING 

Prop governors-2300 rpm 
Slow plane to 150 mph 
Gear-DOWN 
Mixtures-AUTO RICH 
Fuel selector valves-Proper tanks 
Booster pumps-ON 
Gear checked down: 

Visually 
Light-Green (or Selsyn-DOWN) 

Copilot checks: 
Parking brake-OFF 
Superchargers-LOW 
Carburetor heat-COLD 
Tailwheel-LOCKED 
Propeller switches-AUTO 
Circuit breakers-In 
Autopilot-OFF 
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Wing de-icers-OFF 
Heaters-OFF 
Brake pressure-1050 to 1350 psi 

AFTER LANDING 

Flaps-UP 
Cowl flaps-OPEN 
Props-Full forward (high rpm) 
Booster pumps-OFF 
Trim tabs.,-Neutral 
Tailwheel-UNLOCKED (Not above 10 mph) 

SlOPPING ENGINES 

Clear blower clutches 
Mixtures-IDLE CUT-OFF 
Throttles-Full OPEN 
All switches-OFF 
Wheel chocks in place 
Brakes-OFF (if hot) 
Fuel selector valves-OFF 

BEFORE LEAVING AIRPLANE 

Tailwheel-LOCKED 
Control locks installed 
Wmdows and hatches closed 
Forms 1 & 1A completed 

BI:FORE RE-TAKEOFF 

Parking brake-ON 
Flaps-UP 
Prop switches-AUTO 
Circuit breakers-In 
Trim tabs-Neutral 
Props-Full forward (high rpm) 
Mixtures-AUTO RICH • 
Fuel selector valves-Takeoff tanks 

Run up engines and check: 
Magnetos 
Prop controls 
Generators 

Booster pumps-ON 
Cowl flaps-Trail 
Friction locks-Tightened 
Tailwheel-LOCKED 
Flight controls-Free 
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'" STARTING ENGINES 

Before cranking 'eT up, perform your before
starting check. This check covers almost every 
control and instrwnent in th€' cockpit. It must 
be complete and detailed, because you have no 
other way of knowing in what position some 
pilot left the various controls after the previous 
flight. 

Following the before-starting checklist pro
tects you from the results of someone else's 
carelessness. 

Auxiliary Power for Starting 

Always use auxiliary power for starting the 
engines. Using the plane's batteries drains them 
excessively and can cause loss of propeller gov
ernor control for takeoff. 

Use the auxiliary power unit (the putt-putt). 
1£ it is inoperative, use a 135-ampere battery 
cart. 
Note: 1£ battery cart is used, turn the ship's 
batteries OFF. 

Procedure for Starting 

Make sure the fire guard is poste-d before 
starting the engines. 

1. Master and ignition switches-ON. 
2. Battery switches-ON (unless battery cart 

is used). 
3. Generators-ON. 
4. Inverter-ON (check spare). 
5, Gas gages-FULL. 
6. Booster pumps ON. On late-model planes 

there are no standard booster pumps. Turn on 
the sump pump switches on the overhead panel, 
and adjust the rheostats or 2.position switch to 
deliver 17 psi pressure. 

7. Call "Clear" to ground crew. 
8. Energize the starter for 15 to 20 seconds . 

. 9. Engage starter, holding in both switches, 
and prime if necessary. Do not overprime. 1£ 
engine is warm, or if outside temperature is 
over 60°F, priming is usually nct necessary. 

1£ the engine does not start within 30 seconds, 
release the switches and allow the starter to 
cool for 2 minutes, Overheating may burn out 
the starter. . 

10. As soon as the engine starts, place mix
ture control in AUTO RICH. n engine does 
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not continue firing, return immediately to
IDLE CUT-OFF and resume engaging. 

11. Idle at 800 to 1000 rpm. 
12. Watch the oil pressure gage. H pressure 

does not register within 30 seconds, shut off 
the engine and investigate. 

After engines are running: 
1. Booster pumps-OFF. 
2. Battery switches-ON (battery cart out). 
3. Putt-putt (if used) -Off. 

When Engine Won't Start 

If the engme does not start readily, move 
the mixture control from IDLE CUT-OFF to 
AUTO RICH for not longer than 3 seconds and 
then return. This forces raw gas into the 
blower, where it is vaporized by rotation of the 
impeller and serves as additional prime. 

Caution: Do not leave in A'lITO RICH longer 
than 3 seconds or you flood the blower section 
and overprime the cylinders. 

When Engine Is Flooded 

To clear out Q flooded engine, open the throt
tle wide, with mixture control in IDLE CUT
OFF, and continue turning over the engine 
with the starter. 
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TAXIING 

Nothing can make a pilot feel so foolish and 
look so ridiculous as banging up a big, expen
sive airplane in a taxiing accident. 

There is only one reason for taxi accidents: 
carelessness. Yet the figures show that taxiing -
accidents and mishaps represent a large propor
tion of the cost of repairs and maintenance on 
our aircraft. So learn the right way to taxi. 

'y ou will find that, in general, taxiing tech
nique for the C-46 differs little from that of 
other large multi-engine aircraft you have been 
handling. This plane is big and it's heavy
bigger than some 4-engine ships. Respect its 
size, and you'll have a minimum of trouble 
handling it on the ground. 

Controls for Taxiing 

Like most other heavy airt:raft, ·the C-46 
gives little or no response tb rudder or aileron 
action in taxiing. The principal controls are: 
engines, brakes, and tailwheel. 

Use throttles for directional control when
ever possible. Rov-rever, anyone who tries to 
use only power and no brakes on a C-46 under 
all conditions is headed for trouble. 

In case of engine fire during starting: 

1. Place mixture control in IDLE CUT-OFF. 
2. Open throttle wide and keep engine turn

ing. The fire may be sucked through the engine 
and extinguished. 

If fire persists: 
1. Pull the handle of the built-in CO: ex-

tinguisher system for that engine. 

2. Turn booster pump OFF. 

3. Turn fuel selector valve OFF. 
4. Push throttle wide open. 

Do not attempt to re-start an engine after 
using the nacelle fire extinguisher. Another fire 
may start and you have no way of putting it 

out. 

) 
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Turns 

Never start a turn from a parked or stopped 
position. Let the airplane roll a few feet for
ward first. Pivoting on one wheel wears out the 
tire an,d puts a severe strain on the entire land. 
ing gear. 

For the same reason, don't make your turns 
too short. Make slow, easy turns with both 
wheelS moving throughout the turn. 

Start turns by leading with one throttle well 
befole you reach the turning point. Remember, 
it takes time for the engine to bring the ship 
into the tum. 

In the same m8nner, anticipate with the other 
throttle well before the turn is completed so 
that you can straighten out with a minimum 
use of brakes. Use your brakes when neces.
sary, but use them sparingly. 

Guard against leap-frogging your throttles. 
Return the inside throttle to the closed posi
tion so that you can make the turn with the 
least power possible. . 

Do not ram throttles forward suddenly. 
Large engines are not built to take sudden 
applications of power. 

-•.... 
Use of Brakes 

Keep yO'LU' feet on the rudder pedals with 
tOes in position to apply brakes. If desired, 
have your copilot keep his feet on the bottom 
of the pedals to hold the rudder neutral. 

To slow or stop the airplane, apply pressure 
on each brake gently, to feel out the braking 
action. Never slam on the brakes on a C-46. The 

. airplane usually swerves to one side or the 
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other, and in congested areas you may get a 
. wingtip before you can regain control. 

Intermittent use of the brakes usually gives 
adeq~ate braking action with the least amount 
of wear. 

Caution: Abrupt usc of brakes at low speeds 
can cause the airplane to nose over. 

The brakes on the C-46 overheat quickly. 
Use them sparingly and use them gently, or 
you may find that you have no brakes when 
you need them most. 

U$e of Tailwheel Lock 

The tailwheel lock is a most important aid 
to taxiing the C-46. The locked tailwheel helps 
keep the plane .straight, reducing the use of 
brakes for directional control. Locking the tail· 
wheel is a must in crosswind taxiing. 

,I 

Have your copilot keep his hand on the tail
wheel lock handle at all times during taxiing, 
ready to lock or unlock it at your command. 

Let the airplane roll straight forward .for a 
few feet before locking the tailwheel. This pr~ 
vents damage to the locking mech~m. 

Before· beginning a turn, unlock the tail
wheel. Starting the turn with the tailwheel 
locked causes the lock pin to jam and may 
shear the pin, making the plane unflyable. 

Speed of Taxiing 

Fast taxiing is the cause of most taxi acci
dents. Keep your speed down. A heavy air
plane like the C-46 builds up a lot of momen
tum, even at low speeds. Excessive speed is not 
only dangerous, but necessitates continuous use 
of brakes. 
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Minimum Engine Speed 

Be careful about idling engines below 800 
rpm, or you may foul the sparkplugs. This is 
true regardless of the grade of fuel used. 

This does not mean that you cannot pull a 
throttle all the way back on turns, or in slow
.ing down the airplane. With an occasional run· 
up for cleaning out, it is safe to idle at 400-500 
rpm for periods up to 2 or 3 min utes. 

In dO\>.Tnwind or downhill taxiing, when you 
must keep power at a minimum to prevent ex
cessive speed, clean out the engines occasion
ally. 

In Congested Areas 

Remember that the C-46 has a wingspread of 
108 feet. When taxiing close to other aircraft 

. or obstructions, it is difficult to estimate your 
clearance .. 

In close quarters, slow do,","Il to a crawl. If 
you have any doubts about whether it is safe 
to proceed, stop. Ask the tower to send the 
alert crew out to walk your wingtips past the 
obstructions. If the alert crew is busy, get your 
own crew on the ground to help. 

\\1Jlen the ramp is extremely congested, cut 
your engines and ask the tower for a tug to tow 
your plane. 

Caution: As airplane commander, you are 
responsible for the safe movement of your air
plane on the ground. If your plane is being 
towed in, see that the alert crew knows its 
business, and stay with your plane until it is 
properly parked. 
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CROSSWIND TAXIING 

Because of the large fuselage and tail section 
...• of the C-46 there is a definite tendency to 
. weatheJ'CO(;k in wind as low as 5 mph. Taxiing 

in a stiff wind of 20 mph or more presents a 
major problem. 

ne locked tailwheel helps materially in 
keeping the airplane straight in a crosswind. 
Keep it locked at all times except when mak
ing turns. 

Lead with the upwind throttle sufficiently to 
bold the pTaJle straight. 

In strong winds, use the downv.1nd brake 
when necessary to prevent excessive use of 
power and to curb speed. 

TAXIING IN MUD, SNOW, OR SAND 

Taxiing in mud, snow, or deep sand requires 
the same technique used for other large air
craft with conventional landing gear. 

On surfaces where there is a minimum of 
tractioll; you must rely completely on throttles 
for directional control. In turns, take special 
pains to lead with smooth application of power. 
Rough handling of throttles results in an un
manageable airplane. 

Avoid deep mud. If you must go through it, 
however, keep moving. Taxiing too slowly or 
making sharp turns causes bogging down in 
&Oft spots. 

If you get stuck, cut your engines and get a 
tow. Trying to blast yourself out with power 

• 

overheats engines and may possibly damage 
the gear. "-

Sudden stops may cause noseovers. Keep 
the wheel back to hold the tail down. If the 
load has been properly balanced, the possi-

. bility of noseovers is minimized When you 
must taxi in extremely muddy conditions, ex
tra tail ballast is desirable. But be sure to 
redistribute the load before takeoff. 

ENGINE RUN-UP 

Stop the airplane on the taxi strip at a sale 
distance from the end of the runway for engine 
run-up. Usually you park at a 45° angle to the 
runway to get the clearest view of incoming 
traffic. 

Head into the wind to help keep the engines 
cool during run-up. 

As you swing into run-up position, make sure 
that the area behind you is clear . Your prop 
wash can do lots of damage. 

Whenever possible, park so that at least the 
propellers are over a hard surface to avoid 
picking up rocks, causing damag~ to propeller 
blades or to tail surfaces. 

Technique of Run-up 

Like the before-starting checklist, the run-up 
procedure is a directional one. You work up
ward on the pedestal checking the various con
trols for proper engine operation. 

Before starting run-up, make sure that you 
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have a minimum cylinder-head temperature of 
120°C and minimum oil temperature of 40°C, 
and that all controls are set properly according 
to the checklist. Run up each engine separately. 

1. Advance throttle to 1400 rpm. 
2. Shift into HIGH blower. Make blower 

shifts without hesitation, to avoid slipping or 
dragging the clutches. A'momentary drop in oil 
pressure is normal after the blower shift. 

3. Place carburetor heat full on. 
4. Advance throttle to 2000 rpm. 
S. Note rise in carburetor intake air tempera

ture, and then place heat control off. 
6. Return to LOW blower. Manifold pressure 

should drop 1" to 2". 
7. Check engine gages for proper readings. 
8. Hold prop switch in DEC RPM until a loss 

of 200 rpm is indicated. Then move switch to 
INC RPM until you regain normal rpm. This 
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~ INCOMING TRAFFIC 

check indicates that the manual control of the 
propeller is functioning normally. 

9. Return switch to AUTO. 
10. Operate the feathering switch until there 

is a noticeable rpm drop and then return the 
switch to NORMAL immediately. 

Note: Make this check only in the initial run
up of the day or of a strange airplane. 

11. Pull the prop governor control back until 
the rpm drops 200. At this setting the governor 
should hold the engine at a steady speed with
out surging. Return the prop control to full 
forward position and note the increase of rpm. 

12. Perform the power check. Advance the 
throttle until you obtain 2500 rpm. You will 
need about 36.5" Hg. ~t sea level vtith an out
side air temperature of 25°C (77°F). Allowing 
a tolerance of 2.5" Hg. £01' instrument errors, 
the maximum permissible manifold pressure is 
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ENGINE INSTRUMENT REAJ>ING5 BEfORE TAKEOFF 

Oii Pressvre 
70-85 Ibs. 

39" Hg. When you need more than 39" Hg., 
this is an indication that the engine is not 

, developing proper power because of a dead 
cylinder, bad sparkplugs, or sLrnilarmalfunc
tioning. Have it checked before fught. 

Note: The manifold pressure required to 
obtain 2500 rpm decreases I" Hg. for each 1000 
feet rise in altitude and .7/1 Hg. for each 10°C 
rise of outside air temperature. Take these vari
ations into consideration. 

13. Reduce power to 30" Hg. Check magneto 
operation from BOTH to LEFT and BOTH to 
RIGHT and 'return to BOTH. Normal loss in 
rpm when running on one magneto is 50 to 75 
rpm. Maximum allowable loss is lOa rpm. To 
avoid possible damage to the engine from de
tonation, never run on one magneto alone for 
more than 30 seconds. 

14, Reduce power to idling speed and repeat 
the run-up with the other engine. 

Before returning power to idling speed on 
the second engine, check the flaps by full exten
sion and retraction. 

Note: The run-up procedure above is for air
craft with Curtiss electric propellers. For planes 
with hydromatic propellers, the procedure is 
the same except that: (1) There are no prop 
selector switches; (2) You must pull out the 
feathering button to stop feathering action of 
the propeller. 

TAKEOFF 

When you have performed your before-take
off check and are cleared by the tower, you are 
ready to line up on the runway and procE:ed 
with the takeoff. Let the plane roll forward a 
few feet, then call for the tailwheel to be 
locked. 
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Don't let anybody tell you the C-46 takes off 
"just like a big Cub." It requires constant at
tention and concentration from the time you 
start the takeoff run until you complete the 
takeoff. 

Rudder control does not come in until you 
reach e speed of 50 to 60 mph. The critical pe
riod in the takeoff run comes just before you 
reach this speed. At this time it is extremely 
easy to veer off the runway or even to ground
loop t..he airplane. 

1. In the first part of the takeoff run, before 
you gain rudder control, you must depend on 
the auerons and throttles for directional con
trol. Advance throttles smoothly and not too 
abruptly. Be ready to correct ;s.·awing imme
diately by rolling ailerons in the direction of 
the yaw and b.y leading with the proper throttle. 

You can usually attain rudder control more 
quickly by applying full takeoff power early 
in the run. 

Don't trust the friction locks to keep the 
throttles from slipping back during takeoff. 
Have your copilot guard them. 

After you have advanced the throttles to 
takeoff power and when you need both hands 
for other controls, signal the copilot to take 
over the throttles. 

Be<~,mse of the long travel of the throttle 
levers in early C-46's, it is difficult for pilots of 
short stzlture to push the t...~rottles all the way 
forward and still maintain good position in the 
seal to operate other controls. In this case it 
InBy tx, neC''?'5sary to have the copilot take over 
tbe lLroHh, before they are fully advanced 
and continue pushing them forv.;ard. 

2. When you attain a speed of about 60 mph, 
the tail sta.rts to come up of its own accord. A 
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Clima. .. 130 to 140 mph 

little fonvard pressure on the wheel or rolling 
the trim tab forward helps the taU off the 
ground. 

S. When you have reached a speed of 85 to 95 
mph, depending on load and takeoff conditions, 
back preSsure on the wheel produces a clean 
break from the ground. Use elevator trim at 
this point to relieve the strain of pulling the 
wheel back. You can use trim as the principal 
means of flying the ship off. Apply trim slowly' 
-don't spin the wheel. 

4. After you are definitely airborne-lO to 15 
feet off the ground-depress brake pedals grad
ually to stop the wheels from spinning and call 
"Gear up!" 

RESTRICTED 

5. Hold plane to a minimum climb to attain 
safe single-engine speed of 120 mph. Climb at 
takeoff power to a safe altitude, 300 feet if 
necessary, not exceeding 125 mph. This insures 
that the airplane is not flying back into the 
ground, a frequent cause of takeoff accidents. 

6. Reduce power to intermediate settings and 
climb to 1000 feet. At this altitude reduce to 
normal climb settings and continue the climb 
at 130 to 140 mph. . 

7. At about 1500 feet turn off the fuel booster 
pump on ODe engine. Check the fuel pressur: 
gage to be sure that sufficient p~ur,~\ is 
maintained by the engine pump alone. Then 
turn off the other booster pump. 
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Copilot Duti .. 

There are controls you can barely reach and 
in...c:truments you can hardly see in the C-46, so 
depend on your copilot for help. Use simple, 
unmistakable signals when you want the C()oo 

pilot to take over the throttles or raise the gear. 
Always accompany your signals with verbal 
orders so that there will be no chance of mis
understanding. 

Make sure that your copilot watches all en
gine instruments closely during takeoff. Have 
him report any abnormal readings to you im· 
mediately. Loss of fuel or oil pressures or ex
cessive temperatures require instant action on 
your part. 

HEAVILY LOADED TAKEOFFS 

In training. you make most of your takeoff. 
with empty or lightly loaded aircraft and on 
hard-surface runways. In operational flying 
you wiD be confronted at times with heavily 
loaded ships, and also soft runways, high alt!-

. tude fields, and excessively high outside air 
temperatures. 

Each of these factors adds length to your 
takeoff TUn, ana obviously a combination of 
two or more greatly increases the takeoff run. 
Vary your takeoff technique to meet these con
dition$. 

1. Use maximum allowable takeoff power-
2700 rpm and as much manifold pressure as you 
can pull, up to 52" Hg. 

2. Advance throttles to takeoff power rapidly 
but smoothly. • 

3. Hold the ship on the ground until you get 
ample flying speed. This may be as high as 100 
mph under some conditions. After you have 
lifted the airplane off the ground, the remainder 
of the takeoff is normal. 

SHORT .FIELD TAKEOFFS 
The short-field.takeoff is a high-performance 

maneuver. It calls for maximum use of every 
favorable characteristic of the airplane and the 
pilot's full ability. The following short-field 
takeoff technique has been found most effective 
for the C-46: 

1. Set the Saps to the ~ position This is the 
maYiinum·lift minimum..drag position regard
less of load. 

2. With brakes set and tailwheel locked, ad
vance power up to the maximum allowable for 
takeoff. Then release the brakes and start the 
takeoff run. 

3. Bring the airplane off the ground as soon 
as you reach flying speed. 

.. When definitely airborne, retract landing 
eearand allow the airspeed to build up slightly 

RAISE FLAPS 
2ND POWER REDUCTION 

NORMAL CLIMB 

MAXIMUM CLIMB 'NCREASE 1.115'110 
OVER OJSTACLI 1ST 'OWER REDUCTION .-_ .. 

l<t FLAPS 
IRAKES SET 

TAKEOfF POWER 

..... _ .. -.-.t;tJIIII"-----
JIEAK '* 

GROUND ## 
#" ...... "'" 
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cleared. 
5. P--,-~-teY c1e2;.!"ing cb~tac.:le5, hold sh.ll=: to a 

Eljni~-::.uel cli:-nb ~;:'J~.il YOL: r?e:C'll 53fe si::g]~ en

g:ne 5l-'€~ed ~J.d then rnake n::st p,:)\ver reciuc-
+' don. 

6. F.aise flaps slo<,1,:ly before reduc:L."1g pD'V,;er 

to climb settLng. 
Takeoff £::orn a 3-~.o~:!1t position is not TeCom

r;Jended for the C-4G. B",CCiusc of the weig..~t of 
the eci!"plane and the hea\'Y ce,nt:-ols it is cli.'TI
cult to n12ke a cJeaJl br::ak fro!:} t!1e grQ~:ld. 

CROSSWlND TAKEOFFS 

Cros,s\'\-ind tal .. E:offs in the C-46 1"eq~liri2 pl::::nty 
of tecl-uJque. This ~ir;)lane has a ci~Pi-TJ.ite 

tendency to ~reathF.r into the v:"inc bec2'....:.se of 
U1e large fl.lsel2ge and taU sE::-:ace SIe~5. 

Keep the tail on the grou...T)G ur1tU :r~dd~r con
trol (c,mes Lf1. The locked t",Uwheel is a Lg help 
in kE'E';Jing the ship straight. 

As soon as t.t,e tail comes c.:p, t:.;,e rudder im
mediately to correct for "ide thrast. 

Lead witl-:: the upwinc tn:-o:c12 and roll up
wi.'1C ailervn to correct for the ,,-indo In \'ery 
stiff cros~'f~vinds :*I-'OU :c ..... ay have to uSe d;J-"\~I:! .... ;;:ind 
braJ.:e as a last resort. 

After you have attai~D.ed rucder c0:'-"tro! and 
the tail is up, advance the retCi!"ded !}.:...To::le to 
match the oLher for desired ~2.keoff power. 
Leave the ground with thro::tles even. 

lead with 
up"";'ind throttle 
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Hold t:~~}e s~·._~~; on. the grr:.)~r.lc l.!ntil yo~.:, ca...TJ. 

I:l.2.ke a cleC.:l.r! by-eak. Ii yet.: b,:'u:Dce back ~l a 
cross~~\-ind ta~~f.:"Dfi L1.e side th~u.3t orl 'the land-

?~.'f#~,:~"""~~~~~ 

Power Settings for Toke-off ond Climb 

Mcn;~o!d 

TAKEOFF (ma"lmum) 

CLIMB 

R?M 

2700 

2-WO 

~3DO 

Pres.s",re 

52/J Hg. 

41" H3. 

35/J Hg. 

To cumb tlle C-46, t:-im the :-:hip for ha..--.:ds
off flight Lend hit a..'1 indicated <-,3sspe€d (lP~S) 

of approximately 12,0 rYlph. Cli::;.'!:>s at lower :.ir
speeds may cause the engmf::s to o\-'erheat, 

Recorr~Tended powe:- setting is 2300 rpIT, c'-'.ld 
35" Eg. at sea level. CO:-Tecti.ng the ::r:aci£old 
pceS3ure .sage .3" Eg. for each 1000 feet of 
cli:-r .. b to n~::J.ir-~tain ~;>P'!'·OY .. i=lc.te1y the sc ...... --ne 
hOTSepO\~ler results in a set":i~:1.g of 32" I:T.;;. at 

10,000 feet. 
UrJess you need !n.2.ximu:n pe:-iorrnaIlce, 

climb in LOW blower as long as sufficient 
power is o!Jt2.i::.::::ble. 

Temp;;:rature CDntrol 

. Watch the engL.'}>:> illstnlments closely f'Jr 
QverheatL.'"lg during L"e climb. Overheating is 
L.-1dicated first by a rise of cylh"1der-head tem
peratures above normaL Further indication is 
the rise ill oil terr.perature. 

I>1aximum desired cyL'lder-head tempe:ra
tu:-e for climb is 232 c C; r:-<axir;-ll.Lll perITlissible, 
261PC. Desired oil temperature is 'jOsC; maxi

mum permissib1e, 90 'C. 
Start t2~:ing co:orecti",:e rne~5ures at L~~ f~st 

sign of overheating. 1~he ie:7.:.?~rc.ture rise may 
be eXtr2~2!Y rapid, 2""1d it ~~ us~ally difficult 
to reciuce t'2::-lPerat.u:~s to llo:--::-:al 1i.:Tl.its. 

1. 11o:st efr ~·ctiye ;-;·?c;.:riS c,f r-::-ch.lci.ng ~JPer2.t

L.';.g L'mpera ture" is to inci, ,,-sc the I:\S. You 
c~::n ::,c1d 10 to 20 r.~~::!}" to c~::-::-;;\?ed \\..',:thout Dueh 

103s in rate of cErn-S. 
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2. O;)en cowl Baps for more e~edive cooling. 
3. Eeduci...'1g engL.')e speed checks the ten

dency of oil to overheat. 
4. In critical cases you can use FULL 

(E1\TERGENCY) RICH mixture to decrease 
cy linder-head temperatures rapidly. 

Ger on the Step 

Continue your climb to 300-500 feet above 
your desired cruising altitude. Then let down 
gradually, at t.."he same time reducing power to 
cruising settings. In this way you put t.,.~e ship 
up on its aerodynamic step. 

Establishing the aerodynamic step is ~ital 
for best performance of the C-4S. You can lose 
as much as 20 mph IAS in a heavily loaded air
plane by not keepi...'1g on the step. 

Give the engLlles a chance to cool off before 
closing the cowl flaps and changing mixtures to 
AUTO LEAN. Detonation can occur Vv'i.th a 
lean mixture if the engines are too hot. Get 
cylinder-head temperatures do",Nfi to 200°C or 
below before changi...'1g mixtures. 

If operating in low blower, shift to high 
blower once every two hours to clear L.'-le 
sludge out of t.,.~e blower clutches. Leave in high 

Shift to high 
blower every 
two hours 

Altitude 

S.L. 

10,000 

HP 

, n N !5 

1100 

1100 

j 

blower for at least 10 ·rr.i...'1utes before returning 
to low, to allow clutches to cool. 

MaximUill power permissible for cmising in 
f..UlO LEAN rnixture is 1100 HP in LOW 
blower, 975 HP in HIGH blower. The table be
low gives power setting!; for these norsepowers 
at certain altitudes. 

Trimming 

In any airplane, every change of attitude, 
power setting, or airspeed changes the control 
pressures required. Unless you apply trim 
promptly to help you you'll find yourself over
worked in a very" short time. 

This 15 particularly true of the C-46, because 
of t..he size of t.~e airp1ane and the heaviness 
of the contro~. 

The airplane is easy to trim and keep 
m.n1med properly, because it is sensitive to L~e 
trim tab controls. Even a slight movement of 
the elevator trim tab wheel produces a definite 
change of attitude. 

LANiJ!NG 

For the pUrpose of training in a new airplane 
it is aOv'i.sable that a pilot learn a standard 
landing procedure. Once he becomes familiar 
with the ship a..l1d its pecularities, the pilot, 
while conforrning in general to the standard 
technique, may vary it to suit his own style 
and requirements. 

The recommended normal landing for a C-46 
is power-on, with power gradually reduced 
throughout the approach until it is dissipated 
entirely by the time you complete the roundout 
and just before you reach stalling speed. 

RPM MP Blower 

!~ r iii • 
2100 35.3 Low 

2100 32.3 Low 

• 1· 1iI!1t37'Mf'31ili J~~.KIILF ; !!~1e!i;-~'_ '!j'W lin 

15,000 975 2100 31.5 High 

19,900 975 2100 30.1 High 
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TYPICAL LANDING PATTERN 

12 ... fl 

1. Aitspeed-130 mph 
Gear down 

TIll 

Power setting-28" Hg-2300 rpm 

2. Descending 500 feet per minute 

Power setting-22" Hg-2300 rpm 

3. Altitude-BOO feet 

IIfIm ail!2~3= 

RESTRICTED 

vall 11._ llLi I 

, Power Settin9-15" Hg-2300 rpm 
Flaps lowered after turn 

4. Airspeed-lID mph 

5. Stgrt flcne 

Airspeed-lOO mph 
Power pulled all the way o~ gradually 

JIB 
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Make power- reductions 5moothly and grad
ually, An abrupt reduction of even 5" Hg. 
causes an c:.ppreciabJe cbange of attitude. 

Use elevator trirn tab con.su.ntly throughout 
the pattern and approach. 

Start your before-landing check soon after 
entering the dO\.\.'nwind leg. Complete the check 
before you begi!l the turn onto the base leg. 

Lending Speed 

Fly L.~e pattern at approximately 130 mph 
until you complete t..l:!e till"n onto the n...'lal ap
proach. Final approach speed 'With a medium 
loaded airplane is about 110 mph. B:::ing the 
aL."'"P1ane over the fence at a speed of about 
100 mph. It stalls out at about 77 mph with 
full flaps and power off. 

Use of Flaps 

Normally you lower f...aps a..fter completi.T1g 
the turn onto final approach. Do not lower 
theth with an airspeed of more than 135 mph. 

For average-length rUIlways, use from lh to 
full flaps. You can vary your glide pat±: as 
needed by varying the amount of flaps a..'ld the' 
POL.'1ts at which they are used. 

Flore 

The flare, or round out, requires plenty of 
room to complete wit...lJ. the C-46. Begin t...lJ.e 
flare well back of the field so that you have 
time to perlorm it gradually and smoothly. 
Dissipate your remaining power gradually 
throughout the flare so t.~at power is full off 
when you complete it. 

Give constant attention to t.~e trim through
out the flare to provide smooth and easy 
handling. 

38 

landing 

Make a tail-low wheellandi..'"1g. You can make 
a IuD-stall 3-point landing, but it is not recom
mended until you have perfected your landing 
ted:.n.ique. The weight of this airplane places 
too much strain on the structure, even in shorl 
drops. Tail-hi~l,. wheel landings can be made 
very smoot...lJ.ly, but they are necessarily faster 
and take morE runway. 

landing Roll 

This is one plane that you don't stop flying 
until it comes'to a dead stop. Keep your bead 
out of the cockpit on the landing roll. 

Vv'ben airspeed drops below 50 mph, you lose 
rudder control. A violent swerve or even a 
groundloop can easily result at that point if 
you are not careful. Be ready to correct imme
diately with aileron and throttle action. Loosen 
throttle friction locks to allow smooth move
ment of L~rottles ... 

Use brakes for directional control on the 
landing roll only as a last resort. 

Sl~wing the Airplane 

If runway length permits, do not use brakes 
to slow down the aLrplane. If you must use 
brakes, feel them out well before you near the 
end of Lhe runway. Do not apply brakes hard 

while the airplane is moving fast. The heat 
generated' can burn out the brakes quickly. 
Slow the plane down by intermittent appli
cation. 

Not touching the brakes at all until close to 
the end of the field is strictly an invitation to 
trouble. Even full brakes do not stop you soon 
enough if you wait until the last 500 feet to 
apply them. 

RESTRICTED 



UNDERSHOOTING 

The remedy for undershooting is smooth 
application of power. Advance power as much 
as necessary, even up to takeoff limits in ex
treme cases, to make sure that you reach the 

. field. 
Propellers have been set at 2300 rpm in your 

before-landing check. However, with heavily 
loaded ships you may find that this setting does 
not give sufficient power. Don't hesitate to in
crease rpm to 2500, or even full forward to 
2700, if you need to. 

In cases of slight undershooting, do not allow 
the glide angle to change during the power 
application. <r..be~.se, when you again reduce 
power you wnI find yourself in a nose-high 
attitude from which normal recove..JI' and land
ing is dL.1ficult. 

In extreme cases of undershooting, you must 
flatten the glide. If there is sufficient altitude as 
you approach the end of the runway, reauce 
power and perform a normal flare and landing. 
However, if you are too low to break your glide 
normally, reduce power and crag t..~e ship into 
a power-on wbe-eI landing. 

OVERSHOOT!NG 

If you find that your approach is high, your 
best procedure is to make a power-off landing. 
This type of landing ca-TJ. be performed without 
di.;nculty in the C-46. The ai..rplane does not 
have an abnormally steep angle of descent 
,.,rith power off if airspeed is kept at 110 mph 
or better. 

If your power-off gliding speed is less than 
100 mph, however, and you are using full flaps, 
apply some power as you go into the fI...are. The 
use of power allows you to level out gradually. 
An abrupt pul1-out increases your wing load
ing greatly, and i.n extreme cases can result in 
a stall. 

If you have any doubt about being able to 
land in the first third of the runway, you must 
go around. 

GO-AROUND P;tOCEDURE 

Go-around procedure for the C-46 is the 
same as that for most other aircraft. 

RESTRICTED 
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Remember, though, that this airplane takes 
time to respond to the controls. As soon as you 
think you have to go around, get started
don't wait until you are ahnost on the ground. 
If you do, you're looking for trouble. 

Having decided to go around: 
1. Pour on the coal and call "Gear up!" Your 

propellers are already set for 2300 rpm, so you 
can use up to climbing power without re
adjustment. If necessary, advance to interme
diate or even full ta.~eoff power. pushing the 
prop governors forward firSt.· Advance slowly, 
to prevent engine surge. Open cowl flaps %. 

2. Don't let the nose get up too far. It starts 
up as soon as you acv3nce the thr-ottle. ·Hold it 
down ~ith the wheel until you can re-set t..~e 
elevator trim. 

3. Build up your airspeed. With a heavily 
loaded ship you need plenty of aL.""Speed before 
you can start climbing. 

4. "When you have reached a safe airspeed, 
120 ::-:ph minimum, milk the flaps up gently. 
As you bring the flaps up, correct for loss in 
lift by bringing up the nose to increase the 
angle of attack. 

CROSSWIND LANDINGS 

Use standard technique for crosswind land
ings in the C-46. 

1. It is possible to use full flaps for crosswind 
landin~ if you dump them as soon as you make 
contact with the ground. Another method is to 
choose flap settings according to the angle and 
strength of the wind. Use less flaps in stronger 
a.TJd more direct crosswinds. 

2. Counteract for drift by dropping the up
wind wing or crabbing into t.~e WLTJd. Combin
i.~g the two is the best method-it keeps you 
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CROSSWIND LANDING TECHNIQUES 

LOWER UPWIND WING, OR 

CRAB INTO THE WIND, OR 

• COMBINATION Of lOWERING 

THE WING AND CRABBING 

40 
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NORMAL LANDING ROLL 

from dropping the wing too low or crabbing 
too much. 

3. Get the '\\-ings level and kick the aL.-plane 
straight with. the runway just before you touch. 

4. Make a normal wheel landing. This mini
mizes t.~e drift a....~er the flare a..""ld gives you 
better control in setting the ship down. 

5. Conce~trate on the landing roll. The mCijor 
problem in landing a C-46 crosswind comes 
after the ship is on the ground. After you lose 
rudder control you must use upv;;iJ.""ld throttle 
and ailerons for control. Always roll ailerons 
in the direction of the yaw. Use downwind 
brake if absolutely necessary. 

Since t.~e use of t...iu-ottles is a principal means 
of control, the landing roll is considerably 
longer than normal. Some conditions of cross-

Normal full-flap glide 

Undershoot field 

wind may require so much throttle that you 
cannot land on a runway less than 6000, feet 
long. 

SHORT-FIELD LANDINGS 

There are two types of short-field conditions 
that may confront the C-46 pilot in operational 
Dying: (1) where the field is short but has good 
approaches for la..Ylding; (2) where there is an 
obstruction close to or at the boundary of the 
field. 

Field Without Obstructions 

1. Establish a normal full-flap power ap
proach, aimed to undershoot L.~e end or the 
runway slightly. 

2. Start t..\e flare back a little farther than 

Slow flying 
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Co"'tant rote cf descent with 

Qlide :Ingle to clec r obstru(~ion 

APPROACH OVER OBSTACLE 

usual, and hold nor:rr..a1 speed throughout the 
Hare. Gradually pull up the nose and increase 
power sufficiently to get you ovp.r the end of 
L.~e runway. 

3. Once over the runway, ease off power and 
make a normal tail-low landing. 

This tech:::lique allows you to land at stalling 
speed on the first few feet of the nL.""1way, leav
ing the entire length of the runway for the 
lcmding roll. 

Field With Obstructions 

1. Establish a straight glide path which will 
clear L~e obstacle. 

2. Fly at a rninimwil safe power-on speed. 
Do not go below the power-off stalling speed. 
You do not have adequate feel of the ship at 
low airspeeds. 

3. Set the rate of descent not to exceed 500 
feet per minute and control it by throttle ad
justment. 

4. If you see t.~at you cannot clear the ob
stacle with your established glide path, apply 
power to get over it. Do Dot raise the nose. 

5. After clearing the obstacle, mabtain the 
same attitude until close to the ground. Then 
bring the nose up slightly and stall the ship, 
reducbg power gradually. Chop power com
pletely after contact and hold the wheel full 
back. 

6. Raise flaps on contact. This helps to keep 
the tail down when you apply brakes. 

Before attemptiIlg this maneuver, practice 

42 

Cut ;>o_r on contact 

' .. 

flying just above stalling speeds, at safe alti
tudes. The heavy handling characteristics of 
the C-46 are such tha~ eXp;"Jience is necessary 
for you to recognize just when the ship is 
approaching the stalling point. 

P-ARKING 

Control your final turn into the parking place 
so that the airplane rolls straight forward a 
few feet and the tailwneel is in position to lock. 
Then lock it. 

Put on your parki..'"1g brake and leave it on 
until chocks are put under the wheels. Then re
lease it. Leaving the parking brake on may 
cause the brakes to freeze if they are hot .trom 
use. 

Cooling Engines 

If cylinder - head temperatures are over 
205°C, cool the engines by idlin.g at 1000 rpm. 
During idling, set the controls as follows: 

Mixtures-A UTO-RICH 
Cowl flaps-OPEN 
Blower-LOW 
Propelle~ controls-Full forward 

Supercha~gers 

Before stopping the engines, clean out the 
sludge in the blower clutches: 

1. Run both engines up to 1500 rpm. 
2. Shift both blowers into HIGH and leave 

for 15 seconds. 
3. Return blowers to LOW. 
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Stopping Engines 

1. Move mixture controls to IDLE CUTOFF 
and adva..'1ce throttles full fonvard slowly. 

2. Turn all switches OFF after props stop. 
Before leaving the airplane: Shut all win

COWS, doors, and hatches, and cOlnplete Forms 
1 and 1A. 

Check control1ocks on rudder and elevators. 
Lock ailerons with control wheel strap. 

FLIGHT 
CHARACTERISTIC 

The handling characteristics of the C-4G are 
normal in all attitudes a.T1.d under all ordinary 
flight conditions .. 

Directional and longitudinal stability are 
normal, as long as the center of gravity (CG) 
remains within illnits. In cruising flight, how
ever, there is usually a vertical hunting ten
dency, because of the sensitive clction of the 
control boosters. 

These control boosters give 3:1 advantage 
over purely manual control. Even with boosters 
on, the controls are. moderately heavy. A cer
tain degree of hea ... wess of controls on an air
plane of this size is desirable, because it pre
vents sudden changes of attitude. With control 
boosters off, the airplane is extremely heavy 
on the controls. 

The airplane is sensitive to trim tabs and is 
easy to keep in proper trim. Always start take
off with the trim tabs in the zero position. 

RESTRICTED 
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Mooring . 

Head the airplane into t.~e "\.\iIJd when moor
ing it in the open. This reduces danger of dam
age to the control surfaces. 

Tie dovm. the airplane, using the mooring 
rings on t1:.e lower surface of each outer wing 
panel Tie down the tailwbeel. 

If there is no fixed mooring anchorage, use 
the mooring kit furni.shed with the airplane. 

Airsp&ed Limitations 

Glide ............................ 270 mph 
Level :Hight ...................... 240 mph 
VVheels down ..................... 150 mph 
Flaps down ...................... 135 mph 
Cowl flaps open ................... 165 mph 
Landing lights extended ........... 150 mph 

Stalls 

The stall characteristics of the C-46 are ex
cellent under all conditions. Pronounced buHet
ing of the tail gives ample warning of an 
approa~hing stall. There is no tendency for a 
wing to drop in any normal power-on or power
off stall. 

These same characteristics are noted in single 
engine stalls and those in turns. Torque causes 
increased yaw, but this is fully controllable by 
rudder. 
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Stall recovery is normal, and Y0U lose little 
altitude if you apply power L'!lrnec.iately after 
the staU begins. Aileron has little effect until 
you regain flying speed. 

The following stalli!lg speeds have been ob
served (40,000 Ibs. gross): 

Flaps up, landing gear up, 
power off '" ................... 88.2 mph 

~...aps up, landing gear up, power 
on {2100 rpm-975 hp-25" Hg.) ... 80 mph 

Flaps down 35°, landing gear down, 
power off ............ " ...... 76.5 mph 

Flaps down 35°, landing gear down, 
power on ...................... 67 mph 

Note: These stalling speeds are representa
tive figures only. Because of production .vari
ances, no two airplanes are ever exactly alike 
in performance. 

. Efferl of Bank 

In banked turns, centri __ fugal force increa..~s 
the wingloadi."'1g and thereby in-:::reases the 
stalling speed. The percentage of increase fo!" 
certain degrees of ba.~ is shov.'U in the fol
lowing table: 

Degree of Sank 
10° 
20° 
30° 
40° 
50° 

Prohibited Maneuvers 

Percentog e Incre-ase in 
Normal Stalling Speed 

0.5 
3.0 
7.0 

14.4 
25.0 

Loops, rolls, spins, dives, and inverted flight 
are prohibited for the C-46. Do not exceed 270 
mph in glides. 

Do not let this airplane get into a spin. A spin 
can result in structural failure. If you inad-

• vertently enter a spin, use normal recovery 
procedure. 

Effect of Wing Icing 

Wing ice obviously adds to t...~e weight and 
i..-lcreases the stalling speed of the airplane. 
Furt..l,er increase in stalling speed results when 
ice accumulation changes the shape or size of 
L.~e airfoil, thus altering the lift character.stics 
of the wi..'1g. 
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bftation of the de-icer boots affects the flow 
of air over tl:e wing. At low speeds the oper
ation of the de-icer boots can be more hazard
ous than ice accumulation itself. Always turn 
the de-icers off before landing, to attain a more 
consistent lift characteristic. 

SING!.E ENGINE 

PERFORMANCE 

A thorough knowledge of single engine per
formance and li.rPjtations is essential for the 
safe operation of the C-46. The necessity of 
knowing what to do when an engine fails, how 
to maneuver the airplane, and how to make 
single engine landings is obvious In addition, 
on long flights the knowledge of proper single 
engine operation for cruising may be the de
tennining factor in bringing you home safely. 

With nonna} loads the C-46 gives excellent 
single engine performance. You can maintain 
safe aL'"'Speed at low altitudes at power setti..-lgs 
only slightly above normal cruising. Heavier 
loads necessarily require higher power settings. 

Tests show that a 45,000 lb. airplane can 
mai..."ltain an altitude of 9,000 ft. at 115 mph 
IAS, which is safe single eng'..ne speed. 'fP.is 
requires maximum allowable conti...'1.UOUS horse
power for LlUs altitude-2400 rpm and full 
throttle in LOW blower. 
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Trimming 

The aL.-plane has exceptionally good direc
tional stability and requires a IT'inimum of 
rudder trim for single engine operation under 
most fug...~t conditions. At low speeds the yaw is 
naturally greater than at cruising .speed. 

Trim the ship for hands-off flight. You must 
ie-trim a...~er each cha...""lge of power because of 
the lL.'"lequal thrust forces created. 

The use of a little aileron to hold the good 
engine down allows better coordination in di
rectional control and reduces t..~e amount of 
rudder t..rim needed. 

Minimum S~ds 

Critical single eng' ... '1e speed is the lowest 
speed at which the rudder has a safe mar~...n 
of control over the maxi..."!lUID unbalanced thrust 
of the good engine. Th..is s~d is a variable, 
depending upon load and flight attitude. With 
a normal lead, when the stalling speed is 80 
to 85 mph, the critical single en~...ne speed is 
approxL.rn&.tely 105 mph. 

Safe airspeed must be your fust considera
tion in sL.'"lgle engine operation. Just critical 
single engine sp~d is not enough, as it leaves 
you little safety margin. 

To get :rnd maintain safe single engine speed, 
pull all the power you need from the good en
gine-even full milita.-y power for an interval 
not to exceed 15 ·minutes. 

Climbing 

There is no "best" airspeed for climbing with 
one engine. Desirable airspeed is that which 
gives good performance without using danger
ously excessive power. TbJ.s airspeed varies 
with different loads and flight conditions. 

If you are climbing above 130 mph LJ\S, with 
a medium power setting, use lower cowl flap 
settings as long as cylinder-head temperatures 
stay withi..i maximum limits. This reduces drag. 

Cruising 

Trim the ship for straight a...id level flight. 
Use your power chart to get best perform

ance. In general, use the least power you can 
to maintain prop~r airspeed. 

RESTRICiED 
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Watch your fuel flow meti!r. Compute your 
fuel consumption for your propoS€-d flight and 
see if your available fuel supply will allow you 
to make it. Prepare to use the crossfeed to 
transfer fuel to the good engine when needed. 

Handling the Airp!ane 

!¥fake all maneuvers and power changes with 
L.'e ut::nost smoothness. Upsetting the balance 
of trim causes a higher .stalling .:>peed, md in 
the case of turns usually results in loss of 
altitude. 

It is safe to make turns into the dead engine 
as long as you keep airspeed reasonably above 
the stalling speed for the degree of bank. You 
can't keep a chart of stalling spee-ds handy, so 
just remember to stay above 125 mph in a 
normally loaded airplane and don't exceed a 

30° bank. • 
H you must make a hank of more than 30° t 

don't turn into the dead en..aine. 

With hec'llY lood, 'urns 
into good engine ere best 

Londing 

Hold 125 mph ond don't 

exceed 300 bank wilen 

turning into d~d engi".. 

Because of the weight of thiS airplane it is 
imperative that you keep adequate airspeed 
with sufficient power until you are absolutely 
sure of reaching the field. Recovery from un
dershooting is precarious. 
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Establish your base leg as w a normal ap
proach. Drop the landing gear on the base leg 
if you !-:ave su..'TIcient speed and altitude and 
are sure that you can get into the field with 
gear clc.wn. Otherwise, Jet your gear do-wn after 
you have turr.ed onto fillal approach. The Joss 
of the hydraulic pump on the dead engine does 
not greatly delay gear exteI'.sion. Have the 
el'lgineer check gear down with hand crank. 

'V\.nen you are close to the field, you may 
drop part flaps. Keep part in reserve; you may 
need Ll:tem. Maintain plenty of airspeed. This 
allows a power-off landing with time to re-trim 
rudder, or perrruts going around if necessary. 

Do not make the rni...-take of assuming th.at 
night flying is no different from day flying. 
It is difierent. The night flying accident rate 
alone is adequate proof of this. 
. Unless you can see a clearly defined horizon 
at night, or unless lights are properly grouped 
on the ground to provide an uI'..!nistaka~le ref
erence point, night flying is instrument' flying. 
Be sure to check your flight instruments before 
takeoff. 

Preparation for Night Flights 

Before starting on night flights, or day f...ig..~ts 
that are likely to extend after dark, check your 
lighting equipment. Pay particular attention to 
your landing, position, and instrument lights. 

Keep off any non-essential lights in the cock~ 
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Cut power and perform a nor,-~ power-off 
lanm.'g. The airpla.'1e settles quickly vrithout 
power. 

Crosswind landings - If you must make a 
crosswind landing, choose a runway where the 
wind is blO'1wing from the side of your good 
engh"le. In this way you can use power to offset 
the tendency of the ship to weather into the 
wind. 

Go-around-If necessary to go around, mam
tam airspeed at all times above 120. P..aise the 
gear immediately a..'1d apply full power. Milk 
up flaps at any speed over 120, and re-trim for 
change of attitude. Don't spare the horses. 

pit and keep essential lights dimmed. 
Pilot, copilot, and engineer must each have 

a flashlight and spares should be available. 
Flashlights are necessary in emergencies: and 
in the C-46 they are required to check on the 
position of controls and readings of gages which 
are not illu:rninated. 
. It is particularly important' at night that your 

copilot wait for orders from you before chang
ing any control. You can't see the changed 
settings. S1:ress this. 

Night Taxiing 

Taxiing the C-46 at night requires cart:! and 
caution. The la.'1ding lights on some airplanes 
have a high-angle setting and give poor illumi
nation ahead. 
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For best lig.~ting, you may have to extend 
and retract the laIlGing lights. The sweep of the 
beams lights the area in front of you. 

The glare from uIlshielded landing lights 
makes it difficult to see the wbg'"..ips from the 
cockpit. Watch your v,'ingtips for clearance 
only when the landing lights are off, or you may 
be momentarily blL.""lded. 

In congested areas get the alert crew or your 
own crew wit.~ fl.ashlights at the v,ringtips to 
guide you. 

The use of the aaxilia.-y power unit while 
ta.xiing prevents excessive drain on batteries 
and insures power for propeller control during 
takeoff. 

Night Takeoffs 

Hold the airplane on the ground until you 
reach an airspeed of .. bout 90 mph. 1'h...is allows 
a clean departure and eliminates the danger of 
stalling back in because of insufficient speed. 

. Use your landing lights when taking off over 
unfamiliar terrain. You may tu..-rn them off 
when you reach an altitude of several hundred 
feet. . 

On dark nights, when you ca...""lDot se€ a clearly 
defined horizon, your takeoff is essentially an 
instrument takeoff. You must refer to your 
instruments as soon as you cross the boundary 
of the field. 
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Failure of many pilots to rely on aL-speed 
indicator and gyro-horizon instead of the seat 
of their pants has caused a number of fatal 
takeoff accidents in C-46 aircraft. 

Hold takeoff power until you ;-each an alti
t'.lde of 300 feet. Do not allow a--spe€'d to go 
above 125 r=lph, as this probably means that 
the ship is flying level or even diving back into 
t..l:te ground. Remember that any siuible power 
reduction causes the nose to drop; compensate 
by holding back-pressure on the wheel and 
adj~-ting the elevator trL."Il. 

Night landings 

The use of a standard p;:.ttern and prede
termined power settings is particularly impor
tant in Landing at night. The accuracy of depth 
perception at night is considerably reduced and 
you must place more reliance on mech.anical 
precision than on feel. 

If you need landing lights, turn them on after 
you complete the turn onto' final approach. Most 
installations on the C-46 set the beam of the 
rig.ht landing light along the line of flight, so 
your approach follows the light beam, contrary 
to the procedure in most ot.'-ler airplanes. 

The actual technique of landing at night is 
the same as that for daylight operation. You 
may keep a little power on all the way to the 
ground if you need it for feeli.'1.g yoW" way. 
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When you are £lying through turbulent air, 
relax.. Don't try to correct every change of atti
tude. The ship is inherently stable and usually 
rights itself after minor changes. Use the ele
vator trim tab as much as necessary to relieve 
the strain of moving the control wheel back and 
forth. Re-trim smoothly; :remember that the 
ship is sensitive to trim. 

In severe turbulence, slow down the ai...-plane 
to reduce the strain on the structure. P-..s long 
as you keep a margin of about 50 mph above 
stalling speed, you have sufficient speed for 
handling g'..zsts. To prevent overcooling of the 
engine and increased risk of carburetor icing, 
slow the ai...-plane by letting the gear down 
rather than by re-ducing power greatly. In
crease rpm to 2100 or even higher in order to 
have flexibility and power available when 
needed. 

Wins Iu 

T.O. 30-100D-l gives full iruormation on all 
aspects of weather flying, including ice accumu
lation. The book you are reading covers icing 
only as it applies to the C-46. 

Wing and surface ice affects the C-46 as it 
does any other airplane-it increases the weight 
and increases the stalling speed. However, the 
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airplane, having a moderate v.ingloading, will 
cany a comparatively large aIrlOunt of ice 
safely. 

Once heavy ice accumulation starts, you have 
a tendency to pull up the nose to maintain 
altitude. When this bappens, nodules of ice 
form around the rivet heads on the bottom 
surfaces of the ship. These airborne ba...-nacles 
inc.-ease drag. To prevent their accumulation, 
increase power and airspeed when heavy ice 
starts to form. This keeps the ship in a level
flight attitude. A speed of 180 mph keeps the 
airplane level with a heavy load of lee. 

The rubber de-icer boots are quite effective 
for removing ice from wing and tail surfaces. 
Use them intermittently as needed for different 
types of ice. 

Remember: De-icing equipment is ins .... alled 
primarily to allow you to fly the ship through 
icing conditions in order to reach levels where 
there is no icing. Get out of icing contt.-tions as 
soon as you can. 

Carburetor Ice 

The fuel injector type of carburetor tL<:ed in . 
the C-46 tends to be more ice-free than most 
other carburetors. However, all carburetors ice 
up under cer..ain conditions. 

1. Ice forms on 
bottom of wing 

2. Increase airspeed to :j:;~:!!:!!';!fI!i':::::\!"l·.al!t:il!lil---..:":~'::::::€!t>t:-::-~:.-:-~:~:-::::::=::: 
decrease angle of attack 
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When you are £:,y"1.ng th.---ough precipitation or 
. through air v;.ith heavy moisture content, ice 
can form in the C-46 carburetor when the car
buretor intake air temperature is as high as 
+15°C. The venturi effect inside t..~e carbu
retor lowers the temperature to freezing leveL 
Normally, this temperature drop is 10° to 15°C. 

Note: The carburetor air temperature bulb 
is in the elbow of the air L.'1take and reads 
btake air temperature, not the temperature 
inside' the carburetor. 

When you are reasonably sure that icing 
conditions exist, use carburetOr heat to I1l4i.n
tain a carburetor ina'ke air temperature of 15° 
to 30°C. This prevents icing. Do not use car
buretor heat unless there is real danger of 
icing. Heat cuts down engine power and may 
cause detonation lliJ.der certain conditions of 
high-power operation. 

Usually, it is not desirable to use heat when 
the precipitation is in the form of sleet and 
intake temperatures are below freezing. Sleet 
passes on through the carburetor without caus
ing trouble, whereas carburetor heat melts the 
sleet and it then refreezes inside the carburetor. 

Tnere are three symptoms of carburetor 
icing: 

1. Manifold pressure drops because of con
striction of the air intake passages. 

2. Fuel-flow gages fluctuate because of im
proper fuel metering when ice clogs t..~e 

impact tubes and boost venturi. 
3. E..'1.gine surging or backfire may occur. 
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Use full carburetor heat when any of these 
symptoms show up. Application of heat :may 
result in a momentary rise in manifold pressure 
as ice melts and the carburetor is cleaned out. 

IcL.'1.g is likely to occur at small throttle open
ings when letting down through an overcast or 
during an approach for a landing. Use full h.eat 

Carburetor icing 
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When you are flying through precipitation or 
. through air with heavy moisture content, ice 
can form in the C-46 carburetor when the car
buretor intake air temperature is as high as 
+15°C. The venturi effect inside the carbu
retor lowers the temperature to freezing level 

. Normally, this temperature drop is loa to 15°C. 
Note: The carburetor air temperature bulb 

is in the elbow of the air intake and reads 
intake air temperature, Dot the temperature 
inside'the carburetor. 

When you are reasonably sure that icing 
conditions exist, use carburetOr heat to main
tain a carburetor intake air temperature of 15° 
to 30°C. This prevents icing. Do not use car
buretor beat unless there is real danger of 
icing. Heat cuts down engine power and may 
cause detonation under certain conditions of 
high-power operation. 

Usually, it is not desirable to use heat when 
the precipitation is in the form of sleet and 
intake temperatures are below freezing. Sleet 
passes on through the carburetor without caus
ing trouble, whereas carburetor heat melts the 
sleet and it then refreezes inside the carburetor. 

There are three symptoms of carburetor 
icing: 

1. Manifold pressure drops ~ause of con
striction of the air intake passages. 

2. Fuel-flow gages fluctuate because of im
proper fuel metering when ice clogs the 
impact tubes and boost venturi. 

3, Engine surging or back.+i..re may occur. 
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Use full carburetor heat when any of these 
symptoms show up. Application of heat may 
result in a momentary rise in manifold pressure 
as ice melts and the carburetor is cleaned out. 

Icing is likely to occur at small throttle open
ings when letting down through an overcast or 
dlli-mg an approach for a landing. Use full heat 

Carburetor icing 
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du..~g t..~e let-down but place in COLD jlli>-t 
before landing in order to have full power 
available. 

The carburetor heater in C-46's does not give 
a quick r.se or a large rise when outside air 
temperatures are low. Furt.hermore, if the en
gine quits because of ice, there is not sufficient 
heat available to remove the ice, since the heat 
comes n-om the engine ex..~aust. 

T'ne carburetor alcohol anti-icer system is 
an effective met..~od of prevent1.""lg or eli.T!lin
ating ice. Turn on the system and use contin
uously as long as is needed. 

Use alcohol to prevent ice on takeoff, when 
carburetor heat is undesirable because of the 
power loss. 

As a last resort, you can sometimes eli....unate 
carburetor ice by leaning the mbcture and caus
ing the engine to baclu'1re. This is risky, be
cause of the possibility of da...."Daging the engine. 
Be sure to turn carburetor heat off before using 
this method. 

Pro.p&lIer Ice 

Icing of the propeller blades has as great an 
effect on the over-all performance of the air
plane as WLTlg ice. Propulsive efficiency may 
drop considerably if the blades lose their airfoil 
shape because of heavy ice accumulation. 

Turn on the propeller anti-kLTJ.g system be
fore ice starts to form, and let it run at full 
speed for at least 30 seconds to fully coat the 
blade surfaces with alcohol. 'Then reduce the 
rate of flow by adjust!nent of the rheostat and 
leave on as long as icing conditions prevail. 

If you run out of fluid, or the anti-icer system 
fails, a sudden increase of engine rpm may 
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sling t.l:ie ice off the props. Speed up t.~e engines 
for a few ~onds until ice'is removed, then 
return to cruising rpm. 

Windshield Ice and Frost 

Operation of the cockpit h~ter provides 
heated air to the windsbield defrosters for re
moval of any frost and ice. 

Some C-4S's have an alcohol system. Use the 
windshield v..ipers in conjunction with the alco
hol to help remove the ice. Db-toJ"tion results 
when there is any glaze or liquid left on the 
WL"1dshield. . 

If it is difficult to keep the windshieJd dean, 
be sure to keep the side v.indows l.lD.J.trozen by 
opening and closing them frequently. It is easy 
for them to freeze tight when fly"..ng through 
n-eezing rain or sleet. 

'When it is impossible to clear the winds..lli.eld 
sufficiently to see ahead for contact flight or for 
landings, use the clear-vision panel Open the 
sliding side window and turn the panel so that 
it deflect.5: the wind away from the window. 
You can then ~ out the window without 
bei!Jg blinded by the air stream. The present 
panel is 3 ir-ches wide, and for bi=tter vision a 
width of 5 inches to 6 inches is desi...~ble. Some 
organizations have modified the panel to suit 
their needs. 

Pitot Heat&rs 

Whenever you fly through any type of visible 
moisture, use pitot beat. Turn on the breaker 
switch on the overhead panel, and then turn on 
the individual switches for each pitot mast. This 
prevents ~zing of the pitot head and loss of 
airspeed indication. 
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A knowledge of emergency procedures is 
like a parachute. Vi'ben you need it, you need it 
-and it's awfully embarrassing to find that you 
don't have it. 

You've got to laarD emergency procedures 
before the emergency. There's no time then for 
guesswork, or for looking it up in the book.. 
Either you know the right thL"J.g to do, or 
you're sunk.. 

Remember, you have a crew and possibly a 
cabin full of passengers, for whose safety you 
are responsible. You owe it to them to know 
what to do and how to do it when you meet an 
emergency. How to handle your aL-rplane when 
things begin to happen is the proof of whether 
you are really a pilot or just al'loilier Junior 
Birdman. 

ENGINE FAILURE 

The best thing to do about t.~e loss of an 
engine is to prevent it. That's the pu...-pose of· 
detailed engine run-up and checks-to make 
sure that your engi..""1es will operate properly 
throughout flight. and pa......-ticllhTly du.!ing the 
critical period of getting the s...lUp into the air. 

But someti..-nes, despite your careful checks, 
an engine cuts out on you. It !r.ay fail any time 
between the takeoff run and the approach for 
landing, so you need to know what to do about 
it undar all conditions. 

When to Feather 

Don't get featheritis. In most cases of engine 
failure you can take your time about feathering 
without endangering the engine or the airplane. 

The only times you need to jump for the 
feathering button are: when an engine fails 
after takeoff, at critically low flying speed; or 
when there is severe vibration in the engine 
which may damage the wing and perhaps tear 
the engpe from its mounts. 

In all other cases, take it easy. The cause of 
engine failure may be minor, and you may be 
able to re-start the engine immediately. 

1. Check to see that ignition swi.tch is ON. 
2. Check fuel pressures. 
3. Check the fuel selector valve position. 

Turn it to another tank. Fuel quantity gages 
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i SiNGLE iEHGHiE EMEIiltGENCY PROCEDURE 

CONTROL OF 

Alil?LANE AND 

GOOD ENGINE 

1. Coil "Gear up'" 

2. Corr!Pd for yaw with rudder pressure. 

3. Defermine which engine is out. You are pI'8$$
ing the rudder on the good engine side. Remem
ber-"Sest foot forward." 

4. Advance the- prop control and t!lrottle on the 
good engine. (If you haye any doubt about which 
engine is d~d, advance on bot" engines.) 

5. Move mixture control on good engine to 
AUTO RICH. 

6. Apply rudder trim. 

You now ha". the oirpf:me partially trimmecJ and power advanced on the 
good engine. Use standard feathering pr:>e:~dure on the dead engine: 

FEATHERING 

PROCEDURE 

FINAL 

ADJUSTMi:NTS 

7. Retard throttle. 

S. Feather the prop. 

9. Move mixture control to IDLE CUT-OFF and 
turn booster pump OFF. 

10. Tum fuel seJ'iitCtor valve OFF. 

t 1. Retrim airplane. 

12. Set cowl flaps and oif shutters on good ensine 
to maintain temperatures within limits. 

13. Shut cowl flops and tum ignition OFF on deod 
engine. 

I 

In prod ice feathering, when you don't wish to odually leather the prop9J1er, 
substitute "Pull back prop control" for step No. S. 

Remember that you may have to use fuel from the tanks on the bad engine 
side and warn the e-ngineer to be ready to tum on the crossfeed valve at your 
order. 
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are not accurate and you may be ~rying to nm 
OIl an empty tan..l.c. 

4. Turn bel booster pump ON. 
S. Move r:llxture control to FULL RICH. 
If this check fails to re-start the engine, 

feather the propeller if necessary. If the loss 
of power is only partial, it may be desirable to 
keep tbe engine running. In general, when 
manifold pressure re!nain.s as high as 12" to 
15" Hg. the power in the en~..ne is offsetting the 
drag of the propeller. Anyt..lUng above that is 

. giving you som", useful work from the engine. 

LOSS OF AN ENGINE ON iAil(lEOFF 

On Takeoff Run 

If an engine fails b'efore you leave t.~e ground, 
chop the throttles immediately and use brakes 

t. to stop the airplane before you run out of 
!: . nmway. You can't take the airplane" off the 
t ground with one engine, no mattf;:r how light 
~ f your load, so don't try. 
~.. If you see that the brakes won't stop you 
I 
!' before you get into trouble, unlock the tail-

wheel and grou...'1d1oop the ai..-plane well before 
you reach the end of the runway. 

men you can't stop with the brakes a."l.d 
can't grounclloop because you're too close to 
other aircraft or obstacles-there's only one 
thing left to do: Retract the gear and make a 
belly stop. It's costly, but worth it to prevent 
loss of life and a complete washout of the 
airplane. 

After Leaving the Ground 

1. Before reaching single engine speed: Chop 
the throttles and land straight ahead. 

If the wheels are still down and enough run
way remains, land wheeIs-down and stop by 
using brakeS. 

If the wheels are still down and not enough 
nmway is left for stopping, retract wheels im
mediately. 

If you have retracted the wheels, land wheels 
up. 

2. iVter reaching safe single engine speed: 
Follow normal single engine emergency pro
cedure. Bring the ship around and land as soon 
as possible. 
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Feathering for Single-engine Practice 

(Curtiss Electric Propellers) 
1. Retard thrQtde and prop control on L~e 

side to be fe;;t.'ered. 
2_ Move rn:.xture control to IDLE ClTT-OFF. 
3. Feather the propeller by use of the feather

ing sv.-itch or the DEC RPM switch. 
4. Advance power on the good engine. 
S. RetrL.'TI t.c~e airplane. 

Restarting the Engine 

(Curtiss Electric Propellers) 
1. Adjust the controls on the engine to be 

restarted: 
'Throttle-Closed 
Propeller control-Full back (low rpm) 
Ignition-ON 
Fuel selector valve-On desired tank. 
2. Move feathering switch to NORMAL. 

3. Hold selector sv.'itch in mc RPM until 
propeller willdmills at 800 to 1000 rpm. 
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4. Mixture-AUTO RICH. 
5. \Varm up engine at not more than 1000 

rpm and 15" Eg. until the cyli..'1der-head tem
perature reaches lOO"'C and the oil temperature 
40°C. 

6. Place selector s'witch in AUTO and re
sume normal operation. 

Hamilton Standard Propellers 

The procedures described above are for Cur
tiss electric propellers, but apply to HaIr'ilton 
Standard propellers also, with these excep
tions: 

To feather, simply press the feathering but
ton. You do not have to hold the button in; it 
stays in position until the prop reaches the full
feathered position and then pops out. 

If the propeller starts to unIeather im..."TIedi
ately after reaching the feathered position, be
cause of the switch not cutting out automatic
ally, pull the button out manually. After a few 
seconds, refeather t..l-te propeller and pull the 
switch out manually again when the propeller 
reaches the feaL.~ered position. 

To umeaL,er, hold in the featherL."lg button 
until the rpm reaches 1000, and then release. 

F:1i1ure to Feother 

If either type of propeller fails to feather be
cause the feathering meChanism is not working 
properly, set the propeller control at lowest 
rpm to reduce drag caused by windmilling. If 
there is severe vibration, slow the airplane 
down to lowest safe speed.. The lower forward 
speed reduces windl'nilling and is likely to cut 
down the vibration. 

RUNAWAY PROPELLERS 

Runaway propellers are a result of failure of 
the governor to increase blade angle to com
pensate for increased power output of the 
engine or increased airspeed of the airplane. A 
runaway propeller overspeeds the engine and 
can seriously damage it. 

CURTISS elECTRIC PROPELLERS 

On Takeoff Run 

If rpm exceeds the maxiInum setting on the 
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takeoff :run, before L."'e ship leaves t...~e ground, 
cut power i..rnmediately and briDg the ai.."})lane 
to a stop. Then perform the following check: 

Selector sv-.'itch-AiJTO 
Circuit breakers-In 
Batteries, generators, a11cl rnaster switch-ON 
If you find these controls are properly set, 

then the trouble is in the governor control or 
electrical system. Do not take off until the 
trouble is corrected. 

In Flight 

If runaway occurs after the ship has already 
left the ground, or at any time in flight, perform 
the foregoing cb~k. 

If controls are in normal position, try to re
duce rpm by using the DEC RPM s~itch. If 
the DEC RPM switch won't work, use feather
ing switch momentarily. 

In emergency, hold circuit breaker in 

If the circuit breaker is out, indicating an 
ove;load in the circuit, hold the circuit breaker 
button in to reset and operate the DEC RPM 
switch or feathering switch. 

If there is full electrical failure, no readjust
ment of the prop controls affects the pitch. Re
duce throttle setting to hold rpm b a maximum 
of 3000, but hold manifold pressure above 15" 
Hg., since a..'1y lesser amount cat:ses the prop 
to create drag. 
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Slow the aL"'"Plane as much as p'-.:ssible. Wind
milling of the prop incre;is€:S with the forward 
speed of t..~e airplane and results in :fu...-t.~er 

excess rpm. 

HAMILTON STANDARD P~O?EL:'ERS 

If a propeller runs away on the ground dur
ing takeoff, cut power, stop the ai..--plane, and 
have the governor checked before again at
tempting to ta...lce off. 

In flight, either feather the propeller or keep 
it wiL'LUn normal limits by the following method: 

Push the feathering button. When rpm drops 
to the desired setti.."'1g, pull the feathering but
ton out manually. If the governor does not take 
hold, feather again when rpm exceeds 2700 and 
continue intermittent feathering and unfeather
ing as long as necessary. 

EMERGENCY EXITS 

Troop Door 

The troop door is in the forward section of 
the main cargo door. To open, ru..."D handle at 

. bottom and pull inward and u?ward. Snap on 

the strap ha:nt..ng from the ceiling to hold the 
door up. 

The door has pull-t)"PE! hinge pins so that you 
can open it in an emergency when cargo pre
vents it from bei.."'1g swung inward. 

Emerg&ncy Doors 

There are three emergency doors in the fuse
lage, one above each wing and one on the right 
side opposite the rr..ain cargo door. To open, pull 
the ha..'1dles at the top of each door. 

Pilot's Utility Ooor 

There is a door on the left side of the pilot's 
compartment for emergency use on the ground 
only. Do not open this door in flight. 

FIRES IN FLIGHT 

Use all fire extinguishers applicable and fol
low proper procedure at once. 

Prepare for emergency. Wa..-n every man on 
the airplane to get his pa..-achute on and to 
move to his proper position for bailout. Have 
crew mem hers stand by to op-:'Jl emergency 
hatches . 

. -



Determine whether to attempt a larld.ing or 
to abandon t..'le airplane. If ai.--plc.ne is to be 
abandoned, climb to a safe altitude. if possible, 
then give the order to bail out. 

Engine Fires 

At the first sign of a f.ue, use the follo~-ing 
procedure on t...~e affected engine: 

1. Cowl flaps-OPEN. 
2. Shut bel OFF. 
3. Feather propeller. 
4. Turn ignition OFF. 
S. Pull handle to release CO: charge. 
6. Do not start engine again. 
7. Land as soon as possible. 

Cockpit and Cabin Fires 

1. Close windows and ventilators. 
2. Locate source of fue. 
3. If fire is electrical, cut powe-r to affected 

part. 
4. If fuel line is leaking, cut flow through 

line. 
S. Use aU extinguishers available. 
6. Land as soon as possible. 

Hond.Op&rcted Fire Extinguishers 

To use COz extinguishers-Move in close and 
aim at the base of the fire. Do not touch any 
portion of the discharge nozzle. The extreme 
cold of the released CO2 may cause severe 
burns. 
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To usc the caroon tetrachloride exting;uhhers 
-Stand ~ck from ilie fire, but within effective 
range. Aim at t...~e base of the £ire. Open win
dows and ventilators after fire is extingtlished. 
The fumes generaU!d are pois6nous. 

BELLY LA~On'GS 

If you must n::;:>..ke a forced landing, land 
wheels up on anyt...'ling except a known aizport. 
Landing with the wheels down on rough ter
rain may cause the airplane to nose over, in
creasing damage to the airplane and danger to 
the crew. 

M:any belly landings have been made in the 
C-46 with only moderate da...uage to the air
plane and no injury to the crews. 

1. Pick a spot to land while you still have 
fuel enough to bring the plane down with 
power. Don't run out of gas if you can help it. 

2. Jettison cargo to lower the landing speed 
of the ail'plane a...'"ld to prevent injury to person
neL The cargo probably will shift when you 
land. Throw out all loose objects. 

3. Open escape hatches. They may jam on 
impact and delay exit. ' 

4. Warn crew and passengers in time for 
them to brace theI!'.selves for the crash. Posi
tions for a crash landing are the same as those 
for ditching. 

5. Lower flaps to increase lift. 
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6. Land as nearly into the whld as you can. 
7. Push prop controls full for~·ard. Never 

feallio?r, as a feathered blade does not give 
easily and may pull the engine out of the 
nacelle. 

8. Fly the spjp right down onto the ground 
with ample speed. Don't try a sta1l landing. 

9. Just before contact 'With t...~e ground: 
Mixtures-IDLE CUT-OFF 
Battery switches-OFF 
Master switch-OFF 
Ignition-OFF 
Fuel selector valves-OFF 
10. After the airplane has stopped, grab first

aid kits and any other necessary equipment and 
get out. Get at least 50 feet away. 'Llere may 
be danger of fire and explosion. 

Parachutes are not carried on all transport 
operations. However, when they are required, 
it is the pilot's ri:sponsibility to see that: 

1. Each passenger and crew member aboard 
his aL-rplane has a properly fitted parachute. 

2. Every man's parachute is convenient to 

his normal station, ready for donning. 
3. Each man knows how to put on the chute, 

how and where to leave the airplane, how to 
open the chute, and bow to land and collapse 
the chute. (See PIF) 

4. Signals for "Prepare to bail out" and "Bail 
out" are understood by all personnel 

When to Sail Out 

In all cases it is your positive responsibility 
to decide when a bailout emergency exists. 
Never shirk this responsibility by putting it up 
to your crew. In case of fire, fuel exhaustion, 
mid-air collision, weather which makes landing 
dangerous, or other haz.ardous circumstances, 
only you, the pilot, can judge the extent of the 
danger and whether the crew should bail out. 

Radio Your P05i~jon 

The instant you suspect an emergency is de
veloping, have the radio operator broadcast 
your position and difficulty. This may save 
bours or even days for rescue parties searching 
for you. 

3. 
Gain altitude if possible. Slow down 

and use autopilot to keep level 
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Sailout Signals 

Warn your crew to prepare for bailout as 
soon as the emergency becomes imminent. Use 
the ala...rrn bell if necessary. The approved signal 
for "Prepare to bail out" is -t...1u-ee short rings. 
Th~ signal for jumping is one long ring. 

Bailout Procedure 

1. At the signal "Prepare to bailout" the 
crew and passengers put on parachutes and 
make immediate preparation to leave the sJ:..Jp. 

2. Crew opens all emergency exits. 
3. Pilot gai.."lS altitude if possible, and slows 

down the sbip as much as he can with safety. 
Use autopilot to keep the airplane level. 

4. Method of leaving the ship dep·:mds upon 
the number aboard, the cargo, and t.he nature 
of the emergency. 

The troop door is the largest exit, and there
fore the easiest to use. When there is time for 
all the crew to make t..'err way aft to this door 
and the ship is not pitchi...'1g violently, use this 
exit. V;;r:'1en passengers are ca...rried they nor
mally bail out L'I,.!,ou~h. t..'is door. 

To exit from the troop door, eithe~ jump out 
feet first or dive out. 

If cargo makes it difficult for the crew to get 
back to the troop door quickly, or the ship is 
uncontrollable, use the emergency exits above 
the v,.'ings. Go out of these head fi.."'S1: onto the 
wing and slide off the trailing edge. 

Under some conditions it may be advisable 
to use all four emergency exits to speed up 
a bandoning the plane. 

You, as airplane commander, must designate 
beforehand which exits are to be used, and 
which crew members are to use each. Remem
ber that you are the last to leave, so don't take 
this planning lightly. 

Your PIT contains full information on para
chute technique. 

DITCHING 

If you are ferrying C-46's overseas, or are 
making regular over-water fI.ights, there is al
ways the possibility t..~at you might have to 
ditc..~ an airplane some day. 
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E.xperience has shown that successful ditch
ing is largely a matter of planning and organi
zation-having a standard procedure worked 
out for the emergency with every man trained 
in the duties that he is to perform: Because of 
the nature of cargo a...'1d transport rnl;;sions it . 
is not usually possible for pilots to rlrill their 
crews in ditching procedure in the same man
ner that bomber crews are trained. However, 

r 

before and during over-water fligbts you must ~ 

see that your crew members become !ru"Tliliar 
with at least the essentials of ditching pro-
cedure for this ai..-plane. 

Preparation for Ditching 

Ditching an airplane can hardly be called a 
normal flight maneuver. Cse every trick you 
and your crew know to keep the airplane nm
ning until you can bail out over land or crasb
land the ship. If it becomes obvious that you 
must ditch, however, don't wait until the last 
minute to start preparing for it. . 

Jettison all cargo and everything else that 
can be thrown out of the ship. This keeps you 
in the air longer and reduces the danger of 
injury when you ditch. 

PIa."} to ditch before your fuel runs out. 
Power is important for a successful ditching. 

See that all possible radio contacts are made, 
in accordance wit..." t.."e procedure prescribed 
for the theater of operations. 

The standard alarm bell ditching signals are: 
Six short rings-crew takes ditc!1ing positions 
One long rL.'1g-crew braces for ditching 
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Pitching the AirtJlane 

Your PIF gives full infonnation on judging 
wind velocity and direction, general procedure 
for setting the airplane down, ditching posi
tions, and the use of emergency equipment 
after ditching. Familiarize yourself ~ith this 
section of PIF before you start on over-water 
flights. Here are some additional :hints: 

Ditch crosswind if wind is under 35 mph
when no spray or streaks of foam are vi...sible 
on the sea. Ditch into wind if its velocity is 
over 35 mph . 

Bring the airplane in as you would for a nor
mal approach, holding speed above 100 mph. 

Set the s...lUp down on the water in a 3-point 
attitude. 

Make the actual touch-down at as slow a 
speed as you can. 

Get personnel 'and equipment out in the rafts 
as quickly as possible. The length of time a 
C-46 floats depends largely on how much dam
age is done during ditching. Normally, it has 
good flotation qualities. But don't stay in the 
ship. 

CREW DUTIES 
Pilot 

1. Advises crew to prepare for ffitching and 
gives estimate of time left. Calculates position 
to give to radio operator if there is no navigator 
aboard. 
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2. Checlr..s life vest. Fastens safety harness 
and seat belt. 

3. Warns crew to brace for ditching, just be
fore set"ting the airplane down. 

4. Holds position after airplane touches 
down, until it comes to rest. Destroys irF'. 

5. Supervises abandonment of ah-plane and 
assists copilot and navigator in launching equip
ment. 

6. Sees that everyone is out, leaves plane 
last, and assumes command of raf+..s. 

Copilot 

(.A-ssumes duties of flight engineer when nec
essary) 

1. Takes over controls while pilot £a..qf.ens 
belt and harness. 

2. Checks life vest, seat belt, and safety har-
ness. 

3. Assists pilot. 
4. Holds position until airplane comes to rest. 
S. Helps pilot and na'vigator launch equip-

ment and evacuate personnel. 
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Navigator 

(If absent, duties are 2.SSi..L'T,ed by radio oper
ator) 

1. Relays estirr..a~ed ditching position to radio 
opeI"2tor. 

2. Checks llie vest. Stows essential naviga
·\on equipment in bag and takes it with him. 

3. Opens forward emergency hatches and 
throws out ditching rope. As...."llmes ditching 
position: aft of cargo, sitting on floor with back 
firmly braced aga.i:nst cargo. 

4. Holds position UIltil after ai.'"P1ane comes 
to rest. 

5. Helps pilot and c:opilot launch emergency 
equipment, rights rafts and assIsts passerlgers 
aboard. 

itl:ldio Oper:rtor 

(Assumes duties of navigator when neces
sary) 

1. Sends initial ilistress signal on group fre
quency on pilot's order to "Prepare for ch'tch
mg." Puts IFF to db-t::-ess. Transmits estimated 
position of ditching as received from navigator 
or pilot. 

2. Transmits nature of trouble if possible. 
Checks life vest. 

3. Locks key down, folds table, secures chair 
facing left engine and as far to rear as possible. 
1-...ssu..."Ile5 ditching position: to rear of cargo, 
sitting on floor with back firmly braced against 
cargo. 
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4. Holds position until a..Lter airplane comes 
to rest. 

S. A.ssi:,--ts engineer in launching emergency 
equipment through rear emergency exit . .As
sIsts p.:>-5...~llgers and equipment into rafts. 

flight Engineer 

(If absent, duties ale assumed by copilot) 
1. Checks life vest and assists pilot with 

catching harnesS if necessary. 
2. Advises passenger of sit-.. Iation. Supervises 

assuming of ditching positions, keeping in mind 
that passengers should not be in front of cargo. 
Sees that each passenger has his life vest on 
2nd is ~eated on floor facing aft with back 
braced against cargo and hands behind head. 
Advises passengers of bracing signal and braced 
positions. Lights emergency lights (if at night). 
Opens right rear emergency hatch. 

3. Assumes ditching position: aft of cargo 
sitting on floor with back firmly braced against 
cargo. 

4. Holds position until after airplane comes 
to rest. 

S. Observes if tail is riding high enough to 
use troop door for escape; if so, opens segment 
of cargo door outward or troop door inward at 
own discretion. Launches emergency equi~ 
ment at rear exits. 

6. P-..ssists passengers out and beards raft. 
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The various tasks the C-46 is called upon to 

,Perform require varying operating speeds and 
powers. Cruise control consists of proper choiCe 
of power to perform the required mission most 
efficiently. There are four general ranges of 
cruising wit...\ which the pilot must be familiar: 

1.'Maximum range cruise 
2. Normal or intermediate cruise 
3. High-speed cruise 
4. Maximum endurance cruise 

MAXIMUM RANGE CRUISE CONTROL 

MaxL.-num range cruise control is the tech
r>ique of operating the aL...-plane to obtain max
imum miles per gallon of fuel. 

The C-46 is not a long-range transport, 
judged by current standards. Many operational 
flights of the airplane are of short or medium 
msta.l'lCeS, permitting large fuel reserves and 
use of normal cruisi..."lg powers and airspeeds. 

However, there are some conditions under 
which it is vital for you to get every mile pos
sible out of your fuel. An obvious condition is 
when the flight distance is so great that normal 
cruising will not get you to your destination 
with a safe fuel reSi:!rve. But this is by no means 
the only time that maximum economy oper
ation is necessary. Ot.~er conditions include: 

1. \\rhen greatest payload is required, reduc
ing fuel load to a mhUIIlUm: 

2. \\-nen you are flying over a route where 
fuel is at a premium. 

3. Vlhen an emergency during flight makes 
it imperative to obtain maximum range from 
the remaining fuel. 

,4. When strong headwinds prevail 

Factors Affecting Range 

Many pilots have the mistaken idea that 
maximum range cruising consists simply of cut
ting down airspeed-the lower the speed the 
greate~ the fuel saving for a given distance. 
This 'is by no means true. Several factors influ
ence the ratio of miles per gallon, and under 
certain conditions your airspeed for maximum 
range !:lay be higher than that for normal 
cruising. 

The three basic factors affecting maximum 
range are: airplane efficiency, engine efficiency, 
and propeller efficiency. The maximum efficien· 
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cies of the ai,.--plane, engines, and the pro- In addition to the ~ basic efficiency fac-
pellers do not usually occur at the same com- tors, there are other var...ables to take into con-
bination of variables. For example, best rpm sideration when you want optimum perform-
for propeller efficiency mcy not be the best ance for any given flight. These are: ' 
rpm for engine efficiency. Consequently, you Altitude-Above the critical altitude of the 
must cpmpromise by combining t..~ese three engine, you must increase rpm to mabtain a 
factors to get maximum over-all efficiency for given horsepower. Tr..is results b engine oper-
optim1.:m cruise operation. ation below design BlYfEP and reduces engine 

Airplane efficiency-An airplane flJes most efficiency. 
efficiently at any given weight at one airspeed While engine efficiency may decrease at alti- ' 
only. This is the speed which provides highest tude, the over-aU performance of the airplane 
ratio of lift to drag, or maximu..'11 L/D. remains effectively the same. For aU practical 

Engine efficiency-Engines operate most effi- purposes you can consider maximum range 
ciently at high BMEP (brake mean effective constant with altitude up to 15,000 feet. 
pressure). This high pressure on the pistons Wind-Direction and velocity of wind have 
during the power stroke results in a high en- an important effect on long-range cruising, 
gine torque or rotating force on the driveshaft. since economical operation' is nothing more 
You obtain a high BMEP by using low rpm and than obtaining maximum ground miles per gal-
high manifold pressure. Close adherence to Ion of fuel. Tailwinds increase this ratio; head-
manifold pressure limits is important, since winds cut it down. To offset headwinds, in-
operation above maximum BM::EP limits is in- crease speed to shorten the period of 'time the 
jurious to the engine. wind ,affects you. 

Propeller efficiency-The efficiency of the Actual flight tests in a C-46 with Curtiss elec-
prop~ller dep~nds upon a number of variab1es, tric propellers have resulted in the following 
of which blade angle is t.."'e most ic-nporta,.,t. conclusions: 
The angle of attack of the blade a,.ffects pro- 1. Propeller efficiency remain.s relatively 
peller performance much as that of a wing high at low rpm. This permits you to use low 
a..lfects ai::-plane performance. Other variables rpm and high manifold pressure for required 
concerned are forward and rotational speeds, power throughout the entire range of power 
power input, and density altitude. settings. 
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Low engine spet:ds result :"'1 ~tter cooling 
a..'1d lessened wear. You can L"€ 3peeds as low 
as 1400 rpm safely without causing any harmful 
vibrations within the structure of tbe ai.rplane. 
Nor do these speeds cause excessive BMEP so 
long as you keep manifold pressures vyithin 
limits. 

2. The optimum specific range for a 45,OOO-lb. 
gross weight airplane is approximately 1.40 
miles per gallon 'wiL"1 no wind. Spech"c range 
varies only slightly with altitude up to medium 
altitudes. The increased true airspeed at hlgher 
altitudes is offset by a greater fuel consump
tion. 

3. To obtain maxi."!l~~ific· range you 
must change airspeed and power for each 
change of weight and altitude. 

Crui$e Cbarts 

Maximum range cruise charts are presented 
in various forms. In general, however, all forms 
are interpretations of the saIne basic data. The 
more detailed presentations take a greater 
number of variables into consideration and if 
adhered to rigidly should produc(' the maxi
mum eEiciency of operation. Their disadvan
tages are that they are more complicated to use 
and t.."1e -exact'set+Jngs they call for are difficult 
to bold. 

Simplified cruise control c..~arts for the C-46 
are given in the Pilot's Operating Instructions 
(T. O. 01-25LA-l). These include both normal 
and single engine operation. 

The more detailed cbart reproduced here is 
representative of the type currently used by 
.All Transport Cormnand. This particular chart 
is based on 60 mph headwinds; others in the 
same series are for 40, 20, and 0 mph bead
w',nds with progressively lower airspeeds and 
greater fuel economy. 

In charts such as this one, the power settings 
are average for the entire bracket. If gross 
weight and altit-.lde are on the bigh side of the 
bracket, it may not be possible to obtain t.~e 
desired airspeed with the power settings shown. 

Practical Hints on Maximum Range 

1. Wind-Unfavorable v"ri...1')ds greatly cut 
down economy. Select an altitude with t..~e most 
favorable wind if practical. 
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SAM PLE PROBLEM 

Given: Pressure altitude-10,OOO feet 
(with altimeter set at 29.92); OAT
-20°C; weig..~t-43,OOO lbs. 
Find: Power settings, airspeed, and 
fuel conslLTIlption. 
1. Enter altitude conver<=Jon chart at 

-20°C. 
2. Go up chart to point where 

-20°C line meets 10,000 feet 
curve. This gives density altitude. 

3. From this point go horizontally to 
the left and read the settings in 
the 44,000 to 41,OOO-lb. bracket. 

After 2 hours 57 minutes cruising 
at these settings you will have 
burned 2000 1bs. of fue1. Then use 
the power settings in the next lower 
weight bracket-41,000 to 38,000 lbs. 

2. Air condition-Find smooth air if possible. 
It is impossible to obtain efficiency from the 
airplane in turbulent air. 

3. Aerodynamic step-Keep the airplane on 
the step. The C-46 is especially critical in this 
respect. . 

4. A void extra drag-Even a small amount of 
ice on the surfaces of the airplane greatly 
affects maximum range. Check landing gear 
doors to make sure they are not slipping down. 
Parti9liy open cowl flaps also increase drag. 

5. Use of blower-Operate in LOW blower 
whenever possible. Use IDGH blower only 
when you cannot obtain desired manifold pres
sure with full throttles at maximum cruising 

rpm. 
6. Fuel density-Specific fuel consumption is 

in pounds of fuel, not in gallons. Gas tanks hold 
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1. Set altimeter to 29.92. It then read. 
pressure altitude. 

2. Enter oltltude convenlon chart 'wlth 
carb. Intake air temp. Move upward 
until temp. line cro"e. correct pressure 
altitude line. This Int.rsec:tlon give. 
den.lty altitude. 

. 3. Move '0 right '0 brack., which co .... 

responds to airplane gran weight. 

4. Reod CIA Sand TAS (In italics) under 
desired HP /ENG. 

5. Fat power settlnu., move further 
right at same density altitude to HP 
chart. 

6. Reod RPM, MP, and total fuel flow 
u( . HP UI.d. 

.o. no 

,dt</) "150(1 19~O 

"5 ... 0 ,'If 0 
7eo 'OT .," -,-r-' r--
"1\0 1100 '000 
!U HO ~so 

1'&5 .,. 100 

le~o 1700 11&0 
~,,, '4.0 ~H 
71tO 140 --- --- t;r,;; IWO lOGO 

""~ !4o 

I "I •• 0 

NOTES 

1. ThUll perfarmon<:e flgurllS ore 
for on average new C-46A. A fler 
the airplane I. flown several hun
dred hour$, fuel consumpllon and 
alrapeed will vary up to +5 or 
-5"!o. 
2. elAS It the aln"etld 'ndlcolor 
roodlng corrected ft. Inltallatlon 
error •• 
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~ A~tJ PO~ 47.000 

U5 "3 
21lD 2050 

29.0 22.4 
5>52 877 

US 145 
2050 2000 

29.9 28.8 
£:28 847 

151 147 
"2000 :950 

30.11 29.1 
85>6 

153 ''''3 
11>'50 2040 

31.4 25.0 
872 78& 

156 152 
2040 1920 

27.9 27.5 
852 777 

!5!I 1~ 

I~ 1820 
30.2 2Il.7 

852 7&1 

162 157 
1850 1740 

30.9 30.3 
IU3 750 

CIAS 16-4 1511 
RPM 1790 1880 
MP :32.2 31.4 

'f>H 8a7 749 

167 162 
17<0 ~530 

!.J.t 
833 

170 
1720 

33.9 
830 

etAS 173 166 
RPM 1710 1600 
MP !..4.3 

IPH 8:!7 

substantially more pounds of fuel when it is 
cool. If tanks are filled during a hot day and 
takeoff is to be at night, top off the tanks just 
before takeoff. 

NORMAL OR INTERMEDIATE 
CRUISE CONTROL 

Air Transport Command recommends that 
scheduled cargo flights be conducted at higher 
speeds than those norr......ally used in long-range 
economy operation. The faster flight allows 
greater utilization of the airplane, in addition 
to speeding up cargo delivery. It also reduces 
pilot fatigue, since the airplane is easier to fly 
at medium-power speeds than at maximum.
range speeds. 

There are two accepted methods for conduct
ing this type of cruising: (1) Use of constant 
airspeed; (2) use of cor.sta.nt horsepower. 
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S-<.O 
757 

CS<2~" . 
Dh' ~.Jt,V ~ 

~!I 000 Vlea..(f L(",~ 
14j) 138 137 

1980 1910 1850 
27.2 28.2 25.2 

789 739 710 

142 140 139 
1930 1870 Z080 

.n.1I '25.6 20.8 
692 

'" 142 141 
Z080 2000 194C 

23.6 2.1.0 :2.2 
745 700 625 

1406 144 143 
19SO 1870 18'0 

25.1 24.$ 23.8 
725 683 66() 

148 14e 1" 
1830 1750 1690 

25.7 25.0 25.2 
707 667 645 

ISO 148 148 
1730 1660 1590 

28.8 27.2 25.5 
e!i5 1130 

ISO 148 
1580 ,~ 

28.$ 28.0 
643 elg 

152 ISO 
1520 \470 

29.8 29.1 
646 620 

153 152· 
1480 I~ 

30.7 29.9 
8S3 S20 

153 154 
1460 I-UO 
.31.7 30.& 
682 824 

IS7 156 
1450 1430 

32.7 3UI 
670 1130 

Constant Airspeed 

For navjgational purposes on long range 
flights, constant airspeed is ideal. One of the 
principal drawbacks to this type of operation is 
that the pilot must change power settings con
stantly as the flight progresses to maintain the 
fixed speed. Another drawback is that a low air
speed. which will permit economical operation 
during the latter half of the flight fails to get the 
airplane on its aerodyn.amic step during the 
fust,part, while the gross weight is still high. 

Constant Horsepower 

Constant rue1 consumption and simplicity of 
operation are the advantages of constant power 
cruise. Most scheduled operation flights are 
conducted at between 50% and 60% of normal 
rated power. 
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The Constant Power Cruise Control Chart 
on Page 66 is based on performance fig-i.lTes sup
plied by ATe. At the corr€"Ct density altitude 
the chart supplies L.'ldicated aDd tru.e airs1Xeds 
for a given gross weight aDd horsepower. Read 
power settings and fuel consumption from the 
right side of the chart. 

This chart permits selection of a large variety 
of cruising settings based on horsepower or air
speed desired. It is best to start long flights at 
higher speeds; then progressively reduce air
speed as fuel is consumed. 

HIGH-SPEED CRUISE CONTROL 

High-speed cruising is an emergency opera
tion. You use it when emphasis is p"!.aced 011 
tactical necessity for speed, "'-ith less regard for 
fuel economy and engine life. Conduct this 
operation at constant horsepower; you can use 
up to norrnal rated continuous power. When 
you exceed 67% power or 2100 rpm, you must 
use AG?O-RICE mixture. Higb fuel <:onsump
tion lirrits this operation to short range. 

MAX!MUM ENDURANCE CRUISE CONTROL 

Maximum endura...'lce cruise is another emer
gency cruise power, used to keep the airplane 
aloft as long as possible. Use it when weather 
or other conditions prevent you from landing 
for several hours. Keep your airspeed as low as 
possible, but mai11tain a safe margin above 
stalling speed to prO\ride good control. 

Engirle operation at or near maximum B:MEP 
is important, req~ing least fuel for the desired 

Cruise control 

computer 
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power. To achieve L.~is, use 1600 rpm or less. 
You will not ;::xcf:'ed rated :srvIEP if you main
tain 17'k-nifold pressures below 32" Hg. 

Another ir.-,portant factor in endurance flight 
is altitude. Choose thE: Im,,'est pTactical altitude 
to allow lowest fuel consumption. 

SINGLE ENGINE nU!SE CONTROL 

In any 2-engine airplane, the fauure of an 
eng'.ne is a serious condition. Your one good en
g:ille may burn as much fuel as two engines in 
normal operation, yet your airspeed ta.1{es a 
considerable drop. For-economy, fly at the low
est safe airspeed possi~le. Decreasing your air
speed a few mph results in an appreciable 
saving in fuel. 

CRUISE CONTROL COMPUTER 

A computer, now standard AAF equipment, 
s~mpli£ies f'jg.~t planning and cruise control 

The computer consists of a case &'''1d a set of 
cards which give power settings, fuel consump
tion, and other data. T'nere are separate cards_ 
for various weight brackets, and also for single
engine operation. 

The data are taken from t..~e flight operation 
char.:s in t.~e Pilot's Operating Instructions on 
the airp1ane. They give flve operating condi
tions; maximum range; three intermediate con
ditions m: which airspeed Lrlcreases progres
sively, with a resulting sacri.:.lJce of fuel econ
omy; and maximum continuous settings, which 
you may use for high speed cruisi.ng. 

Complete instructions for use appear on the. 
computer. 
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ENGINES 

De,.cription 

Two Pratt & Whitney R-2800-51 engines 
furnish power for the C-46. The component 
parts of the engines are: 

Nose Section-This section conveys power 
from the engine crankshaft to the propeller 
through reduction gearing. The gear T"dtiO is 
2:1. A dual Bendix DF18RN magneto, two dis
Lributors, and a prop"'Jler governor are 
mounted on the nose. 

Power Section-The crankcase consists of 
three sections bolted together, on which "the 18 
cylinders are mounted in two rows of nine each. 
I~ contains a double-th .... ow crankshaft sup
ported by three main bearings. Cam drives, 
cam followers, and valve tappets, all of which 
operate the intake and exhaust valves, are 
housed in the crankcase. 

The cylinders are of steel and aluminum con
struction with ceep-cut cooling fins. Each baS 
two valves and two sparkplugs. Ph-tons are 
dome-shaped, of alwninum alloy, with six pis
ton ri..ngs. Baffie plates deflect the air blast to 
provide cooling for all cylinders, sparkplugs 
and ignition leads. 

Blower and Intermediate Rear-The engine 
is mounted on six brackets on the outer circum
ference of the blower section. 

The blower and the intermediate rear sec
tions contain the hnpeller, the difrt..lSer, the 
ports from which intake pipes convey the mix
ture to the cylinders, 2-speed blower drive and 
oil-operated blower clutches, and the gear 
trains which operate the accessories. 

A PT13Gl Stromberg pressure-diapb...-agm 
type injection carburetor is also mounted on 
the intermediate rear. 

Rear Section-The rear section bolds the fol
lowing accessories: 
Generator Oil pumps 
Starter Vacuum pump 
Fuel pump Hydraulic pump 
Tachometer drive Blower clutch selector 

lubrication 

A high-pressure oil pump in the rear section 
directs oil through a series of drilled passages 
to lubricate the power and nose sections. This 
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pressure operates the blower clutches and hy
dromatic propellers (if installed). A pressure 
reducer provides low-pressure oil for the rear 
section. 

Two scavenger pumps, one mounted in the 
nose and one in the rear section, return drain 
oil to the tank. Two oil sumps on the bottom 
of the engine collect oil for these pumps. 

Carburetion 

The injection carburetor regulates fuel flow 
according to the mass of air fl.o~ing through the 
throttle body unit, corrected for variation in air 
temperature and pressure by the autamatic 
IIm:ture control. The fuel is evenly sprayed 
and vaporized into the airstream through a 
rotating slinger ring on the impeller hub. 
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Engine Controls 

1. The mixture controls have four settings: 
IDLE CUT-OFF completely stops all fuel 

flow through the carburetor ,and shuts off the 
engine. 

AUTO LEAN position maintains a lean fuel! 
air ratio for econ'omy operation in cruise and 
descent. 

AUTO RICH maintains a richer mbcture 
than AUTO LEAN throughout the operating 
range, resulting in slightly higher fuel con
sUIJ.1ption .. It allows you to draw full power 
from the engine without detonation or over
heating, and is used in preference to the leaner 
setting when any necessity exists for sudden 
pOwer c...~anges. 
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A.n aneroid automatically corrects the ID.lX

ture in both automatic settings for ch<inges in 
air density caused by varyL'1g altitudes and air 
temperatures. 

FULL (or EMERGENCY) RICH cuts out 
the automatic mi.xture control, allo\\rL.'1g the 
mixture to become richer with altitude. This 
may cause rough engine operation, in addition 
to a greatly increased fuel consumption. Use it 
only when the auto~atic control fails, or to 
cool the engines when a high rate Of climb with 
rated power causes excessive head tempera
tures in AUTO RICH position. 

L'l addition to the pre-arranged settings of 
AUTO LEA..1\l and AUTO RICH, which give 
best mixtures for various power settings, the 
mixture control can be set to any intermediate 
position on the quadrant to obtain some in
between fuel-air mixture. For example, moving 
t...,.e control from AUTO LEAN toward AUTO 
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RICH gives an intermediate mixture in be
rw-een t.~e t-wo. Throughout trJ.s entire operat
ing range, the automatic rni>..-ture control cor
rects for altitude and temperature changes 
once the nlli..-ture is set by the ma:cual control 
The aneroid is bypassed only in the FULL 
(El\ffiRGENCY) RICH position. 

Be careful about using intermediate posi
tions. Since there is no fuel-air ratio analyzer, 
it is easy to lean the mixture excessively. In 
small engines the mixture may be safely leaned 
to the point of rough running or a drop in rpm, 
but a large engine is 'more critical and may be 
damaged before the pilot knows it. 

2. The prop governor mounted on the nose 
section is manually connected to the control 
handle on the pedestal. 

3. The throttle is ma..l1.ualiy connected to the 
throttle valves in the throttle body unit of the . 
carburetor and regulates volume of airflow. 

·4. The cowl flaps operate hydraulically 
through controls on the pedestal. They are ad
justable over a continuous range from closed 
to full open. 

5. The oil cooler shutter control regulates the 
flow of air through the coolers, holdiLlg oil 
temperatures within linuts. 

6. Carburetor heat is applied by operating 
the control at the bottom of the pedestal. A 
rotary valve cuts off the intake of air t.~rough 
t:..~e scoop and allows heated air from around 
the engine and the exhaust manifold to be 
drawn throug..~ baffies to the carburetor. 

7. Carburetor airfilten can be installed in 
the air induction ducts leading from the na
celles to purify air drawn to the carburetors. 
Present installations are impractical and 
should not be used. There is a comidera bIe loss 
of manifold pressure when nacelle doors are 
closed, reducing the flow of air. 

8. The, supercharger control mechanically 
operates a 2-way oil valve which controls the 
two clUtches for HIGH and LOW blower oper
ation. 

ENGINE OPERATION 

The chart on the opposite page presents en
gine operating limitations. In no case should 
powers, temperatures, or pressures exceed the 
limitations. 
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I Condition 

I 
t 

Desired 

I 
Maximum 

Minimum 

~A;. " '. 

r~;--t 
. Operating 
~ Power 

i Takeoff 

I 
t 

Military 

Normal 
Rated 

i Climb 
(25% powltr) 

P.j 

~ Maximum !! Cruise 
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Engine Model R~2800-51 

Fuel Grode 100/1 30 

• 

0=- "." .. :.!IIIi&l!r.ftmlj,·~ift~ -, 

Fuel Oil Oil 
Pressure f're5sure Temp. 

psi psi °C. 

17 70-85 50-70 

18 90 90 

16 60 40 

'--':-'.~~' 
.. 

'>!rl5 ..... 'l" - .. .-
....... 

RPM Man. Horse- Crit. 
Press. power Alt. 

2700 52 2000 1500 

2700 51 2000 1500 

2700 47 '1600 12,000 

2400 41.5 1600 5300 

2400 42.S 1450 13,300 

, 
2300 35 1350 9500 

2300 35 1180 17,800 

2100 32.3 nco 10,000 

2100 30.1 975 19,~ 

Max. permissible 
diving rpm ...•........ . 2880 

Allowable Oil Consumption 

Max. cont. power ... . 30.5 qt/hr. 
Mox. cruise ........•.• 15. qt/hr. 

Blower f Mixture-
Fuel Cyt 
flow Head 
per Temp. 

Engine 

L AR 293 260 
"T 

L AR 273 260 

H AR 213 260 

L AR 199 260 

H AR 219 260 

L AR 150 232 

H AR 140 232 

L AL 100 232 

H AL 90 232 
ri 
tA~~~L!!fbii .4 ~j#:~·lEi.JJ!L .. 
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Power Definitions 

Takeoff Power (5-minute maY.h-num) -Maxi
mum permissible for takeoff. 

Military Power (1S-minute mE..-xirnum)-Max
irnum power permitted for military use with 
less regard for engine life t.~an for tactical need. 
Equal to takeoff power for R-2800-51 engines. 

Normal Hated Power-This is the maximum 
power at which you can run the engine con
tinuously for emergency or high-performance 
operation. This rating is considered 100% 
power as a basis from which other operating 
powers are calculated. 

Maximum Cruise Power-Maximum power 
and rpm permissible for A LITO LEA...~ opera
tion. 

Detonation 

One of the principle hazards involved in 
operation of high-output engines is detonation. 

In normal combustion, the flame begins at 
the sparkplugs and adva..'1ces at a compara
tively slow rate UIltil all of the mixture is burn
ing. L'1 detonation, as pressure and temperature 
increase, small fume-fronts sprLT1g up in the 
unburned charge ahead of t.~e normal flame
:front, causing the remaining fuel to burn v.ith 
a sudden explosion. 
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Detonation is accomparued by se ... :ere pres
sure waves and overbeating, and causes pitting 
a.'1d burning of pistons and cylinder walls as 
well as excessive ~wesses on the entire cyl
inder assemblies. E:x-treme cases may result in 
complete engine failure. 

Any of the following factors can cause de
tonation, and you can control all of them: 

1. Excessive manifold pressure or rpm-Ex
ceeding li.rnits on power. shortens engine life. 
Increasing manifold pressure above allowable 
settings for a given rpm increases the internal 
combustion pressure (BMEP) to a dangerous 
degree, conducive to detonation. 

2. Insufficient cOOling-An overheated en
gine causes excessive wear of moving parts. 
Also, hot spots within the cylindf'r bring the 
rrixture nearer to its self-ignition temperature. 
Opening cowl flaps, enriching mixture, increas
ing airspeed, and reducing power all tend to 
cool the engine. 

3. Excessively lean mixtures-Leaning the 
mixture at higher power output can raise mix
ture temperature and increase L~e tendency of 
the fuel to detonate. For t..~is reason, use AD'"TO 
RICH lTJxtt.rre setting for all operation above 
67% power, even though cooling may appear 
satisfactory in AUTO r:r.A..~. An rpm of 2100 is 
the maximum for cruising in AUTO LE.A..l'{. 
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4. High carburetor air temperature has the 
same effect as increased cylinder-head temper
ature, increasing L~e temperature of the rr>lx
ture. 

5. Faulty ignition, resulting in operation on 
only one magneto, causes detonation as well as 
loss of power. The mixture farthest from the 
operating sparkplug in the cylinder is self
ignited by high pressures before the flame
front can reach it, and sudden burning occurs. 

6. Low grade fuel has a lower anti-knock or 
anti-detonation factor. Vlhen using it you must 
limit power, or detonation results. 

Takeoffs "'ith Grade 91 fuel are not recom
mended because of increase in takeoff run nec
essary at lower takeoff power. 

Observe the setti.n.gs on the warning tag when 
using Grade 91 fuel. 

U"e of Blower 

Stay in LOW blower as long as :manifold 
pressure is sufficient to produce the desired 
horsepower. mGH blower operation is less 
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efficient than LOW blower because of the 
extra Power required to run L~e blower at hlgh 
speeds. You never need to shift to HIGH 
blower below 9600 feet (densi.ty altitude). 

Never use HIGH blower for takeoff or for 
contimIDus operation at low altitudes. With no 
inter-cooler in the induction system, the greater 
supercharging effect causes higher intake port 
temperat'..rres, which are conducive to detona
tion. 

High Blowar = High., F\,ie! Cons\>mption 
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Shifting 

To reduce slippage of the c1utd-:es and pre
vent abnormal v ... ' ear, make all blower shJ.fts 
with a qUick movement of the con~rol handle. 

Allow heat to dissipate by 'I.vaiti.'1g at least 10 
minutes between shifts, except Qtlring rtm-up. 
Shift blower gears during run-up, every 2 hours 
in flight, a."'1d once after flight to clean out ac
cumulations of sludge in the clutches. Failure 
to do so can result in L."I1proper operation of the 
blower clutches, with consequent loss of all 
superch";ging. 

\V'hen rn.aking shi...~ in flight, retard throt:les 
if necessary to prevent excessive manifold 
pressures. At climb power settL'1gs a danger
ously high surge may result if you do not 
reduce mc;_rUfold pressure. 

Limits on rpm for shifting are 1200 mini
mum, 2200 maxim~. 

Smooth Engine Control 

Don't make suaaen changes in throttle set
tings. Abrupt changes in engine speed place 
severe stress on gear trains and blower 
clutches. All throttle movement must be 
gradual and smooth. 

FUIEL SYSTlEM 

TJ:lere is a separate fuel system for each en
gine in the C-46, with a crossfeed connecting 
the two. Each system has three wing tanks, 
with the following capacities: 
Front tank ...................... 245 gallons 
Center tank ........... _ ......... 285 gallons 
Rear· tank ....................... 170 gallons 

Total nonnal capacity is 1400 gallons. In ad
dition, there is pi'oyision for the installation of 
one to sixteen 100-gallon tanks in the cabin for 
long-range fughts. 

All C-46 fuel installations have the following 
standard equipment for each separate system: 
enginE:-c1riven fuel pump, fuel strai..'ler, fuel
flow meter, quantity and pressure gages, and 
tank selector valve. Normal operating pressure 
of the system is Hi to 18 psi. 

There are three types of fuel booster pump 
installations in C-46 aircraft: 

1. A submerged pump in each wing tank. 
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Overh~od sump pump controls 

2. Submerged pumps in the center tanks 
only, supplemented by conventional auxiliary 
booster pumps in t...~e main supply line. 

3. Conventional auxiliary booster pumps 
only. 

Six Sump Pump Installation 

The standard installation for current model 
C-46 aircraft consists of six electric centriJugal 
pumps, one in the sump of each ,,-,ing tank. On 
some models, for each set of wing tanks, there 
is a circuit breaker switch and a rheostat 
wrich regulates fuel pressure to the engine 
from 8 to 23 psi. On later models the rheostats 

Sump pump controls en p~estal 
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are re?laced by 2-po~jtion switcbes on the con
trol vcdesta1. An e1ect.ric switch connected in
tegrally to the fuel selector .. alve autorr,atically 
selects only L~e pump in the t<i...'lK you. are using. 

This ir~,,:allation was d;>.signed to overcome 
the problem of vapor lock. Vapc.>r lock is c3Q..«ed 
by hot fuel (ever 80 c F), flown to high altitudes 
where low atmospheric pressure allows vapor
ization. The centrifugal pumps whip air and 
vapor out of the ruel and also pressu=ize the 
mel in L.l:te ili'1es to keep the rewair-L"'lg air and 
vapor in solution, sat.isfactorily eliminating 
vapor lock. 

Operation: 
Use L.l:te sump pumps as you would standard 

auxiliary booster pumps for starting, takeoff 
and landing. 

On Systems with rh905tats: For starting, ad
just pressure to 17 psi. 

For ta,keof! and landing, adjust pressure to ~ 
. to 1 psi hig...l:ter than Ll:tat supplied by the engine 
driven pump alone. 

On Systerns with Z-position switches: Place 
switch in IDGH position for starting, takeoff, 
landing, <i...'1d emergencies. 

Use LOW position only for ground operation 
of heater and to maintain fuel p,es~ure at high 
altitudes. 
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To turn on the su.;":)p pu.mps: 
1. Turn en the circuit breaker sv .. i.tcbes on 

the overhead panel. 
2. Adjust t...l:te rheDs:ats or 2-position switches 

as required. 
To EJlminate Yapor Lo--..k; You can foretell 

vapor lock in flight by fluctuations of the flow 
meier. This bc,5ir..s before actual failure of the 
system. The next symptom is a d..-op in fuel 
pressure, a."'i-er which the engine may cut out. 

TlL'TI on the sump p~ps at the L--st sign of 
trouble. Keep the rheos<-..at set at lowest pres
sure or place switch in LOW position. If fuel 
flow does not become normal, increase pres",-ure 
until it does. 

Caution: Do Dot nUl a sump pump in a dry 
tank, or it \\nJj burn out. Tne pump dep-:-...nds 
upon jts irnme:-sion in ruel for cooling. 

Center Tank Sump Pump Tnstallc:rtion 

Before the use of sump pu..'IlpS in all tanks 
became standard, r:;.any C-46 aircraft intended 
for the Pac:i...J}c and China theater, (pACT air
craft) were built with pumps in the center 
taxLlts only. 'These aircra..~ also have conven
tional booster pumps as well as the SlL'TIP pumps. 

In addition, a IHL.'TIber of aircraft were modi
fied in the field in this manner. 
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Aircraft ",·jth tactory-L."lS:alled sump pumps 
have an electric S'witch ('onI"!t-Cted integrally 
¥."ith the fuel S€lector valve and a rheostat for 
controlling pressure, just as rr. arrcraJt with six 
sump pumps. Fie1d-modi£ed aitp!anes have 
neither s¥.-itches on the selector valves nor 
rheostat controls. Pressure is b:ed at 7 to 10 
psi on these aircraft. 

Or-eration.; 
1. For starting, takeoff, and landing, use reg

ular auxiliary booster pu..rnps, not sump pumps. 
2. In case of vapor lock, S',J,.-itch to center 

tanks and turn on su!np pumps. 
3. Do' not TU.'1 the regular booster pumps 

while the sump pumps are operating. 
4. Don't forget to turn the circuit breaker 

switch OFF after you SJ.Th~ from center to ot..~er 
tanks. In field-moru..l}ed models the sump pumps 
keep running even thDUgh you change the ruel 
selector valve setting. 

Conventional Soosfer Pump Il'!stalicrtion 

Earlier C-46 aircraft have no submerged 
pUl'nps, but only the conventional auxiliary 
booster pump installation. These pumps develop 
a pressure of about 16 psi. They do not correct 
serious vapor lock conditions. 

Gages 

Fuel Quantity Gages-There are th.ree dual 
fuel quantity gages on the left side of the in
st..""UIDent pane1. The gages are calibrated in 
hundreds of potl.."lds in all early L'1.,,-tallations; in 
gallons in latest models. These ir.stru...'11ents do 
not give an accurate reading of fuel quantity in 
all cases, so inspect the tanks visually before 
flight. Center and rear tank gages on early 
models' indicate only % full when ta..'1ks are 
completely full 

Fuel Flow Meter-A dual gage on the right 
side of the instrument panel on most models. 
This is an important instrument. It gives the 
rate of fuel flow to each eng'..ne and warns you 
of excessive fuel consumption. 

The gage is calibrated in hundreds of pounds 
per hour. To convert to gallons, divide number 
of pounds by six. 

Fuel Pressure Gage-A dual fuel pressure 
indicator is on the right side of the instrument 
panel. 
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Fuel Press.ure Warr,>ng Light - This red 
warning light, on the rig.~t side of the instru
ment pa.. .. el, hirDS on when the pressure in 
either system drops to 14 psi or below. 

Auxiliary EqiJl?ment 

Fuel lines run from each carburetor to sole
noid valves which control priming and oil dilu
tion. 

The heater fuel supply line connects to both 
engine supply lines, between the engine-driven 
pu..rnp and carburetor. 

Operation of any of this equipment requires 
fuel pressure, either from tJ.~e eng"..ne-clriven 
puops or the booster or sump pumps. 

~rvicin9 ana Operating Hints 

1. C-46's are us~ally eq..upped fo::- use of 
aromatic fuels. Check the stencil on the side of 
the fuselage. 

2. For short-range flights, wing tar>..ks are 
nonr...ally fillad only to. the filler neck in each 

'tank. This gives a total fuel supply of about 
1100 gallons. 

"When you need IDE.Ximu..rn fuel, see that the 
t.anks are filled right to the top. As much as 100 
gallons more may then be ad,Jed by rocking the 
wings to expel air and then topping off the 
tan..1ts. 
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3. To check the c.mOUJlt of fuel ViStl2.Dy, note 
the marker tabs located in the flIer necks. 

4. If your front tanks are full, operate on 
t.~ese ta..rlks for the first half hour of flight. Re
turn fiow from the car1:n ... reior vents into the 
front tar..ks. This flow is normally 5 gallons per 
hour but may be as much as 20 gillolls an hour, 
which quickly overflows a :full tank and creates 
a fire hazard. 

5. On long flights where you are using maxi
mum ruel from each ta..'1k, watch the ruel pres
sure gage and warning light for indication that 
the t2-nk is running dry. S",rjtch to another i~Tlk 
as soon as the light goes on. Do not let the 
engine quit. 

If tank should run completely dry and the 
engine quits: 

1. Close throttle. 
2. Turn fuel selector valve to a full tank. 
3. Advance throttle. 
If engine does not sta.-t readily: 
4. Move mix.ure control to FUT-L (EMER

GENCY) RICH. 
5. Turn on booster pump. 
6. Re-adjust mixture when engine is firing 

properly. 
Caution: Never burn out tanks on both en

gines at the ~arne time. If both engines fail 
together, you may lose considerable altitude 
before you can get them operating. 

EMERGENCY FUEL SYSHM OPERATION 

Loss in fuel pressure indicates an empty 
tank, pump failure, or a break L'1 the fuel lines. 

To diagnose: 
1. Switch to another ta.'1k. If the trouble was 

an empty. tank, the fuel pressure and engine 
operation will return to normal. 

2. If this does not correct the trouble, turn on 
the booster or sump pump, If pressure comes 
up, the failure was probably in the en~.ne
driven pump: Continue operating the booster 
pump. If the booster pump fails too, use the 
crossf~d system. 

3. If pressure does not come up when you 
turn on the booster pump, assume that there is 
a break in t.~~ fuel lines. Turn off booster pump 
and fuel selector valve. Then turn on the cross
feed system and see if t..'-Je bel pressure comes 
up. If it does, continue to use the crossfeed. 
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If p:;essure does not come up tv normal when 
you oPerate the crossfE"ed system, fuel is prob
ably escaping from the lines. This creates a 
serious fire hazard. Do not attempt to operate 
t.~e engine. Turn off L'-Je crossfeed and feather 
the propeller. See that the fuel selector valve is 
OFF. 

Crossfeed System 

Operation of the crossfeed system allows any 
tank to supply fuel to both engines in the event 
of fuel system or er.gine failure. 

The system consists of a line connecting the 
two main fuel supply lli"les, controlled by shut
off valves. The crossfeed shut-off valve control 
is on the right side of the pedestal in current 
models. In earlier models, the control is on the 
ceiling of the main cargo compa.-troent. 

Operation: 
To use the crossfeed system: 
1. Open the crossfeed valve. 

Ovarn90a tr"ssfead control 
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2. Turn on the booste:r or su.mp pump for t.~e 
ta,.-;.k hei..."'lg used. 

3. Turn the fuel selector valve OD the side not 
beb.g used to the OFF position. This prevents 
fuel from backing up into these tanks when no 
check valves ffi"e installed. 

tONG-RANGE SYSTEM 

Long-range fuel fittings are pe:-:r::lEIlent in
stallations on all C-46 2rrcra...tt. From otie to six
teen lOO-galion taIlks :may be installed L"1 the 
mai."'1 ChlgO compartment. Normally, t.",ere is an 
8-tank ir..stallation on the left side, -",ith two 
tiers of four tan...b; each. Each tier of tan..."-s is 
manifolded into a common 51.lpply line. 

RESTRICTED 

There is a shut-off valve for each tier of 
t2.nks, a..'!d a maste;:- shut-off valve for the en
tire system. A fuel strainer, booster pump, 
drain vah'es, and vent lines complete the 
system. 

The bng-ra..""1ge s-ystem connects into the 
crossfeed line of the main. fuel system. 

Filting Fuel Tonks 

1. Turn all long-range shut-off valves OFF. 
2. Fill each ta-Tlk independently, start:ing 'with 

the rear tan!r..s EIld working forv.oard. 
Note: l:Jter tar...ks are filled, do not remove 

caps while the airplane is in a 3-poirlt position. 
Fuel will spill out of any but L."c forv;:ard tanks. 

long-range fuel tonks 
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Operation 

Run the engines on the lor:.g-range fuel sys
tem on the ground before takeoff. to test t..~e 

system and to eliminate ai: or vapor locks in 
the system. Do not ta...~e off on the long-range 
system. 

Before switching to long-range tan..~ in 
flight, operate on t..~e front v.ing tanks until you 
have u5",d at least 50 gallons of fuel. TrJs allows 
room for t.\e return flow from the carburetor. 
Then, sv.-itch to the long-rang.? system: 

1. Open the shut-off ... ·a1ve for the top tier of 
tanks. 

2. Turn on the long-range booster pump. 
(Switch is on the overhead panel.) 

3. Open the long-range m.a:,i;er shut-off valve, 
just aft of the ]ong-rru.i.ge ta::Iks on the Jeft -side 
of the cargo compartment. 

4. Opi'n main system crossfeed valve. 
5. Check to see that the main fuel booster 

pumps (or sump pumps) are OFF. 
6. Turn one main system fuel selector valve 

OFF. Check fuel pressure on that engine. 1£ 
normal, tt..u-n the oL~er selector valve OFF. 

7. Turn the Iong-raIlge booster pump OFF, 
R.l1d use gravity feed to L.~e engi ... ;.€! pump. 

Always switch to the next tier of long-range 
ta..T).ks before the one in use runs dry. 

To return to wing tank operation: 
1. 'I\L'r!} both fuel selector valves to desired 

tanks. 
2. Turn !nain booster pumps (or sump 

pumps) ON. 
3. Turn long-range booster pump OFF (if 

still operating). 
4. Turn long-range master shut-off valve 

OFF. 
5. Ciose shut-off valve on tier of ta....ucs last 

in use. 
S. Close crossfeed valve. 

HYDRAULIC' SYSTEM 

The large ~rnount of plil-'TIbing in t...~e C-46 
is largely the result of the existence of rNO hy
draulic systems: the main system and the 
booster system. 

Two engi..."l.e-driven, consta.l1t displacement 
pumps, one on each en g'..n e , p:-ovlde pressure 
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for the wain system. This SYEt.e:n operates all 
hydraulic units exc-ept the surface control 
boosters. 

There is an auxilia,"'Y hand pump to supply 
;;ressure in tne event of failure of the engine
driven p·:mps. 

The booster system gets its pressure from a 
third pump installed on the left engine. Its sole 
function is to operate the surface control 
boosters. In an em.ergency, you can use the 
main sys:em to operate the boosters. 

Both main and booster S'"j"stems are of the 
standard accumulator type. 

How M!2in Syst~m Operates 

Hydraulic Buid flows from the 8.25-gallon 
main . .reservoir to the engine-driven p1L."!lps. 
The location of the fluid outlet, several inches 
above the bottom of the tank, allows 3.2 gallons 
to remain in the reservoir for emergency use 
of L~e na..71d pump. T'ne entire system holds 21 
gallons. 

A relief valve just beyond Ll:!e p~ps 1.mits 
the system pressure to a maximum of 1500 psi. 

The fluid flows t...l:.rough the u......uoading voJ.ve, 
which ke.;eps the preS .. '''lrre up to operating lL.~ts. 
Wben the accumulator p"i"essure drops below 
1050 psi, the unloading valve allows the pumps 
to load up, building pressure up to 1350 psi. 

The accumulator itseH has 600 psi air pres
sure in back of the diaphragm. 

Flow distribution begins at a T fitting, 
v,,'here fluid pressure is sent in two directions: 
(1) to the landing gear selector valve; and (2) 
to t...~e main hydraulic manifold from which the 
brakes, automatic pilot, cowl flaps, wing flaps, 
~71d windshield wipers operate. 

Each unit operating off the main system has 
its return line which bri..."'l.gs the fluid back 
through a filter to the Inain reservoir. 

Servicing 

t?dd fluid through the reservoir filler open
ing. Make sure before flight t..~at the reservoir 
is full and that spare C2.IlS of fluid are aboard. 

Do not remove the Puro!aior filter cap when 
the engines are running. There is pressure in
side this filier and you Vvilllose fluid. 

See decal on cockpit door for fu.."'"i.her servic
ing instructions. 
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HY~RAULJC 

?~~SS~~E GAGES 

Booster System 

Brake System 

left Engine 

Gages 

There is no main system pressure gage. You 
can read the pressure of the mai.'1 sys!.em on 
the brake pressure gage. Work t..~e brakes sev
eral times. The b:-ake gage drops to 1050 psi, 
and then should rise to 1350 psi. 

You can also read the main pressure on the 
booster system gage. Pull up the cross-over 
valve momentarily. Pressure should rise to 
1350 psi. 

The two engine pump gages show a reading 
only when the pll.."TIpS are momenta. ... ily loaded 
by the unloading valve. Then they drop back 
to zero. 

How Booster System Operates 

The booster hydraulic system operates the 
aileron and elevator boosters. There is DO rud
der booster. 

This syste~ has its own reservoir, unloading 
valve, two small accumulators, and a separate 
pump driven by the left engbe. N onnal oper
atbg pressure is between 750 and 1050 psi. 

There is a ~hut-off valve which turns the 
boosters off and allows the ship to be flo\\'11 
manually. 
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Right Engine 

Sarvicing 

To check quantity of fluid in the booster res
ervoir, remove cap. Oil should show just above 
bottom of screen. If it doesn't, add flu.id ~til it 
shows-not to the top. 

Do not use the cro!S-over valve for checking 
main system pressure unless absolutely neces
sary. The valve may not seat properly when 
returned to the normal position. 

If you must use, do not leave the CtOss-over 
valve OUT, or you may lose all the fluid in the 
booster system. 

Main system pressure drops down to as low 
os 650 psi when you operate the gear or flaps. 
The higher pressure in the booster systam forces 
fluid i~to the main system, emptying the booster 
system. 

Wh.m both systems are functioning normally, 
open the cross-over valve momentarily only, and 
do not operate any hydraulic units while it 

is open. 
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~MERGENCY 

UPlATCH 
RELEASE 
CA.BLE 

UPLATCH CYLi~DER 

DOWNLATCHi 
RELEASE CASlE 

SiDE BRACE 
STRUT ----f 

OLEO STRUT 
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MAIN LA~~§NG GEAR 

...--+_--,<"EiRACTING STRUT 

---J .... l[- E>OWNLATCH CY'oJWDER 

J H----SAFETY DOWHLOCK ROD 

LANDING GEAR 
• 

A handle on the pedestal control'! the retrac-
tion and extension of the landing gear. The 
handle, which has th.-"'ee positions, tJP, NEU
TRAL, and DOWN, is connected to a hydraulic 
selector valve which directs a flow of hydraulic 
fluid into the system. 
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Refrocting Gear 

Lift the safety catch a,,"1d rr,ove the la.!1ding 
gear handle to the l}P pos~tion. This fust ::-e

Jeases a cable-connected hook which normally 
prevents the dov,"D-latch from beL."1g :r2ised, 
Furt.~er movement of the handle upward oper
ates the sdector valve and allows preSS1,;,re to 
enter the landing gear circuit in the following 
seq;Jence of operations: 

Fluid enters the down-latch cylinder and re
leases do,,,,n-latch. 

It then enters the retractL."1g strut a.T'ld ex
tends it, retracting the gear into the nacelle, 
where it is held by the up-latch hook. 

The nacelle doors are then closed by their 
actuatL'1g struts. 

'When me operation is complete, move the 
gear handle to L~e NEu""TRAL position. This 
allows the gear to drop back onto the up-latch 
hook, reu,=vmg strain on t.1-}e retractL."1g strut. 

If the nacelle doors creep down because of a 
leak, move the gear handle to the UP position 
occasionally, to keep the doors retracted. On 
long-range flights leave the ha,,"1cl1e UP. 

Extending Gear 

Move the handle to the DOv,,'N positio:"!. Hy
draulic pressure first opens L.~e nacelle doors. 
It then releases the up-latch hook, allowing the 
gear to drop. Pressure then retracts the actuat
ing struts, extending the gear. The dOVv-n-latch 
snaps into place under 230 1bs. spring te::lSion, 
and the gear is dov,-n and locked. 

Gear Position Indicators-Note L~at there are 
two steps on the down-latch. If the gear 
catches on the fust step of the latch only, be
cause of misaligmnent, only the amber light on 
the instrument panel goes on. It is safe to land 
with the gear in this position, but it is better to 
retract L~e gear and try to lock it fully down. 

'\\:nen the gear is fully dovm and locked on 
the second step of Lhe latch, the green light g~s 
on, indicating its position, Both lights are oper
ated by switches on the face of the latch. 

Early-model C-46's have selsyn L1'1d.icators 
which show Lhe position of the landing gear. 

Further warning is given by a horn, which 
blows when you retard throttles below 15" Eg. 
if the gear is not fully extended. 

If you h2:;;e any doubt about the gear being 
aov>'ll end securely locked, have the engineer 
test it with the rrlaTIual emergency crank. 

Toilwheel 

The tail wheel e .. --r?nds and retracts along 
with the main gear, and in a similar manner. 

Safety Down-lock 

Late-model airplanes have a lanCing gear 
safety doy.,T.-lock to prevent retraction of Lhe 
gear on the ground. A rod cO!lIlected to the oleo 
strut prevents Lhe down-latch hook from being 
moved when there is weight on t.he gear. After 
takeoff, the oleo strut extends 16 inches and the 
rod is 'withdraVv"D, allowing the hook to move 
and the up-latch to he raised. 

WING FLAPS 

The C-46 wing flaps are the reanvard-mov
ing, trailing-edge type, si!pllar to the Fo'wler 
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flap. These faps not only prvvide L.l1Crease of 
effective incidence angle of the airfoil, but also 
increase L'-le area of t...h.e WL.'1g, furw.\er loweri.iJ.g 
the stalliLg speed. 

A relief valve autom;;tically allc·ws the flaps 
to retract if airspeed exceeds 150 mph while 
the flaps are dov.'Il, protecting them from da..rn
age. Bt:ilt-i.n equalizers provide fc,r equal ex
tension of the naps. 

Operation of F:ops 

You Cili:' e:x-tend the flaps to any Songle up to 
35°. The control ha...'1cile has four marked posi
tions: ~, lh, %,' and FUlL. A spring-loaded 
stop halts the handle as it reaches the % posi
tion. Push the stop back vlith your t..~umb to 
extend L'-le flap be:yond Lm position. 

A fixed stop at the F1J"'1.L position holds the 
mayimurn allowable travel of the naps to 35°. 
If th.is stop is removed, flaps may be ex1:ended 
to '15 c. This is Dot necessaTj1 and is not recom
mended. 

A gage on the instrument panel gives a con
stant indication of the angle of extension of the 
P..aps. 

BRAKES 

Brakes on the C-46 are of the single Hayes 
expander-tube tY'Pe. Metering valves con
nected to the rudder pedals operate the right 
a...'1d left wheel brakes independently of each 
other. 

The par:F...mg brake applies pressure to the 
brakes to a value of 6051r. of maximum brake 
line pressure. The parking brake control 
handle is on the pedestal. 

The main hydraulic manifold supplies pres
sure for brake operation. A brake accumulator 
supplies pressure in event of failure of the main 
system. 

A gage below the right-hand side of the in
strument panel indicates the pressure in the 
brake system. 

OTHER H'fDRAUl..!C ACCESSORIES 

AU10!Datic pilot, cowl flaps, and windshield 
wipers all operate off the main pressure mani, 
fold. 

The or~ -OFF cO~1trol fo:- the autopilot is on 
L'1e left side of the instncment panel. 

RESTRICTED 
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The two cowl flaps control ha."lilles are on t...~e 
pedestal. These controls allow any var..ation of 
cowl flap set'"...ing from full OPEN to CLOSED. 

The windsllield v.."iper control is on the pilot's 
·w';~'1dowsill. 

EMERGENCY HYDRAULIC OPERATION 

Sooster System Failure 

If t..h.e booster hydraulic pump, or t...~e left 
engine on which t..1Us pump is instaDed, fails
use the main hydraulic system to operate the 
boosters. 

Pull up the cross-over valve at the bottom of 
the pedestaL This cuts the main system pres
sure into the booster lines =d also isolates the 
booster· pump and accumulators. 

Warning: Failure of the boosters lIl...ay be 
caused by a lea."lt in a booster or a line leading 
to one, AL-'ter pulling the cross-over valve, keep 
a constant check on the glass quantity gage on 
the main reservoir; you may be losing all the 
fluid. If the level drops abnormally, push in the 
cross-ov~r valve, shut off the boosters, and fly 
the ship :na.."1ually. 

Main System Failure 

1. lithe main system pressure drops a..'1d 
stays below normal, chec~ far t..~e trouble 'as 
follows: 

Check fluid level 
goge on main 
hydrau lie reservoir 

Fluid Level-If the glass indicator gage shows 
no ftu~d in the ~ reservoir', fill at once. 

If t..h.e addition of 5 or 6 gallon.s does not fill 
the tank, a large leak in the system is indicated 
and considerable fluid has been lost. 
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VL,ual Check-In case of a large Jeak, Lave 
the engin~er inspect as much of the svstem as 
he can reach.' • 

If the Jea.k is in the accumulator line, pull up 
the accumulator shut-off vah~e. 

Unless the Jeak ca.'1 be repaired, la..'1d as soon 
as possible. Operating hydraulic pumps dry 
overheats and damages the pumps. 

If flilld level is nonnal but the pressure is 
down to :zero, either the unloading valve or re
lief valve is stuck open. Have the engineer feel 
t.~·e return lines :£rom each of these valves. If 
one of tbem is warm, that valve is stuck open, 
bypassing all the fluid. 

Tapping the faulty valve may loosen it and 
rehLrn the system to normal oP"'=ration. If not, 
use the hand pump to operate needed units. 

2. If main system pressure goes t9 1500 psi 
!he accumulator s.'fJut-coff v~ve is closed (in the 
up position), or the u-"'1loading valve is stuck 
closed. If the accumulator shut-off valve is 
closed, reduce pressure by operating some hy
draulic u.."lit and t..l)en open the valve. 

If the trouble is in the unloading valve, have 
the engineer tap it to try to get it worl--jng 

. again, If this does !}o good you ca..T'l still -operate 
all units at relief valve pressure. Have t.~e 
engineer reduce the relief pressure to 130(1 psi 
by re-setting the 'adj~ting screw on the valve. 

Use of Hydraulic Hand Pump 

, Use the hydraulic ha..'1d pump to operate 
hydraulic units in cases of main system failure. 
The hand pump utilli.es the 3.2-gallon reserve 
supply of £!.uid in the main reservoir, and sup
plies pressure through the manifold to any 
part of the circuit to be oper?ted. 
. ,The pump handle is stowed in clips on the 
liaison radio rack. Lift up the small door behind 
the copilot's seat on the cockpit floor and insert 
the pump handle into t.~e socket. 

Before using the band pump, pull out the 
main accumulator shut-off valve. This cuts out 
the accumulator and allows the pressure gen
erated to go into the manifold. 

Note: Do'not use hydraulic hand pump for 
operation of landing gear or naps ul1}ess the 
brake aCCCL'11Wator gage indicates full pressure. 
You :nay use up all the fluid and bave no pres
sure for braking. 

EMEll:GENCY LOWEiHNG OF LANDING GEAR 

~ With Htd~ulic Hand Pump 

1. Pull up accumulator shut-orr valve. 

2. Place gear handle in DOWN position . 

3. Use hydraulic hand pump to extend gear. 

4. Check gear down and locked by hom and 
light imncators, and have engineer test v.i.th 
hand crank. 
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If the type of hydraulic failure prevents use 
of the hydraulic hand PLLTIlP, cra.'L\:. t.~e gear 
down by hand: 

1. Place gear ha..'"ldle in DOVi''"N position. 

2. Pull up emergency dump valye handle 
under the liaison radio rack. This releases back 
pressure in the retracting struts by cumping 
tJ.\e fluid. It also releases Lh.e up-latches on all 
three wheels, allowing L~em to fall part way 
from their locked-up position, forcLn.g the fair
ing doors open. 

3. Crank each wheel doVv'Il separately with 
the hand crank. The cra..'1.k is stowed on the 
under side of the hatch in the cockpit noor just 
aft of the pilot's seat. Insert it in the holes just 
below the' hatch sill, and turn counter-clock
wise with steady force. 

4. Pull tailwheel into locked ~osition, using 
rod stowed in aft cabin bulkhead. Hook rod 
near folding joint of gear strut aId pull until 
gear locks. 

5. Check the gear dov>'"D aId locked. 

o When lines Are Restricted 

In some L'1.stances the gear does not extend 
normally, because of restrictions in lines or 
maladjusted pressures, even though the hy
drdulic system o:;:>eri'ltes normally. 

Place g':'ar handl? i...'1. DO"\VN and have engi
Deer check alignment of selector yalve. 
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Use hand crank to assist extension. If this 
won't work, c-entri..fugal force, plus increased 
hydraulic system prEssure, may help: 

1. Pull up accumulator shut-off valve. Oper
ate some hydraulic unit to drop pressure be
low 1050 psi. This closes the unloading valve 
and the system delivers relief valve pressure 
of 1500 psi. 

2. Climb to a safe altitude and enter a shal
low power glide until you reach a speed of 200 
mph. Pull up sha...-ply, at the same time placing 
gear handle in DOWN position. 

When Gear Won't Lock 

\\-'ben t}Je gear fails to lock, even th~ugh fully 
extended, use any of the previ.ously discussed 
emergency measures to try to lock it down. 
If all fail, you may be able to push the wheels 
back to a locked position by touching them on 
L\e runway. :r .. laintain at least 130 mph with 114 
flaps and start climbing irrlIneruately atJter con
tact. 

EME~GENCY WING FLAP OPERATION 

To work the flaps by hand pump: 
1. Shut accumulator. 
2. Place flap handle in desired position, and 

pump. 

EMERGENCY BRAKE OPERATION 

To operate the brakes by use of the hand 
pump, pull the brake emergency shut~fI valve 
under the pedestal. This isolates the hand pump 
circuit from the rest of the main hydraulic 
system, and allows all pressure pumped to be 
supplied only to the brakes. 

I 
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A stored p:;esst:re of 1300 psi in the brake 
c,ccumul,,1.or Sl!2WS four or five applications of 
the b:-akes ,\vitnout the :>ecessity of ha.."1d pu:np
ing. To CO:1.se::-ve the presmre, ['[lake the f.rst 
application L~e only onE> Dt-cessary by bringing 
the ship to a stop lithout releasLl1g the brakes 
at all. 

There is a separate oil syst.em fO!, each en
gine. Oil flows from a hopper type tank of 39.8-
gallon capacity cirectly to t...~e engLl'1e. Engine
driven pumps force the oil ihrough t.,1,.e engine, 
then through a cooler, and back h"!tO the hopper 
section of the tank, 

Dual gages on the instrument panel indicate 
oi1 pressure and temperature, 2..,"1d there is a 
warTling hght to show when oil level is low. 
Late C-46's also have an oil quantity gage. 

A solenoid valve allows addition of gasoline 
:from t..~e fuel system for oil dilution when 
required. 

The oil cooler, or ndiator, ce,::tah15 a thermo
static temperature control ya1ve which allows 
:.~e oil to bypass or to flow Lhrough the c()oler, 
accordi."1g to its to:::mperature eu~er lea',iIlg the 
engine. Shutters on t...~e cooler, operated by a 
handle on the pedestal, may be opened or 
closed, providing furtJier temperature control. 

Watch oil temperatu~e carefully in flight. If 
you are flying -""ith 011 cooler shutters OPEN, 

close th?r:1 i.f t£!rr.'.;~;-atuTe eith.er rL'\.€':S or dro~ 
!rili terinl1y. 

Temperature rise m.ay be caU5ed by chiDed 
oil congeahng IT. t...~e cooler, bypassing the hot 
oil from the engine back iDto the tank 'without 
cooling it. 

Temperature d.. .. -op is caused by the oil beh"1g 
chilled too much in the cooler, but not to the 
point of congealing. 

If the oil cooler shutters art> CLOSED eu'1d oil 
temperature r....ses, open the shutters. 

Oil System Failure 

A partial drop in oil pressure indicates that 
something is wrong v,rith the oil system. Oper
ate the engine at reduced power, keeping close 
watch on the oil pressure gage, and land as' 
soon as possible. 

If the oil pressure drops to zero, the oil sys-
1em haS faiJed completely. Do not o~rate the 
en..,oine. Use s'"...andard procedure to shut the en
gine off a..1'ld feather the propeller. 

In an emergency where it is vital to use both 
engines, you may re-start the dead engine and 
run it at reduced power for a short ti.'lle. 

lons-range Oil Sy~em 

A 40-gallon long-range oil tank may be in
stalled in the cabin to feed oil to the nacelle 
oil tanks by use of a hand operated pump. The 
t.a..'1k, which may be filled in flight, is connected 
by built-in lines to each nacelle tank. 
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Long-range oil tonk 

Start using the long-range oil system when 
the oil level warning light on t.~e instrument 
panel goes on, indicating that t.~e regular oil 
tanks are % empty. To use: 

1. Open the shut-off valve for one engine. 
These valves are on the long-range tank in
stallation. 

2. Pump 15 gallons of oil into the nacelle 
tank by turning the hand crank. Check the 
quantity pumped by the difference in bayonet 
gage readings on the long-range tank. 

3. Shut the valve, open the other, and fJl the 
other nacelle tank in the same manner. 

Normal oil consumption for R-2800-51 en
gines ."aries from 9 to 15 quarts per hour for 
cruise horsepower. 

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 

The C-46 has a 24-voli direct current elec
trical system, powered by two engine-driven 
generators with. two 34-ampere-hour storage 
batteries. 

A receptacle in the lower right side of the 
fuselage provides for external power from a 
battery cart, and there is a..'1 auxiliary power 
unit in the airplane. . 

Most of the switches for the electrical system 
are on the overhead panel. Fuse boxes are 
located at various points in the airplane. 
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Generafors 

The generators are 24-volt 200-a..'Tlpere type, 
one on each engine. Rated output voltage is 
28.5, which is reduced to 28 by voltage regu
lators. Reverse current relays prevent battery 
current from reversing flow to the generators 
and thus draL.'1.L-'1g the batteries. 

Generators are set to cut in at an engine 
speed of 1400 rpm. 

Batteries 

The storage batteries are in t..~e forward 
cargo compartment. To use the batteries you 
must turn on the master switch and also the 
battery selector switches, wroch control bat
tery-disconnect solenoids. 

Inverters 

There are tv.·o inverters wroch convert direct 
to alternating current, supplying 26 volts to the 
autosyn instruments and 115 volts to the radio 
compass. Use the main inverter for all normal 
operation; use the spare in case of failure of 
the main. 

Checking Electrical System 

Tum battery switches OFF when checki.Tlg 
the generators for voltage and current output 
during run-up. In most installations t..~e volt
meter is con..nected to the main bus line and 
shows voltage from the batteries even when the 
generators are not working. 

If current readings are small because the 
battery is fully charged, turn one generator 
OFF. This Lh.rows the entire load on the other 
generator, and if it is working normally a defi
nite charge is indicated. 

Electrical Equipment 

The electrical system operates t.~e following . 
units: Engine starters; Electric propellers; 
Booster coils or induction vibrators; Autos:)"Il 
instruments; Radio equipment; Lights; Warning 
signals; Heater ignition system and beater 
supercharger motor; De-icer distributor; Car
buretor, propeller, and windshie1d anti-icer 
pumps; Fuel booster pumps; Solenoids for oil 
dilution, engine primers, and heater fuel shut
offs; Pitot tube heaters. 
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Ef'gine S~arters 

The C-46 has combi..'1ation inertia - direct 
cranking electric sia:iers. Energizing the 
starter builds up inertia in the fi:.\--,,,;heel. When 
you engage the starter the r.yv.·heel gives t..he 
engine its initial start. The starter motor con
tinues turning the engine over by direct drive 
once rotation starts. 

AUXILIARY POWER UNIT 

There is a type HRU-28 auxiliary power unit 
in the left side of the forward C2.rgo compart
ment. This is a single-cylinder, air-cooled gaso
line engine driving a 28-volt, 70-ampere DC • 
generator. 

The auxiliary power UIut (or putt-putt) is 
normally used to charge batteries when the ship 
is on the ground and to f,.rrcish power for start
ing. You can also use it in emergencies as the 
main poweT source. 

Wben usmg the putt-putt to start the engines, 
remember that the starter draws 121 a..'"IlpS and 
the putt-putt's output is only 70 amps. Use the 
airplane batteries to help it. 

Sfarting rutt-Putt 

You CCL.'1 start the auxiliary power unit elec
trically by using the ship's batteries, or manu
ally by pull rope on t..~e fly-wheel. 

1. Place shut-off valve in ON position. 
2. Choke. 
3. Turn equalizer switch ON ii generators are 

operating. Otherv.rise, sv.itch OFF. 
4. To start electrically: 
Turn on master S'vvitch cmd both battery 

switches. Tu.rn circuit breaker located oVer the 
generator unit ON, depress star'"..ing button on 
the control box, releasing when engine starts. 

To start manually: 
Wind starting' rope on pulley and start as 

you would an outboard motor. 

Stopping Procedure 

1. Turn fuel shut-off valve OFF. 
2. Turn circuit breaker OFF. 
3. For emergency stopping, or if unit is to be 

re-started soon. Press red stop button on the 
magneto stator plate and hold fi.nnly until the 
engi..ne stops. 

Auxilicry j:X>wer unit 
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Servicing 

Mix lh pint of lubricating oil, Spec. No. _-\N
\<\1'-0 ~~6 grade 1055A, with a gallon of gaso
line and pour into fuel tan...l!;:. This fills t.1.:.e t.ank 
and will operate the u...Tlit for 1 ~ hours. 

EMERGENCY O?ERA TIOH OF 
ElECTRICAL SYSTEM 

Use Pvtt-putt 

If the gene:-ators fail in fljght, use the putt
putt to supply current to the batteries. Re
member t..'1.at this unit runs for only llh hours 
on a tank of gas, a..'1d conserve its use unless 
you have spare fuel aboard. 

Conserve Power 

If the putt-putt is not available, corrserve 
electric CU:L:'ent as much as possible. Shut off 
ramos, lights, h'werters, and oL."'er equipment 
not abSOlutely needed, and make sure that bat
tery switches are OFF. Place the prop selector 
switches in FIY.ED PITCH. 

Save your batteries for essential uses, such 
as re-setting propeller pitch wben necessary 
and making s..l-tort radio contacts. Complete dis
charge of the batteries leaves you wit.~out any 
cor,ITol over the pitch of tr"'e propellers. Land 
as soon as possible. 

Circuit Breokers 

Cu-cuit breakers of the toggle or push-button 
type work on the therm.al principle: Excessive 
current load heats the switch, causing it to 
jump off, or out. To restore current to the cir
cuit, re-set the circuit breaker. 

If the sv.itch continually jumps to the OFF 
position, there is a short in the circuit and re
pairs are needed. If you need the circuit in an 
emergency, hold the switch in the ON position 
momen tarily. 

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT 

Cockpit 

A variet\' of dome lights, spotlights, and 
fluorescent lights iDuminate the cockpit of the 
C-4S. !vlo:;:t d these lights op2rate off the circuit 
breaker marked COCKPIT on the overhead 
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panel, but have their own O:\-OFF SRitches. 
Five minutes' study in t..~e cockpit ",,-ill familiar
ize you with a11 these various controls. 

The cockpit lights incfude: 
Fluorescent spotlights for reading certain in

strllments. 
Three incandescent lights above the instru

ment panel. 
~tO spotlig.~ts, one on the overhead panel 

and one on t.he ramo rack. 
Two overhead panel lights. 
Magnetic compass internal light. 

Cargo Compartments 

The main cargo compart.ment has 13 lights 
controlled by the circuit breaker marked 
CABIN. 

The two forward lights and one near the 
main cargo door can aL"'O be operated by indi
vidual switches. 

There is a rbeostat-controlled 'light on the 
na,.igator's table. 

The lower forward cargo compartment has 
four lights controlled by either of two sv.itcbes: 
one just below the batch ooor ir. the cockpit, 
Lh.e oLher in tbe upper left side of the fOl"V>'ard 
compartment door frame. 

The lower rear compartment has three lights 
controlled by a switch on the upper right side 
of the rear cargo door frame. 

Exter~or Lights 

The retractable landing lights are contl"olled 
by switches on the control pedesta1. 

The red passing light in the fuselage nose 
cone is controlled by the circuit breaker 
marked PASSING, on the overhead pane1. 

The position lights, one on each wingtip and 
one on the tail cone, are controlled by two 
switches on the overhead panel. The lights may 
be turned on dim or bright. The circuit breaker 
marked POSITION must be on. 

The identification lights on t..l-te outside of the 
fuselage are operated by the control box on 
the copilot's win.c;lowsill. 

P~OP!ELLERS 

All C-46 aircraft except some of the earliest 
models have Curtiss electric full-feat.'"lering, 
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constant-sIJeK! p,opellers. This is a 4-blad,=d 
p,opeller, with a Gi«:11cter of 13 feet, 6 i..,ches, 
Power for L~e pitch-change motor is ~upplied 
by the main electrical system of L~e 2.irplane, 

Constant Speed 

A governor mounted on the eng'll"1e Dc>se con
trols the propeUer when t....~e sele~tor switch is 
in AtJTO, its normal operating position, The 
governor works on the principle of centrifugal 
flyweights. 

\V'hen engine speed increases beyond the rpm 
you have set, the flJ"Weights extend, opening a 
pilot valve which al1o-,,,-s engi...."1e oil to flow 
under pressure into a servo cylinder, A contact 
on the end of the servo piston operates an 
electric s\x,-itch, changing the pitch of the pro
peller and decreasLTJ.g rpm to the desired set
ting. When proper rpm is attained, the switch 
cuts out. 

The governor increases rpm to the selected 
setting in a similar manner. 

Propeller governor controls on t..~e pedestal 
connect by lLTJ.kage to the go\-ernors, enabling 
you to set them for the desired rpm. 

Monual Operation 

For all no:rmal operation, keep the propeller 
!:.witches in the AlJTO position. Vlhen a switch 
is in FIXED PITCH, the propeller blade angle 
is held constant by magnetic brakes and it is no 
longer a constal'lt speed propeller. 

To change the pitch of the propeller when Ll-}e 
automatic feature is inoperative, hold the se
lector switch in DEC RPM or L~C RPM until 
you attain the desired rpm. 

Feathering 

Switches on the pedestal control feathering 
of the propellers. When you move the s\',ritch to 
the FEATHER position, you apply stepped-up 
voltage to L.~e "decrease rpm" side of Hle pitch
change motor. The propeller blades quickly 
move to the full-feaHlered position. 

You can also feather the propeller by holding 
the selector switch in. the DEC RPM position. 
This takes longer Hlan using the feathering 
switch. Use tb.is method for feat,.'1ering for single 
engine practice to a\'oid wear on the featheri.."lg 
mechanism. 
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Failure of Electric Power 

If the electrical system fails in flight, set the 
propeller selector switches in FIXED PITCH 
position. This disconnects the governors from 
the electrical system, eliminating drain on the 
batteries. It also sets the pitch brake, holding 
the propellers in fixed pitch. 

If the pitch brake slips, allowing the propel
lers to change pitch and speed up; hold the 
selector' switch in DEC RPM to bring the rpm 
down, if b~tteries have sufficient current. 

Circuit Breakers 

Circuit breakers prevent darnage caused by 
overloads or short circuits. Excessive current 
flow heats the circuit breaker, causing it to pop 
out and open the circuit. 

If a circuit brea."ker pops out because of mo
mentary overload, wait a few seconds for it to 
cool, then re-set by pushing it in. 
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Hamilton Standard Propellers 

A few of the early C-46's with Hamilton 
Standard propellers are still in Use. The Haln
ilton is a 3-bladed, full-feathering, constant 
speed, hydromatic propeller, v.-itb a diameter 
of 15 feet, 1 inch. 

Pilot operation of the governor controls for 
this propeller is exactly the sanile as that for 
Curtiss electric propellers. There is no provi
sion for manual or fixed pitch operation of the 
propellers. 

HEATING AND VENTILATION 

Three gasoline fired, combustion type heat
ers supply plenty of heat to keep the cockpit 
and big cabin of the C-46 warm. The cockpit 
heater and defroster puts out 40,000 B.T.U. 
{British thermal units); the two cabin heaters, 
100,000 B.T.U. each. 
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The heaters get L~eir rUel from the maLl'} fuel 
system of the airplo.ne. Air for ventilation and 
combustion comes through the ram air duct 
in the nose of the ship. The main electrical sys
tem furnishes current needed for normal heater 
operation. There is a heater temperature gage 
on the L"lStru.'11ent pa11el of some airplanes. 

Cockpit Heater and Defroster 

You can use the cockpit heater on the ground 
as well as in flight. For ground use, an electric 
blower furnishes air, and a special fuel pump 
in the left nacelle (or the regular tank sump 
pump in late m.odel ships) supplies fuel flow.
After takeoff, a ra..1'll air pressure s-",-itcb turns 
off the blower when you reach 120 mph lAS, 
the ram air pressure being suJEcient to supply 
the heater at that speed. This switch also tu .. -rn.s 
off the special fuel pump if L~ere is one. 

Starting: Use a battery cart, the putt-putt,. 
or run one of the airplane's engL,es to provide 
electricity for operating t...~e heater ·on the 
ground. Do not use airplane batteries alone. 

1. Turn left fuel seJector valve to desired 
tank. 

;>.";0 •• 

--- -" ~ -,.,' 

Left, heCiter erne-tgeney shut-off valve 
Right, hot air directional flow valve 

2. On cabin floor, aft of hydraulic reservoir: 
Check. heater emergency shut-off valve in 
DO,\VN position. (This valve is normally 
safetied in the DOWN position.) 
Pull warm air control up to supply hot air 
to the cockpit. 

3. Tum airplane master switcb ON. 
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4. Open nose valve control on pilot's v:in
dowsill. 

5. Open pilot'~ defroster valve or foot warm
er, (\:1 Jeft side of pe-destal. 

Heater control panel 

6. On heater control panel: 
Heater master sv.itch ON. 
Cockpit heater switch ON. 

Note: If ",,'arm air is not available in 3 min
utes, turn cockpit heater switch OFF. This cuts 
off the fuel and allows the blower to ventilate 
the combustion chamber. Wait 3 minutes and 
t...~en turn switch ON again to re-start. 

The procedure for starting the heater in 
H.ight is exactly the same, except that some of 
the controls are already set in the proper posi
tions. 
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To Turn Off: 
1. Tum cockpit heater sv,itch OFF. 
2. Wait 3 minutes to allow t...~e heater to 

ventilate and then turn the heater master 
switch OFF. 

Main Cobin Heafers 

You can operate the main cabin heaters 
separately or together, but only in fl.Jght. It is all 
right to turn the sv,itches on while the airplane 
is on the ground, but the ram pressure sv,,..:itch 
does not start the heater until you reach 120 
mph L'\..S. The cabin heaters get air for venti
lation and combustion by ram pressure only; 
there is no blower. 

Starting: 
1. Follow the procedure for starting the 

cockpit heater. 
2. Then turn one main cabi.."1 heater sv.itch 

ON. 
3. If you need more heat, turn other cabin 

heater ON. 
Start the heaters before reaching 20,000 feet, 

as they may not start above that altitude. 
Note: If the outside teITiperature is below O"F 

(-17 c C), hold L~e fuel pre-heater s\\itch ON 
for 2 minutes. This preheats the fuel to aid 
ignition. 

To turn off main cabin beaters, place main 
cabin heater switch in OFF position. 

Controlling Heat Flow Direction 

If the cockpit heater fails, you can use the 
main cabin heaters to warm the cockpit and 
supply hot air for the windshleld defrosters. 
Just push down the warm air T valve a..'i: of the 
hydraulic reservoir. The normal position for 
this valve when cockpit heater is working is up. 

The warm air from the cabin heaters nor
mally comes out through the main cabiIl ceiling 
duct and is split to go forward and aft. To direct 
the entire flow to the navigator's station and to 
the cockpit overhead auxiliary defroster tubes, 
re-set the control handle, which is aft of the 
cockpit door over the radio tuning unit rack. 

Controls on each side of L~e p2destal allow 
you to regulate the flow of air to windshield 
defroster outlets 2.TId to L~e foot warmers. 

There are no temperature controls on the 
heaters. Turn the heaters on aI1::1 off as needed. 
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AufoF'!1atic pilot 

Ventilating 

In hot weaL~er you can bring in cool air and 
direct it throug...~ the heating system to various 
parts of the airplane. Open the nose valve on 
the pilot's windo\\'siD and operate the duct con
trols as you would for heated air. 

AUTO~ATlt PILOT 

C-46 aircraft have either Sperry ty-pe A-3 or 
Jack & Heintz type A-3A autopilots. 

The autopilot provides automatic control for 
vertical, lO!1g1tudinal, and directional motion 
of the ship, bringing it back from all deviations 
away from the course and attitude set by the 
h uma.l1 pilot. 

How Au~opi!ot Works 

The autopilot works off the vacuum and 
hydraulic systems of the airplane. As the air
plane varies from its predetermined course or 
attitude. the gyrose-opes remain in their original 
planes. This action controls L~e operation of oil 
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valves, which in turr. regulate the flow of hy
draulic fluid to the servo cylinders. These 
servos " ... ork the surface controls to correct the 
course or attitude. 

Adjustable speed valves regulate Ll,e return . 
flow of hydraulic fluid from the servo cylinders 
to Ll,e reservoir. The volume of flow deterrr>ines 
the speed of codection or sensitivity. 

In the A-3 autopilot the speed valves are 
mounted as a separate unit on t..~e instrument 
panel. In the A-3A, t..l,e valves are built into 
the main control unit; you operate them by 
adjustment wheels on the autopilot panel. 

Preflight Check 

Before taking off on a flight on which the 
autopilot will be used, make the following 
check, or be sure that the engineer makes it; 

1. With engi_'ies running at 1000 rpm, check 
the vacuum gages. The main gage should read 
5.5." Hg., the autopilot gage, 4.8" Hg. 

2. Check all gyros uncaged, align all indices, 
and set speed valves to medium sensitivity. 
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3. Tum the servo b~-pass "\·alve to BLEED 
and th", autopilot ON. 

4. Check the autopilot oil pressure for 150 
<+ or -10) psi. 

5. J\love all surface controls ma.T)ually 
through Lt:Jeir entire range six or eight times. 
This expels air fro!Yl thE: ~ervo cylinders. 

6. Realign the indices, and turn the b:'}'Pass 
valve from BLEED to NORMAL. 

7. Using the index knobs, run all surface 
controls ~1..rough their full moyement. 

8. Change speed valves to ITLaximumand try 
to overpower. This should be possible. 

9. Tum autopilot OFF and check the controls 
manually for freedom of movement. 

Using AVTO?ilot 

Elmer can keep the ship straight and level 
and on course much more accurately than you 
can, so use him whenever you need hL'Il. The 
autopilot relieves you of much strain and 
tension on long flights. 

Keep these oon'ts in rnjnd, however: 
Don't use below 2000 feet. 
Don't use in extremely turbulent air. 
Don't use when "\\;"i,,'1g de-ieer boots are working. 
Don't use Clnless both engines are delj\"ering 
normal power. 
Don't go to sleep! 

To Turn ON: 
1. Check gyros uncaged and make sure that 

they are worJr.ing. 
2. Trim the ship to fly hands off. 
3. Align the indices, and match the upper 

and lower cards of the directional gYTO unit. 
4. Set speed valves on 1. 
5. Tu.."'l1 pilot ON, and adjust speed valves for 

desired sensitivity. 
'While Operating: 
1. Turn off the autopilot occasionally and 

retnm the airplane. Don't re-trirn with the auto
pilot ON. This makes t..~e autopilot fight the 
trim tab forces and puts "- strain on it, 

2. Make all changes of attitude smoothly. 
3. Use the autopilot only for level Hight, 

climbs, and descents, and for gradual turns. 
4. You ca."! make sma.ll course changes with 

flat turns, moving' the rudder knob only. lise 
aileron knob to coordinate large turns. Pse ele
vator YJ10b if necessary to maintain altitude. 
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Vacuum pumps, one on eacl1 engin.e, supply 

suction to operate the autopilot and other gyro 
instruments. Check valves in the line to each 
pump allow the in.struments to contin.ue oper
ation despite failure of an engine or of a pump. 
A gage on the instrument panel gives system 
suction. Normal reading is 5" to 6" Hg. 

PITOT SYSTEM 

The heads on the two pitot masts have both 
static and impact pressure openings. The im
pact pressure lli'1es run to the two airspeed 
indicat~rs, and the static lines prO'lride atmos
pheric pressure to altimeters, rate-of-clirnb, and 
airspeed indicators. 

The alternate source selector valve changes 
the source of static pressure from the pitot 
tubes to an open-end tube which termL1'lates in 
the WL~g. Changing to Cilternate source may 
cause up to "12 mph increases in airspeed indi-
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cation and can cause the rate-of-climb indicator 
to show a 300-feet-per-mLT)ute rate of cli.Inb in 
level ilight. 

A biowout pu;np on the copilot's windowsill 
clears out t..~e static lines. Observe the plac
arded caution when changi ... '1g t,.~e selector valves 
to the desired blowout position. 

DE·leER SYSTEM 

There are Tubber de-ieer boots on the leadi..'1g 
edges of wi ... '1gs, stabilizer, ·and fin. 

The vacuum pumps whieh operate the gyro 
instruments also work the de-jeers. Air from 
the exhaust side of the pumps goes through two 
oil separators and then into an electrically 
driven snap-action distributor valve which in
termittently feeds t..~e air to the de-icer boots. 

A gage on the instrument panel shows the 
operating pressure of the system. Normal pres
sure is 73h to 8 psi. 

To start the de-jeers, turn the de-icer circuit 
breaker on the overhead panel ON. 

A complete cycle of L'1.flation and deflation 
takes 40 seconds. After you turn off the oper
ating S'-"iteh, the distributor valve continues 
working until it completes its cycle and all 
boots are deflated. 

ANTI-JeER SYSTEMS 

There are t..~ree anti-icer systems in the C-46: 
propeller, carburetor, and windshield or pitot 
mast. 

A 22-gallon tank located over the hydraulic 
reservoir supplies all of these systems with the 
anti-icing fluid: isopropyl alcohol, No. AN-F-13. 
The tank is divided into t..h.ree compartments 
at the bottom by 9-inch-high plates. Each sys
tem draws from a separate compartment, pre
venting anyone system from drainL."1g the en
tire tank. 

Each system has its own electFic pump. 
To operate any of the units, you must first 

turn on the main anti-icer circuit breaker at 
the back end of the electrical panel. 

Propeller Anti-icer 

The propeller anti-icer system is the conven
tional slL'1ger type. Fluid from the middle outlet 
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of the tank runs to the pump a.'1d is forced to 
each propeller slinger assembly. The slinger 
rings feed the Jeading edge of each prop blade. 

To operate: 
1. Turn maL'1 anti-icer circuit brea..'..;:er ON. 
2. Turn the propeller anti-icer pump rheo

stat on the overhead panel to the desired set
ting. 

At the maximum rheostat setting the rate of 
flow is llh gallons per propeller per hour. 

Corburefor Anti-icer 

The carburetor anti-icer pump supplies fluid 
from the supply tank to four outlets in each 
carburetor airscoop. Rate of flow is 4 gallons 
per carburetor per hour. A 3-way toggle switch 
on the overhead panel controls the Pll..."'TlP, allow
ing conti...'1UOUS or mcmentary fluid flow. 

To operate: 
1. Turn main anti··jeer circuit breaker ON. 
2. Place carburetor anti-icer pLL'TlP sv.itch in 

ON or hold in MOM, as required. 

Windshield or Pitat Mast Anti-icer 

A third anti-icer pump supplies fluid to the 
windsbeld or to the pitot masts, depending 
upon th.e installation. 

Older ships have alcohol anti-icing for the 
windshield. Current models do not have this 
system, re!yi..'1g on the hot-air defrosters to keep 
the windshield free of ice. In these late models 
the anti-icing system supplies fluid to the out
side of 6e pitot masts through perforated tubes 
to prevent ice formation, which might break 
the masts off. 

The toggle switch for the pump is on the 
overhead panel, next to the carburetor anti
icer switch, and is labeled \VINDSHIELD or 
PITOT, according to the type of installation. 

To operate windshield anti-jeer: 
1. Turn main anti-ieer circuit breaker ON. 
2. Turn windshield anti-icer pump ON. 
3. Open flow control valve on pilot's window-

sill. 
To operate pitot mast anti-icer: 
1. Turn main anti-ieer circuit breaker ON. 

2. Turn pito,t anti-ieer pump ON. 
3. Open RJGHT aJ'Id LEFT pitot mast selec

tor valves on pilot's ",indo·",'sill. 
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RESTR.ICTED 

:Sngine Fire Extinguisher Sy::te;m 

There are fc.ur built-in CO, cylinders in each 
TiacelJe', Each carries a CO2 charge of 5 1bs. 

Two T-type release ha..T1dles on the instru
ment panel, one for each nacelle, control the 
operation of the system. To operate, just pull 
out the proper handle. 

'When you pull the handle, CO2 Bows tLl1der 
pressure through manifoJds to L~e base of each 
engine cyli..l1der. A perforated ring near the 
carburetor and a spray nozzle at the oil cooler 
allow effective blanketing of these areas. An 
auxiliru.-ry line leads to the tail cone section of 
the nacelle. where fuel booster pumps and se
lector vah'~s are located in some models. 

A red indicator seal on the inboard side of 
each nacelle blows out only when L.'le system 
has been discharged by expaJl.sion of the gas. 
(The seal does not blowout when the system 
has been manually discharged.) 

Hond-ope-roted Extingu;shers . 

NO! mally, there are three hand-operated fire 
extir.guishers in the airplane: two CO2 and one 
carbon tetrachloride. They are located as fol
lows: 

One in the cockpit on the liaison :radio rack. 
One in the cabin near the hydraulic reservoir. 
One just aft of the main cargo door. 

M!SCEU .. AHEOUS EMERGEHCY 

EQUIPMENT 

Life rafts-From one to 11 type A-3 life rafts 
mav be installed in L.'l€ airplane for o-,;er-water 
(l:a-hte: a';.ppnd:ng on number of passengers. ,t.J.l_ _., ... ~ ... -,.I. 

Tne life ra..ft for the crew is stowed at the 
right of the radio rack in the main cargo com-
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partment. Other life rafts are su)'..ved against 
t..l:!e aft fuselage buLl.;.,he2d. 

See your Personal Equipment Officer (Flight 
Ernergency Officer) for lliformation on the use 
and care of these life rafts. 

First-aid kit-A fust-o..id kit is stowed back of 
the pilot's seat. Others are b. the main cargo 
compartment. 

Emergency radio-An emergency radio, 
SCR 578A (Gibson Girl), is stowed on the left 
side of Ll:!e main cargo compartment, near the 
cargo door. 

Flares and P}'Totechnic pistol-Signal flares 
and pyrotechnic pistol are kept on the left side 
of the cockpit, v.-'ithin reach of the pilot. 

A fire ax is stowed on the left wall of the 
pilot's compartment. 

RESTRICTED 
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-
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!Q~~PMf.~r 

Toe radio equipmerlt in t..~e C-46 is ba..ucally 
the same as that m:otber- A.rtn:r aircra.B;. Stand. 
ard lnstalJations 'c.e,("ude: 

Command set 
Liaison set 
Radio compass receiver 
Marker beacon receiver 
Interphone system 
J dentification installation (I.-::'F) 
Frequency meter 
VHF command set 
Remote control boxes for L1:Je command and 

compass radio sets arE: locate," 0n the overhead 
panel. 

Command Set 

The command set is a multi-channel receiv
ing and transmitting set. Tra.":'..smission is ove 
two pre-tuned channels, wit.h a power outpui: of 
30 to 40 watts. Recept: on 0D on,:' to tnre-<' ~:ha.n
nels is availabJe to the pilot or any member of 
the crew ~.l::.roug'~ th,::;.nterphone circuits. 

liol!>on Set 

The !.:;:;lson tr'1 Y '"-:-titter in t..;'e C ... ·Hi is a ~0.-
2h..:.m<po\ver 7.~-,;)·:,·at: racUo VYiL~ 2.ri approximate 
ra,ge of VO: _ ,"" of 25(~ m3Jes. ~~~quenC"y ;-~-~'~'? 
~.s {:'""OIr j,50 Kc to :_:: ~OO :.(~. :~be rac"'50 ope~
etor u~~s it ~o r.1a::":·~,~l:n contact wit.b s:a.t:.o:t!s 
·~-.T>."'on2 :rang~ 0: t.~e cr·!"!'l.!~~'-:-,~,~ .se.&:. <l.":"'~(: {")c:.:' 7)1,'.0: 

Co,~re!"''':: ~~{\ 

7'">';e !:1i .. ~o COillj'aS5" :(:; 2. :~5-1:U~)~ SUper!1t":/:o.-

os·~ C-L:-S'S ~J?:ve a s':~(,07"1C_ :rE~CjO CO!'D.:X~.SS A,,, 

:ac.1ji":at0 !:J.u~H~r).~·:.~L~.q: f"...Y..~s~ 

,,\<~",.l(!'!r ~eo::c;!'l ~1l)C~iv!S,,~' 

The mark,::!' beai;:on !"€'('e.i.ver cetects the sig-
nals t:ran.::-;ruttec by rem 'I!a!'kE'TS and the mr:-.:-:,er 

,beacons b cones of sHence. The :rece1.vcr £:/' ~::es 
.a lIght when you a..."'e over such a ITl'1:ri5::er 
be:.)'1.. 

Interphone !;ystem 

The interphone system permits CO;:1IDUnica

t.io:! among c"'ew members. It also allows crew 
members to r~ejv" and transmit from any 1.'1-
terphone station. 

Id"nHflccHon In$ta!!ation 

The IFF iraJ1.smit..'\. ic':"ntmcatic-n signals ac
cording to a predete:rm5.ne<i code. !t also has an 
emerge>ncy s-witci .ror s€",£hg distress s;gnals. 
There is a buj.lt-in ('c~~nator to destroy t..1-:le set 
in the event of a forced < ',-,::2..ing or crash'. 

Frequency Meter 

The radio oucrH+or uses the frequency meter 
to check the frequency calibration of radio 
t:ransm;Uers R.?'Jd rece5vers. The frequency 
meter is acC'urate1y c;.>libr:'.!.ed by mea.u.s of pre
'ttl-DeC; crystal CJCL1:f,s ... nd has sell-containecl 
~atter;,('s. 

':r,,,, yLrF (yery hip;) frequency) tr:?_J.':csmitt.er
,..ece~ve:"" :acHo set ?.r(~"1;.-~.~·.t?S 2-\vay radio-te~.~ 
pj)on+? cQm;:ci..:I. .... '1ic~~::~Q:'1 betv,~·:J0-~j,· "Tar,. .:.:1 fj,g!':tt 
,:)1).("i. "f)"?"!~\f .. ~e-e:l 2.1 .. :;,,('?v," ... ·f ~_r-~c! ~o>_'_lJ.2 staJjo~ls. Pro-

(7",):-1 ,".--.~~.C'1;f, ~:11(~':0-~,0:':1':: :r::10C:;~~.',",:~~: C::::--.. 

T_:.',::, .-: . 09'~.":~.t~?S :\ ,:,~y 1"''''-:.1\ o:e" fO .... "0' ~~!"'0 ... se: 

.r;~~n ")~.;_.OO1J ,r" 

;~:r3:er_~.::"I.. :::.~,... :;~"1~" 

., 

, . : 
. ,~ 
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There :;!.J"'e two. types of oxygen system.,,: ;n
staDer.! :n C~6 a:crp~.an€'s. Early moce3s ?lav, ":'.1e 
cont.inuous flow; later m~e1s, the dema.n.C.. 
30:""1 are designed for a crew of four. For "ddi-" 
tional crew members or passengers, Y0:" '.Uu.st 
carry p('lr~3. ble equipmev' 

Oemarll:: System 
Demand system installations include eight 

type G-1 cyl:naers m.a.nJ!oJded so S.at there are 
t.wo cylinders for each-"cmber of a I-man crew, 
supplying outlets at 6e following location..c;: 

,Left side of instrurnen!panel 
Rig..~t side of instrument panel 

, Radio operator's station 
Navigator's station 
Each Qutlft has a type A-12 regulator and a 

gage panel. The regulator is fully automatic, 
'requiring no adjustmt:'1t for H;Jituoe. However, 
it has tvvo controls fo,r -1"\ec;.ru.izeC uses: 

The auto-nux lever ,:,:J..<;; ":\'10 positions: ON 
and OFF (marked NOR!\fJ\J ... c.':VC"l;.".;N .. .nd 
O ox,,"r-':T:""" .'<, . .f ... ~ Ol\"f 7r.: 1 0% • J. ",.r.H on some reg'w. .. .,,;.: '"L .. ' 

the norma' :)osition for t'~~s lever. \~h.en you 
move it to :j'e OFF posit';;::. the :r>:g'.J..~ato:- fur
nishes 100% oXY.'St'n whe:-l you in:~i.fJe, rega"('. 
less of ;J,lt3iude. 

The €'l"Jerr -?-~\cy '1:alve ena b1es you to get a 
r:~"~~;5.,,1.) "'0 {"W of 100% 0xyge:r: W::V?D YOL~:'leec1 

<or "~.:·I. errl ~rgt?!1cy. 
~y t 'I"T' .; '.' v lve i~ '1ur,·',," .• ~,.eL,', ,,~ 1\ (l ",f.:': _' ~'.ln,?: 0~:c1ejg'2!1~.r~; _ .~ H :'.1-

of. OXYl.;:->.~. : .... ~ (!:7~_:Y i~~ :'."'?:,-:',."' 

~::e ,~~ .. r~~ '?8.C'tJ O~~" ~~', 

i)~ rC:T:~' ?"~t:::Q'r, ~1Y::!jr~<' 

v/'1~n O"':~lr~-::~ 5.<:; ~J)'I!.v:~"j~--:. 

0.'i.::i!":e:rt ~!"';).'~~'\:; ... ,;1~.!~1 t!:J'P t"...0:r:-J. ,<~ ~yst(:~~: ,\.-:.'~~ 

.; ,_,," -) :·-:e"':.:.E.!?::. I.-~~~.;.I\. O~ . >'-•• -~/~. ~~ ... 0' ... ~_r IT;.-?.s~~ rrnl .. ~'-
r.+ 0C:~y~ o;~ ",:'e ~:;'I'3~.\:::~ry. V';0~1'~ we' y~'c.?-

~r:.y. ~.'?v("t .~.: : . ."::>:::(". 
. -""&2tl t t~~~:'.r:';: :~ .. ~' ,.-. ~ .. 

~C~"';"':"'lj~,,~": ~~"Vtl "":;'-~f;:m 

~"-~J ~::~ .~'l_re ~- 'y ~:~,,"'.:,,'r; ~~~ ny :.~JJ (Of p:r.; 5n c('n-
J:5_"::,~01';.f ')V.l .:,::. "7'.:r·,. ".' ,:0:'1:~, .. ~~',_<~~£:J r;. .. r'~ of".,,· r, " 

,. A type A-9Aregv:..ator is at each station. This" 
regulator is not automatic; you must adjuctjt 
".0 correspond to your altitude. The lower .dial 
on t,1:le regulator gives you tb.e pressure in t'lt.e 
,,··S't'!ffi. 

'~:r;ear a type A-8B oxygen 
contL."1uou.s flow system. 

¢>:yge<n !.)uration 

Oxygen curation depen.ds on a :Oll."'D.berof 
"Vm!!.bIe tactors. On the- average, 'howeve-, 
ei6er system fu!1y charged g.ive~ more than 9 

,l.:.lours' chration for <.1 ere\,; of fou:r at 20,000 teet. 
'~'r"; ~vstems have 400425 psi of oxygen when 
:':' .. , ';10. bot1'l are filled :;;r'-,111 a. single valVE', 
l'l.sio€ .?::~ <:lct::e~ doo!' 0'1, ilie fuselage helowthe 
: :,;:: center p. .. neL 

A','!'c~?o!:t w'th t:.~e t;'p'JJ.arl.e c":ygen systems 
c;;;:rry .r '~l:r e'~ t'fJ.e ~;r..E_..l. s::->;::e:r ).. ~?e .i\.-'J wal~>t ... 
~~"i'"·~Y·.:.!.";!' ,)0'.... ~5. ':.{ O~J can r~~l.2.T~~ ·f.-~ese from. 

"1,.-(\ 

~0?'"'t:: .... ,!OU .. C: r.O":l.;" syst0'·~.n 
~, •• > ,~ "'- ,'" ~}~~ess\t:~': !:'y ~~?v""' ~!~ 

"c.:··'~r~ 

.".. '," ~'~" .. 



;'l;~~;:>,"'?r:~i~~:':1;0J!:f"'~;?7~~1<) 

I 

-

_.' 

. ,i J 

""'"'~$.-" .... 
~ " '. ~,. "'" " 

j, ., ;".\ ~> .... ':':t;. 

V7 e,:~~"J.t ,qn(~ ~a.lanf~·-r :~o:J.t~ol 0=: :·.;"Oll:~ a:_~~.::-~::\(: 
~S 0::'0 ,j <-:."Jll·:~:,OP' C' ·'.:e :o.'.'·-."'>.f,o~ine, 

Ca!'r,O~ (':::-e"",,;v, G-"1C'" ?2 .... s~n/:.~(·~'"-"-i":t SU~C~l E> .!D..a.'l-1'1t:~ 

t~:at +","'J.C' center or «(:!C) ;"eX~-:L~"!J":':; ~U}5.::J, 
c~rt.ain prec.eterrr..i.n'?e ::.m!,.f:,s. 

V':e:f.ht ?nd ba~'·'1'.!'l con:'yo~ of y(n~:r nl.t'p~.'\!'.c 
is you.!' resI--"'On.~r:)~:..litlfl jit mo;;t st..r"';ltion.~ the 
Weight lL'1C Ba!ance O:"5cFCr supervises ~:he. 
loading of your plane. You still must c;.,eck it. 
If you are nof. satisfied wit.~ L~e loading, it is 
your privilege to have the loading changed or 
refuse to fly the ship, 

Many times you take on -::argo when there is 
no Vh,i,g..'I,.t .me Balance Officer present.. 'I'hen 
yew have to understand weight andba1anc~ 
thoroughly to load tbep1ane properly. 

1E(ff)cts of Improper loading 

improper loading affects 'every phase of 
flight. Overloacing or a nose-heavy or tail
heavy condition cuts cov\,n maneuverability and 
airplane efficiency from the standpoint of rate 
of climb, ceiling, range, and speed, 

If L."1e airplane is badly overloaded or crit
ically out of balance, you may not be able to 
get it off the ground, 0.:' ;.t may sta:! out on you 
u .. '1expectedly on ta:'-ceocr or 'anding. 

Principles of Bo!ance 

If you were ';0 suspenc_ your emp~y airplane 
so tJ13.i; jt lnmg perfectly leve}" the PO).!1t of S'.l.">

pens?on WO~}>:c: 'be <':y~ ,SCf. 1'_
l l1.f:re B.re detini-:e 

:·_; ..... ''T15.-:-.,S :~)Te :?nC: a:':t of f1':5; ~Jasic C(} 'v5th.:~n \~~:2~C:1 
<'-:{; CG 0':' .r,."l.e ~oa,~·,~i!. sJ~:~? r.1l..l,~~' ,~a7]> :.! 't.~l~ "". 

~' .. ;'.ne is ~:~Q ~?.y s;:~'.f~~.? 

~-r 1o::tc:.m::, ,t~':-. -, ,'.8J'"e t yO:J. +/-'1'k.e ~Jl~D ~on.r:~c"'.e!'

at::: . ~~r)1:..;;' 1..."12 v,.r(':~f?,~_~; ,,':lor' ~:..,....,(:1. ::r.t~~~:~ fH~ -:'~~~ C:~S

tan~~ . ';~::1 ~ ... ~~ C:C. . cae.: ne?7' Jc r, (:':l], 

t.:~~n ~ ~2.~~",)C"'~C ~~;y ~7JC:1. 

~.ose or ~~;~.:~: c~ ':.be I~J_T!=' ~::~.e~ 

a.?::J, ::'/ -:-,0 -lei~~:t';' '0:_"!'"';(, ::::'t::~>~.; _';].f_",:e. (,',op.'.es e.~ ,e2.("~ "1..:" 
f,i.1 ~·n5'~:j~ ... lc~~.or..,s '-:c "" .J~'$")(~~.:r: ·t\.~~ ~·_ry~e;:t- Y'< .. ~. t':"%~ 
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7.'be £O!'!!1 in '~,~""t.~ ,.,.~~. you r.i.l"~ ~.~1 .. ~:~cu1.ar~,y i1'1-

terestec. :...<; Form .. ~. -fje ,"v.eig.ht EDJC ~o~~~ance 

deH;arJce. Form F is 6e summaxy-or th~ ac",' 
t.'sposition 01 load in ~:'le ",';'-,,,:,,'.ane a..'ld recore's 
th:; balance status step by ~tep. It is your re
sponsibiUty to see tbat thls form is ::,:r-I'':)\' 

completed. You must submit it for npp::-ovru 
wit..h your aircraft c!earan,cA form .. 

Load Adjuster 

There is a load adj1Jster in the pilot's com
partment of €'very C-41\ Its ptL'"Pose is to give 
you a quick and accurate method of checking 

. your load to make sure it is properly balanced. 
The case of the load adjust,er bears the air

plane serial number, its ba'3ic weig..~t, and tJ:le 
airplane bdex number, which gives you the 

,\r:~:.;;: thnt '" ,'" ":~"~ '?i~ "i.a~.e "'.,: "I~;?-.:n.lr~ J~"'~~~t >:.1~ 

7"::ldex i~ ~:"!_ j)!'o.;,P:t: 0r~e ~;:c 1;,,~. 

T. O. A::,'" 0:' -4J::-t:U ~:(ve:.; cO::rtplet~ ins-':~_"~-::o:ttS 
fa: uJ.e ut:;e of r:le :03.,3 RCjuste!'. St'-l(~.y ::J-?se 
ii:rectiors, 6en practice using tlJe :0",0. ac·~'."-",C!)~, 
by wc-'dnp: O:J.t sa'Tl,p;,e ?Jroblems. T'emembe:r 
to use t,,':1e L'1c'ex ntun~::>er s:':1own on ~J'le practice 
iorm. a.l1d not the one on your lo,:~d acjuster (,/lse. 

Shifting Cargo in FHghf 

It is sometimes necessary to shift cargo 10 

fHght to maintain proper balance. Don't hesi
~~e to change carg!) arou.'1d to rei :::f.! exces-

. ,.1 
'r' ,,~, !'", 

r 

, ~ 

sive e~ evawr trim made nece..~ by consump-. '! 
non of fuel or other eX"Pended load. ",';~ 
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There are two kinds of p,,' d weather condi. 
tions under which you may have to operate 
C-46's: normal wlllter flying, wiL'I-t tempe "tuJ"es 
seldom below OaF, aed arctic type operation. 

The instructions in this manual appIy to :0.01:'

mal winter operation. If you are ·~y.mg in arc;:.c 
t:"'''Pe re-gions, study '1" o. 01-.:':'5~ .. .J\ .. 15, -c,.e 
":-iandbook of Cold Weather Operatio:l. for C..t,I:~ 
C:?rie;~ .Airplcu1es," for complete iniorma::oD 0:.1 

:~1e can: OJ t.~e airplane. 

In extrf;me).y cole ",:veather you !'n.?Y' "'l~ve to 
pr~~heat 1:~e i~.·::'~.~"1es c·ne ot.~~e"" !Jcrts - ~,~ ."1,.~ ..... -

~~~~~F 
I r· 

Warning': Use an ~xtem.al source of electric 
power-a battery cart or the putt-putt-for all 
ground mainlf;~\ance and preflight l"..L.'1ning of 
the engines. Do not use Lue aJ.rp!lane's be.henes. 
Cold weat.~er "~aces extr.a heaV',,{ loac:.s on the 
electrical system. 

Preflight 11"I~,?""cHonl 

In addition to your noITnaI insPF~ct'cons of the' 
a.l.r?Iane, see (\2 f <~~e foEowL'1g p"':'e'')_~s-~t checks 
are r:)~.r3.e in co~.c '\V'?3 t'h.er: 

:);00 St~'T':s-C:lf''''.'l 2.~~ snow, ice, and c'Urt 
f-rorr.. O},eo s~r .. rts ";.' ,~ .... ~.,..-('.~)~ ~utting t~1e paekinE!, 

"'I • 'J ,. t .,..., "! 

v~~~ .. pr.;.'1 ':05es mUC.'1 :-£ reS2f:r.~y m cO.ze. 
p:CJ.J1e ~or ea~~5e_1: '-~',a~i:1g aJl{~, p:"'.'~er o~, "'rrvr~ ,~er. :'Tse a. r2tf: so.":t:kf'·'''' ~.n :rJYC"y?u'J.c f'U_7:". 

'To ~;e\e,3~. /"';E' e.~R:..7:·C'S, u.s"?' .;s-~otm(' ::e,::-:::e.""f, "f"5,--':·'1.~.r!10\T(:': ,?~..,_: cover:~ ::rom ':;t~~.,J' >;E's. 

~beac"l t~r:;..:-:-e:;~w:\'lTes -??ch 

COC~{P~.t, '.Y)!"I'(->(:t -:-.3."\c ,::.~.

duc~ 0:;, .[. .. "I~_n.. !::.0:;.e (): 4_ .. "J .... ~ 

i~: "tl:;'. 

~,:'.rr~ 0r:". " 0'"', ~ ;~~-.:"o?_ y)( ,~ .. >?:;:- :J.:?-0.~:r""'" ~. ~I)O::'-~::; 

CY~:_"2C~er.c: ~o;- :.';}sy 
~p_~~:eo~:·~~. ~: " ';:0'-' ··"c:. 

b:ea:zer 

j:---': 

" 
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:,ree.~y as 5n norInal ~~err.:_"":'I~at\.".res ~:e=- j,·:~e~lf;?at

.'ng ·~;.he eD..~.nes. 

'.Nres-C:,),ed: ?]. '::Ies' :or normal pressure 
since extre~e temperaturr>· changes ca1.'.se pres
sure var..atlon. Also ma:te su:re thB.t t:l"'e!' are 
not i:ro7.en to the g:r:,'-'.J1d; a':l.C: if necessa..ry :.:.J:'ea1o;: 
them loose before starting engL"1es. c . 

Oil System--Open t,he oil Y drain. and. 6ec:'k 
-lor free on Sow. Open oil tan.'k sump drain and 
c..beck for ice. Ii no flow occurs, apply heat. 
Check oil ra6~<·tor core for. ice accumulation. 
Make sure t};; t the plywood discs are installed 
on the cooler tQ restrict the air flow: 

,) 

(\G.--- -.-:::;::=---._.....;-

. 0 _---:=-~:.;=~~-=--

r '~i Sym:em-C7::lecK the fuel ta.n'«: sum:ns 
a..T).C~ ~ ... :".~.;,:1ers to remo'l'"","e v"ra ... ...e:r: and L..., __ <;u...~e frf-J-e 

':""'.o'\v. ~c' ~ 'C4~n t{:.".:';::'~ ··'.le~> ::yS"':0~ :~ai~tP~ 

1<-.0f.:,?-~t_n;:\-r=Ie2..~1 :.C~~ ~a"'~\", ;':.::' rno::"r ~:.·~f:l r,-~ 

an ";enr",,"l. 

~::>< ~;-C:~"'2:{' nn1'J ~?€ a:~ sa!.ety ' .. ··~ches 
ax:~~1 e.':T.: ·,>~7'.~f:'ncy '£x~.'· ';. 

.A 

You. ~'! .. ~ .. s1; u.:~ ex:!:t7. ::::=e i::2 ~-?nng e::\g:~~~ 
Y.n C,)~~(, w·:;41.t~er. ?1.iL: .th~ props t:1l"0t~,~~J. 

hand at least 15 ·b:a€.es. 71 ·:.~1e props ru:-ee:,~
treme:y . hard to p'il, '!.J.se <:'':>1..1l:!':' ~"eat 07.). -:::h.e 
engines. 

Priming: 
'J 

~ .. C;·r::T~te .priming S"m1;c" =J mar.irnum'ot 
2 sE-'Conds whi.~e energiziJ:lg ,;';"e S"",,:rr-' "r. '::';"). .r:Il.s 
the priming lines wit.h fuel but f~o-",S not inject 
any into the cylinders . 

. 2. When engaging, a...~...er the engine starts 
. tu..""ning over, prime as needed. First operation 
'of the switch injects the fuel. 

2. , Never prime until t'.f' ;;;-ine is turning. In 
. cold weather, fuel does not vaporize readily 

., and may run into the !ower cylinders, causing 
2 hydraulic effect which bencl.s connecting roc1R .. 

. Energize the starter for at le2.st 15. seconds. 
Adr..itjonal time is required for lovier tempera-' 
tur·~s .. 

When the engine starts,'oil pressure may 
reach 300 psi. This is no",;;£''; .. Oil.pressure re-. 

. :--n.s to (;'0 to 80 psi when the oD inlet tempera
ture r...ses to 40°C. If no oil. pressure is indi
cat(·d ."P\in 30 sE'Conds after $":.,..c:mg, S:J.ut off 
alJ.c che2c for broken 7.i'J~!, 8..'1(: :rOT congealed 
or or ice In tbe Y c.ra:n o!' .J:) 6.e oe. ta...'1.1<: sump 
c~ain. 

7{ee7-" COW!. :5."''OS o~n for ;~~.1 ground operation, 
regardJ.ess of out..<ri.c.e air '~E:"n::-=ratu.re. 

More reaCily. 
{:''.?~~J''·r' '; a~. '=C'.,~:,_llC ?,..~{ :~'L".r:~ct('" C'Ontro~s to 

~~~.-:,.-:: {~~:~<~c't.~ c( ::"1{)'f\f1'("'''"71(\~,,' .... 



~." .. ,'. 
~:-:·:';F"·'f··'· . 

-

O,;.>e;:l ~1.rtop:~,0t -':).:>-''"P~':.s \ .... ,j.},\'€' tc C.~~Ct7 .. lat.'~ () ".:. 
. ·.and prl?vf'nt;~1.~gg·:'·~: opere:ti.on. 

Notel:!yclraulic pr''::ss'~ when oper~ting b.y-. 
:draulic units. If pressure (:.:rops in'/e,rmittently, 

the accumulator cJ.ap;':lragm may be broken. 
.Electrical system short circuit" indicate p0s-

sible cond.ensation between contacts. " . 

F'sht Instructions 

J1 snow is ".;00 heavy for a good takeoff run, 
move slowly up and c'own the runway to po.ck 
down the snow before takeoff. 
, Keep cowl flaps open at least % during take
off, regardless of temperature. There is no pos
sibility of the engine e''Joling excessively during 
takeoff and climb. 

'When icing conditions exist, Use car'buretor 
heat immediately before takeoff to remove ice 
from the induction system. Return control to 
COLD elld tum on t..'1e alcohol e.nt;·:,>;r switch 
on the overhead panel. '!'hip, prevents ice from 
'forrn.i.ng. 

Do not use carbureto'r he.atduring ~8.1teoff 
unless it is necessary for vaporizing ·r., 'e1 at very 
low temperatures. 

After !.akeoff fro: "1 a snowy or slush-e(y,,!, ,!d 
field, operate gear 8....?).d flaps several ti."Il.es to 
prevent freezing in the up posif;ion.Operate the 
t..lu-oj;+Jes and other en~Jle controls periodicaHy 
to keep them from <:reezing. 

AltboL1.s!l LTlStru.men4,s tend to become s~ug
giS:l at kw t",mperai--,,'.""es, mo.<;' 01 tbe'JJ. work 
sa:isfactor2y c!,o~J..;~ to _2.,)cC. C. ) .. :<:,' i - ~!!1 ~')y 

cross-refert" C~ to O':'~--:0j lignt a:':1C~_ ::,:r":;~n,~ :_:1-
struments~ esyec~.ar,y "f;;"'::v:'~'"1 coe~,~it ~ ::~,:~)t~;8.

turps £;0 ~.:>e:,OV? ~~.""ee;:.:_~:· "'. 
If + ... ~,'? e.:lzin r;-s r"J}1 ''''0 ' .. ~~L..~.y v,ritJ~ mLxt:'J.r'e ~on

~!"O~ ?I;_ }\,-'·~.Jr::O LE)\,':, . ·".~e()~::1p~.ete "Tla:?O~:--,:2_:~_':'~ 

i.s incJ.c;_~; ,r":: "-f"~:.n'~p~~ ~? ..... '·"::):..:.reto::, ai:~ "le~,~~e""a-

tu.re ju....s~ ~j(~:O .. "v QOC ~)y ~p::>";~"':ng ~:'?/~''1t. 
:\ ;'.:_T)t,ain ~O,-,,!,.~"orc/:·)~,~ C2'):·.::l a)'lC~ ~ock?;.t te~-

~:;'l'~ure; IC· r
• 

P~_a.n yC"':.:: 

"l-:-,?,)' i.!: -:,.:t:O,"'!)"''7.1~-:::(~~C.* 

:'0 t..~,.s,n. (,~ ~ :r .. ,.) .. :.~ \:.-"0 ~~-'-;_ O~ 

v •• __ ._ .... ___ ~_~ ... -..,.. _______ ...... _~ __ ~~"_ ... _ ... ~. __ ........... ,._ ... _ ,~ •• ~ ____ "'~ .... ' 

• ..,'· .... "·1 I 
~ ~, ':; 

,r, ~ . .,'\,f),Sf~ i":'!·\~,<"!S'~:'S.~ . .;::l <~O ..cO:'1.!~T· , .... ~ ·::: ...... 'rO~~..t_ ... p :'·~n·. 

:rud(Ip:.~ O~~j"' .. 

PQ~-~;9;'t Instr&H:tlong; 

'. 1J se bra..L;es I as little a~ possIble and use 
chocks ins~)ld of put+ .. Lw?: parking ~')ra.l;:es on . 

S:m:i t~ ffiGH blov"ter to c~ r - .-:; sludge o'xt 01 
+'~e ciutche..<;. Thenretu,,..,.,. to WW. 

Dilute f1e or;n t.~c e>"~nes be"ore stopping' 
if you anHc:pate temperat'!J,:res of +4: oC',;: less 

. for star!:in.g. Engine. 'Oil tem:;)erat~s mu.st _ be 
below 50°C for effective dilution, TJ too ],igh: 
stop the engin(" allow to cool, <If!d then re-start. 
Do not allow oil pressure tD drop below 15 psi. 

. Idle engines at 1000 to'1200 rpm. 
Press dilution switches and hold for 3 minutes 

. for anticipated temperatures down to _12°C. 
Lower temperatures requ.ire !onger dilution 
periods. . 

Hold dill!'ion switches on untJ: engi.ne stops 
turning. • 

71 neces...:;a.ry to Service the oil tank, accom
plish part of ... .he dilution before servicing :and 
tl:1e remain ,1 er afterward. 

'On .alrcrat'·'Lng hyCcTOro.atiC p. ,~)el1e:"'s, de
press featherilli! button for a maximum drop of 
400 rpm and then ?1..l1} it out. Repeat three 
tim(· 'l"h15 provides c .. '.lted oil in tl.,e feather- . 
ing lines. . 

Atter engines are stopped, leave ':Qwl flaps 
fully open to ci.rc'..:.'.Bte ~/."; and pr~ver;.<; -::J1.L. ... ill.Dr 
of iJ1sulatio!l .. 

Servic'C' ::-uel tanks fury right atter each 
fEr ~.~ J. to :-~",:,'..:~~~:n~5.z(· c('(t:",d,(?,!l.sa -:io!J.. 

c·>'.:?::) () 
·7v ..... ;~e ~'0 O:~0 :·'~:T'~~~.'::"s c:_ep .... u. 

·'N .... J",~r , _, '"':' 'A"'~ 'i:~. ~. 

~',(:r'~ §',cr .. ~':), ~u.s.f: ,\Vip0. 

c.' c'.. 
i'L1"·~.~T ~!1~~"r\€'.s coo\ r:.:":"a~2:l fu~~~, p .. 'r;('" {",:.:. S';J_~.~ 

..-,r' 
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. !".; " ...... ,~~ (..~ 
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